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THE ORIGIN OF OGLAIGH:-~----hEIREANN.
By BULMER HOBSON.

T

HE FENIAN MOVEMENT, after the debacle of 1867, was reorganised
in 1873, and thereafter remained constantly in the background of
Irish Politics, a secret organisation whose sole aim was the establishment of an independent Irish Republic. In the years which followed
the reorganisation it dwindled rather than increased; the times were not favourable and the whole energy of Ireland was divided between the struggle for
possession of the land and the Home Rule movement led by the Irish Party
in the English Parliament. During the period of Parnell's leadership many
members of the I.R.B. supported him and were the backbone of his following
after the split had shattered the Irish Party. After the death of Parnell they
held aloof from other parties, unable to do more than maintain a small and
scattered organisation, a nucleus round which something bigger might grow
when conditions once again became favourable.
The centenary celebration in commemoration of the United Irishmen
in 1898 was the first thing that turned the minds of many Irishmen from the
futile faction fighting of Parnellite and Anti-Parnellite, and in organising the
commemoration the members of the I.R.B. took the most active part.
Thereafter many of them joined the newly started Gaelic League and were
among its best and most enthusiastic workers. The Gaelic League and the
Gaelic Athletic Association both owed much to men who were devoted members
ofthesecret Republican Movement, and these two organisations in turn became
the chief recruiting ground for the I.R.B. The Gaelic League in its early years
generated an intense enthusiasm for the national cause. The result was a great
accession of strength to the secret movement. There was no very rapid
increase of numbers for, as the young men came in, most of the older
generation dropped out, but the increase in morale and in enthusiasm was
very marked.
When Griffith and Rooney founded the United Irishman in 1899 the movement became possessed of an organ in the Press, and the ablest paper at that time
in Ireland, to support and propagate its views, and the establishment of
Cumann na nGaedheal, in 1900, gave them an open political organisation in
which members of the I.R.B. could work without reserve.
Unfortunately, the early death of Rooney deprived Cumann na
nGaedhea1 of its natural leader, and arrested its deVelopment, and Griffith,
who had had some difference with the I.R.B., started a new organisation,
the National Council, to work his Hungarian Policy-which later became
more widely known as the Sinn Fein Policy. Members of the I.R.B. were
the most active element in the Sinn Fein Movement from its inception until
they quietly dropped out about 1910, dissatisfied with the progress it was
making.
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After this they concen trated on building up their own organisation
and
started Irish Freedom, a monthl y paper as their organ in the
press. I"ish
Freedom was owned and controlled by the organisation, and most
of the
contrib utors were members.
In 1911 the LR.B. had, probab ly, not more than 2,000 membe
rs in
Ireland and in a few of the English cities, but they were picked men,
and most
of them were active workers in other and public organisations. Irish
Freedom
had given them a rallying point, a unity of outlook and conviction,
but they
were still too few to play any decisive part in Irish politics and
had to be
content to wait until some new situatio n should arise of which
they could
take advanta ge to emerge as a definite force which would
have to be
reckoned with. There were two possible eventua lities to which, at
that time,
they looked forward, either of wIllch would transfo rm the existing
situatio n.
These were the passage of a Home Rule Bill by the English Parliam
ent, and
the outbrea k of war in Europe . To this second possibility the I.R.B.
had given
most though t.
Althou gh Roger Casement was not a membe r he was in close touch
with
some of the leading membe rs of the organis ation and, largely owing
to him,
they were not unacqu ainted with the trend of Europe an affairs.
That war,
in which Englan d, and most of Europe would be involved, would
come within
a few years was apparen t, and how Ireland might fare, and should
act in
such an eventu ality was becoming a matter of urgent importa nce.
To tum
the minds of Nationa lists to this questio n I wrote two articles in Irish
Freedom
in October and November, 1911, entitled : "When German y fights
Englan d,"
in which an Irish policy was outline d as far as this could be done in
the public
press, and only the paralysis of the Castle Govern ment in face of
the growing
complexity of the Home Rule situatio n enabled so much to be said
publicly
withou t having the paper suppressed.
Casement at the same time was preparing a memor andum which
we
proposed sending to the German Govern ment as a first move
in any
negotiation to get German y to recognise Irish Indepen dence when
the war,
which we felt to be inevitable, should burst upon Europe . This memor
andum
was given, at the beginning of 1914, to Count Von Bernstorff, the
German
Ambassador in Washington, and was forwarded by him to his Govern
ment
in Berlin.
In the meanti me a new factor arose in Ireland which was watche d
by the
1.R.B. with the deepest interest . This was the decision of the Orange
Party
in Ulster to resist Home Rule by force of arms. Here was a develop
ment
of the first importa nce, for if the North could arm against Home
Rule, and
get away with it, the rest of Ireland would soon be shaken out of
its foolish
belief in Constitutional agitatio n and would be compelled to arm also;
and if
on the other hand, the Ulstermen were suppressed by English
forces the
wayward loyalty of the Northe rn province would probab ly take
some new
orientation which would enable North and South to come togethe r
on a basis
of common antagon ism to English interference in the affairs of Ireland
.
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The new move of the Northern Unionists was very disconcerting for the
English Government and their allies the Irish Parliamentary Party, but the
I.R.B. hailed it with deep satisfaction. In the issue of Irish Freedom dated
December, 1910, P. S. O'Hegarty commented on the Arming of Ulster in the
following terms:Good! 0 nobility and gentry, farmers, shopkeepers and artisans, men
of property and men of no property in that part of Ulster which is afraid
of the rest of Ireland, we drink a health to your arming. May you get
arms, plenty of them, good and cheap, and may you get men to use them,
and may they make as good use of them as did your forefathers who
took up arms a hundred and thirty years ago..... History haS a fashion
of repeating itself, and we welcome with a shout this revival of public
arming in Ulster. One hundred and thirty years ago it b~gan also in
Ulster, but it did not end there, it only ended where the four seas of
Ireland stopped it.
This action of the Tory politicians in Ireland, with the active assistance
of their friends in England, brought a period of Irish History to a definite end.
During the 19th century the Irish people were not only disarmed; they had
been really brought to believe that armed resistance to the English occupation
of Ireland was both insane and immoral, and this belief was so finnly held
and so widespread that the small minority that clung to the Fenian tradition
could make very little headway against it. The Carsonite movement in
Ulster shattered this futile reliance on legal agitation and on the manoeuvring
of an Irish Party in the English Parliament; it rudely broke up the political
make-believe on which the majority of the Irish people had subsisted for years,
and compelled them to face realities.
The effect of the arming of Ulster on the rest of Ireland was not
immediate, but as Carson's movement gathered momentum a growing alarm
spread through the country, Instead of realising that a new portent had
appeared in the Irish skies the Parliamentary Party emitted a few gibes
about wooden guns and buried their heads still deeper in the sands of English
politics. But in the I.R.B. we knew that Carsonism had opened a door that
could not easily be closed again, and that we had but to wait and get ready
to take advantage of the new situation that was rapidly emerging.
By way of getting ready the Dublin Officers of the I.R.B. ordered the members in the city to be taught military drill. This had to be, and was, carried out
secretly at the Hall in the rere of 41 Parnell Square. The instructors were
the officers of the Na Fianna Eireann (Irish National Boy Scouts), a body which
had been started about 1910, and which was directed by some of the younger
members of the I.R.B. At the same time the I.R.B. began to buy a few rifles,
but the funds available for such purposes were very small.
In the early months of 1913 the Ulster Volunteer Movement was in full
swing-it defied the Government, with the active support of the chiefs of the
English Army and the English Tory Party, and, as a result, the English power
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in Ireland was paralysed. Our plans were soon formed. They were to start
an Irish Volunteer Movement openly, and in defiance of the law, just as the
Ulstermen had done, but we were principally afraid of moving too soon
or too openly showing our hand at the outset. This caution was necessary
because the Irish Parliamentary Party had still the blind support of the
great mass of the people, and we knew that the Party, who ought to have taken
the lead themselves, would be terrified at the bare idea of such a move. It
was evident to us that the growing menace of the Ulster Volunteers would
soon induce the rank and file of the Party's followers to break away from
their policy of submission and passive reJlance on the English Liberals, but
too hasty a move on our part would have retarded rather than helped such
a change.
We aimed at taking the initiative just before a break away became
inevitable, and wished the birth of the Irish Volunteers to appear as a wholly
spontaneous outburst of the people. In October, 1913, it became evident
that the start could be no longer delayed, and it was decided by the Dublin
Centres Board to assemble immediately a public committee to inaugurate an
Irish Volunteer Movement. I reported this decision to the supreme Council
of the I.R.B., and it was, of course, fully endorsed, and, as Chairman of the
Dublin Centres Board, the arrangements were left in my hands.
A name that commanded respect throughout the country to head the
new movement was our immediate need, and one, too, that had not been
identified with what were then called "extreme views."
Professor Eoin
MacNeill was our obvious choice. In so far as he had taken any part in
politics it was as a supporter of the Irish Parliamentary Party, and as VicePresident of the Gaelic League, and as a scholar he was known all over
Ireland. He had just written a letter in the Press advocating the establishment
of Irish Volunteers.
Having got MacNeill's assent O'Rahilly, then well known as a worker
in the Gaelic League, and I sent out invitations for a meeting in Wynn's
Hotel in Abbey Street, to arrange for the immediate starting of the Irish
Volunteers. Those who attended this meeting formed the Provisional Committee, which was in control of the movement until the following summer.
There was no attempt to confine the membership of the Committee to
people who were in sympathy with the I.R.B., or "ith Sinn Fein. As a matter
of deliberate policy we tried to get men of every party and of none, and the
only reason that so few supporters of the Irish Parliamentary Party were
includ d was that more could not be found who were willing to act.
.
In organi ing the Volunteers the Provisional Committee consistently
y ~visions, and insisted that the companies be raised solely on
19nore~
~ temtonal bast. Everyone had to join the company nearest to where he
lived, and all who subscribed to the contribution were entitled to become
members.

P:ut

!he ~t aC.t of the Provisional Committee was to prepare and issue a
manifesto m which their aims were clearly stated :_
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The object proposed for the Irish Volunteers is to secure and maintain
the rights and liberties common to all the people of Ireland. Their duties
will be defensive and protective, and they will not contemplate either
aggression or domination. Their ranks are open to all able bodied
Irishmen without distinction of creed, politics or social grade..... .
We propose for the Volunteer organisation the widest possible basis.
Without any other association or classification the Volunteers shall be
enrolled according to the district in which they live.
While the manifesto was being prepared arrangements were made to call
a public meeting to enroll Volunteers. Application was made for the use of
the Mansion House, but the Lord Mayor, a follower of Mr. Redmond, reflecting
the attitude of his party, refused his permission. The Rotunda Rink-a large
building in the Rotunda Gardens which no longer exists-was taken, and the
Volunteer movement was publicly launched on the 25th November, 1913. The
Rink was the largest Hall in Dublin, but it was quite inadequate to hold half of
the people who desired to attend. The Hall was packed and three large meetings
were held outside. Nearly 4,000 men signed the enrollment form and became
Volunteers that night.
The enrollment form was as follows:Company ................................................ No ................................. .
I, the undersigned, desire to be enrolled in the Irish Volunteers formed
to secure and maintain the rights and liberties common to all the people
of Ireland without distinction of creed, class or politics.
Name .............................................................. .
Address ........................................................................................ .
City, Ward, or Township .......................................................... ..
Date ..................................................... .
After the Dublin meeting corps of Volunteers sprang up spontaneously
in every part of Ireland. Onr office was inundated with applications for
affiliation, for instructors and for arms and equipment. By May, 1914,75,000
men had become Volunteers; by July the numbers had risen to 160,000,
and this in spite of the opposition of the Irish Parliamentary Party, and
without any support from the Irish Press. In Dublin eight halls were occupied
nearly every night in the week where companies were drilled by instructors who
had been in the English Army. The most proficient of the Volunteers were
picked out by the instructors for special training as officers, without having any
regard to the political parties to which they belonged, but as the I.R.B. men
had been drilled already, we secured without an effort the great majority
of the officerships and control of the Volunteers in Dublin. The reluctance
of followers of Mr. Redmond to take an active part in organising the Volunteers
in the country led to the same result in important centres like Cork and Limerick,
our men took the lead and, once appointed as officers, continued to hole it.
Although no action had been taken by the British Government to prevent
the organisation of the Ulster Volunteers, and there had been no interference
with their importation of arms, the moment the Irish Volunteers were started
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stringe nt steps were taken to preven t the entry of arms into Ireland
.
A
proclamation was issued on the 5th December, 1913, prohibiting the
importa tion of arms, and the police became active in watching every
boat that
approached an Irish port.
The Ulster Volunteers boasted that they had already got all they needed
,
and they certain ly had a good many, while we had none, and it became
difficult
to bring them in. When the Proclamation was published the Irish
Times
announced (8th December, 1913): "It, of course, puts an end to
the arming
of the Irish Volunteers." The Irish Times was later to find itself
mistake n.
The proclamation made arms scarcer and dearer and, as the Ulster
Volunteers
had the f~ds of the English Tories behind them, they had the
advanta ge,
but still we got all that we could afford to buy.
As the young men all over Ireland continu ed month after month
to
join the Irish Volunteers Mr. Redmo nd and his party became more
and more
alarmed, and the British Government more and more undecided as
to whoLt it
should do next. It could not suppress one set of Volunteers withou t
suppressing
the other, and the Ulster Volunteers had the active suppor t of the
chiefs of
the British Army.
The only answer of the Parliam entary Party to the skilful and dangero
us
campaign of Sir Edward Carson was a scoff at Ulster's bluff. A
great deal
of it was bluff, but it worked to admira tion, and something
more than a gibe
about wooden guns was necessary to counter act it. Mr. Redmo nd
had ready
to his hand a weapon in the Irish Volunteers which would soon have
reduced
Carsonism and English military mutiny to its proper proportions, and
the Irish
Volunteers at that time were, for the most part, quite willing that they
should
be so used. Speaking at Limerick in Januar y, 1914, P. H. Pearse
said: "In
the Volunteer Movement we art! going to give Mr. Redmo nd a weapon
which wiU
enable him to enforce the demand for Home Rule." If the Irish
leader had
bluntly told the English Government which, at the time, he was
keeping in
power, that since constitutional methods and the vote of the majorit y
were
no longer to determine the course of events in Treland, he would
and could
rely upon the same methods and weapons as their oppone nts, and with
Iaqer
faroes -lf, at the same time, he had thrown himself into an effortnot to
8eC1Ue a mere party control, but to arrive at
a dear underst anding with the
Provisional Cornm ittee-if he had co-operated with them to organise and
arm
the Irish Volunteers the Irish people would shortly have been united, organis
ed
and armed, and Redmond could have stood where Grattan did in 1782,
ready
and able to enforce the Irish demand . Into his hands was given,
in 1914,
one of those rare opportunities that only come to a leader once
in many
senerations, an opportu nity to unite a disorganised people, and by an act
of
tatesma nship to rally the whole force of the nation in a way that
would have
carried their cause to victory. The Provisional Committee, the
Volunteers
and the country were ready- but Mr. Redmo nd was not. Taken up
with the
IDaDOeUVres of English political parties he was out of touch
with, and unequal
to deal with, the situation in Ireland.
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All through the early months of 1914 the Volunteers continued rapidly
to increase and as the country was full of reservists belonging to the English
Army a considerable number of fairly good instructors for drill and the more
elementary military exercises were available.
At Headquarters Colonel
Maurice Moore, assisted by Colonel Edmond Cotter, R.E., a retired officer
of the English Army who carne over to help us, strove to reduce the chaotic
mass to some semblance of military order and, considering their lack of resources
in money and trained officers, they did wonders. The Provisional Committee
contained no other men who had any military training or experience, and
remained essentially a civilian and political body.
As the Volunteer Movement grew too big to be ignored the Irish
Parliamentary Party first abused it, and then, as their disapproval did not
prevent the youth of the country from joining in increasing numbers, they
decided to capture and control it. Some negotiations took place between
MacNeill, Casement, and Col. Moore on the one hand, and Redmond, Dillon
and Devlin on the other, but they led to nothing. The Volunteers were
willing and anxious to co-operate with the Party, but only an acceptance of the
Party's dictatorship would satisfy Mr. Redmond. A letter of Sir Roger
Casement's, written to a corps in Galway in June, 1914, exactly states the
Volunteer position:The Volunteers are the beginning of an Irish Army, and every man
must feel he is entitled, as an Irishman, to step into the ranks without
being questioned as to his political opinions, any more than as to his
religious views. Any attempt to hold inquisitions on the political
opinions of Irish Volunteers must be treated as subversive of discipline,
a thing not to be tolerated in a military organisation.
Mr. Redmond, however, was determined to force the issue and on the
10th June he made a public demand to be allowed to nominate twenty-five
of his followers as members of the governing body of the Irish Volunteers,
and he intimated pretty clearly that if his demand was not agreed to he would
set up a rival Volunteer authority and so split the Volunteers into two camps.
This created a very difficult situation for the Provisional Committee. They
were almost unanimous in their desire to prevent the Volunteers from being
made a factor in the Party politics of the day, and they bitterly resented the
demand and more bitterly the threat with which it was backed up. While
completely sharing this view I felt strongly that the continued existence
of the Volunteer Movement depended upon our avoiding a split at so early
a stage, and the saving of the Volunteers from disruption I saw as a necessary,
if unpleasant duty. In consequence I set to work, and in the brief interval
which remained before an answer to Mr. Redmond had to be made, succeeded
in convincing a majority of the Committee of the necessity of our giving way
for the moment. It was neither an easy nor a pleasant task and one, too,
which was certain to be misunderstood and misrepresented, but to prevent the
dismemberment of the Volunteer body was, I thought, worth the misunderstanding and misrepresentation which ensued.
2
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On the 16th June the Provisional Committee, by a majorit y, accepte
d
Mr. Redmond's nominees. In doing so they stated clearly the reason
which
led them to abandon the non-partisan attitud e on which they had
hithert o
insisted.
The Committee recognises that for the time, in view of the new
situation created by Mr. Redmond's attitud e, it is no longer possible
to preserve the unity of the Volunteers and, at the same time, to mainta
in
the non-pa rty and non-sectional principle of organisation which
has
hitherto been maintained and which, by securing the cordial suppor
t
of national opinion, has brough t about the splendid spirit that pervade
s
and invigorates the Volunteer Movement.
This being the case the Committee, under a deep and painful sense
of
responsibility, feel it their duty to accept the alterna tive which appears
to them the lesser evil. In the interests of national unity, and in
that
interest only, the Provisional Committee now declare that, pending
the creation of an elective Governing body by a duly constit uted
Irish
Volunteer Convention, and in view of a situation clearly forced
upon
them, they accede to Mr. Redmond's demand to add to their numbe
r
twenty-five persons nominated at the instance of the Irish Party.
(To be .Continu ed.)
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MARSHAL JOFFRE.
EARLY LIFE AND CAREER.

OSEPH JACQUES CASAIRE JOFFRE was born near the Pyrenees; in
Southern France, in 1852. He was a student in the Ecole Polytecbnique.
when the Franco-Prussian War broke out in 1870. Joffre joined the Anny
and served as an Artillery Officer during the siege of Paris. After the war .
he completed his studies and became an Officer of Engineers. He spent some
years in France on work dealing with fortifications and military railways.
Joffre then went to the East and served in Tonkin and Formosa and, during
this period, saw some active service about 1886. On his return from the East,
after a short term of Engineer duty at the War Department, Joffre went to the
Soudan in connection with railway construction. While there he first earned
public attention and distinction. In 1894 Lieut.-Colonel Bonnier, in command
of a column, was massacred and Joffre, then a Major, found himself in command.
He occupied Timbuctoo, displayed energy and ability, was given the Legion
of Honour and promoted Lieutenant-Colonel. Joffre now had a further term
of Engineer duty at the French War Department, and was then promoted a
Colonel and sent to construct fortifications in Madagascar, where he served
under General Gallieni. On his return from Madagascar he became a General
of Brigade, and after some other service became Director of Engineering
at the French War Office in 1903.

J

PREPARATION FOR THE EUROPEAN WAR.

1905 saw Joffre promoted General of Division, and, after commanding
a district and a Division, he became, in 1910, Commander of II Corps. In the
same year he became a member of the Superior War Council, and was
designated, in the event of war, to control the lines of communication.
It should be noted that until Joffre became a General of Division, he was
practically always employed on Engineer duties. He never served on the
General Staff or studied in the War College. He had no association with the
discussions, study, and research into the higher branches of the art of war,
which were an important feature of the French Army at this period. Finally,
he had spent a very considerable period of his service in the Colonies and was
more familiar with Colonial problems than with those arising out of the defence
of France and great European Wars. Joffre was, however, about to become
responsible for the defence of France, for preparing a plan for the employment
of the French Armies on the outbreak of war, and for the actual command
of them during war. When he first became a member of the Superior
War Council, the General Staff, the Superior War Council, and the French
Cabinet were concerned in a dispute as to the pIan to be adopted in the event
of war with Germany. The Operations Section had produced the scheme
• The Ecole Polytechnique is a famous institution in which French Officers who need
a scientific training, such as Artillery or Engineers, and civilians for various engineering
and scientific professions are trained.
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now famous as Plan XVII. It was based on a doctrine of war and other factors
that cannot be detailed in this note. The Plan provided roughly that the
main French Forces would undertake an offensive against the Germans in
Alsace and Lorraine. Little provision was made to cope with an advance
through Belgium, although the possibility, and even the probability of such
action by the Germans had been discussed for years. Previous plans had
provided that the French Armies would await developments, disposed in such
a manner that they would be in readiness to defend the frontier wherever
attacked. General Michel, the Cornmander-inChief designate of the main
French Group of Armies on Mobilisation, did not believe in the Plan, and,
accordingly, would not undertake to implement it in the event of war.
Gallieni, Joffre's old superior in Madagascar, and later and even still his rival
for the laurels of the Marne, did not for some reason succeed Michel, and,
after some consideration, Joffre was appointed both Chief of the General Staff
and Vice-President of the Superior War Council. He held those appointments
from 1910 until 1914, and with them the duty of preparing the French Armies
for War. He was already committed to a Plan of Campaign as the Government and the War Minister were committed to Plan XVII., and, at least for
the time being, its acceptance was almost the first condition of the occupancy
of Joffre's post. The Plan was adhered to when war came.
OUTBREAK OF WAR.

On the outbreak of war the French, on mobilisation, invaded AlsaceLorraine according to plan, and, after a small initial reverse, met, for a week,
wi th considerable success, a more serious reverse then following. In the mean time
German Armies were advancing through Belgium and Northern France.
A considerable period seems to have elapsed before Joffre and his Staff realised
the importance and scale of this invasion. Possibly they were concentrating
on events in Alsace-Lorraine. Orders issued to Lanrezac, commanding the
5th French Army on the Franco-Belgian frontier, would, if carried out with the
precision and expedition expected, have led to disaster. Lanrezac did not
advance as rapidly as ordered, and it is now frequently suggested that his
dilatoriness saved both his own Army and the British Expeditionary Force
on his flank from being outflanked and probably overwhelmed.
RETREAT TO THE MARNE.

Joffre ev ntually realised that Plan XVII had broken down and must be
abandoned, and that the Armies of France were in a perilous condition. His
conduct under these circumstances is his greatest claim to fame. He not only
n~er ~or a moment lost his calm, but he seems to have imbued the Armies
WIth hi own equanimity. He issued orders for an organised and co-ordinated
re~t of the Forces in Northern France and, at the same time, set about
~~g a n~w 6th Army on the left flank of the British Expeditionary Force.
His mstructions ~ provided that as soon as the 6th Army had been formed
and the Fourth, Fifth and British Armies saved from the danger of outflanking,
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a
counter-attack was to be delivered and the offensive renewed. The
retreat of all these forces had been pivoted on a point near Verdun. Circumstances, however, did not favour a halt of the retreat for a considerable period.
Controversy still exists as to the circumstances under which the offensive
was eventually resumed.
Some give credit for the resumption of the offensive
to General Gallieni, Military Governor of Paris, others to Joffre. Recent
publications by the French Historical Section of Official Papers and Orders
would seem to indicate that Joffre must receive the credit.
THE MARNE.

Towards the end of August the Germans were certain of victory. Their
1st Army (Von Kluck's) proceeded to wheel inwards, and partly eastwards.
Both Joffre and Gallieni seem to have realised the nature of thiis move in
the early days of September. They also recognised that the Germans had
left ehemselves open to a counter-attack on their flank. Joffre issued orders
for the counter-attack, which was delivered on 6th September. The French
and British attacked all along the line, but more particularly around the
river Marne. The Germans, who had left one rather serious gap in their lines,
retreated to the Aisne. The" Battle of the Marne" was won. The Germans
now proceeded" to dig themselves in." Frontal attacks had little prospects
of success, and both sides endeavoured to outflank the other. These efforts
resulted in the extension of both lines to the sea.
TRENCH VVARFARE.

The opposing forces now settled down to " trench warfare," and Joffre,
like the other Commanders, was unable to produce a solution of the deadlock.
Offensives in 1915 produced no result, and the opening of 1916 saw the German
assault on Verdun. These assaults continued for six months and, although
the French held Verdun, the effort of doing so, combined with the losses in
the Somme Offensive, left the French Army, for the time being, practically
worn out. Considerable criticism of Joffre ensued in French Political circles, and,
at the same time, a French General, Nivelle, undertook, if given the opportunity,
to end the VVar in 1917. As a result Joffre was retired from the Command of the
French Armies and given the very nominal appointment of Technical Military
Adviser to the Government. He was also made a "Marshal of France," a
rank to which no French Officer had been promoted since the days of
Napoleon III. VVhen the United States entered the VVar Joffre was on a
mission by the French Government to that country. After the war
Joffre lived in returement and took no part in either current affairs, or the
controversies and discussions on the conduct of the VVar.
PLACE IN HISTORY.

As the Commander for two and a half years of one of the principal Armies
engaged in the World VVar, Jofire's name will be familiar to students of Military
History for all time. Military historians will probably experience considerable
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difficulty in estimating his abilities as a soldier. His adoption of Plan
XVII
placed a considerable and import ant industrial portion of France in
enemy
hands for four years of war, and almost caused the French Annies
to be
decisively beaten in the first few weeks of the War. On the other hand,
when
it was recognised that Plan XVII had hopelessly broken down the position
was
retrieved in a marvellous manner, and there seems little doubt that
history
will give Joffre the credit for this. Even so, if the German High-C
ommand
had not broken down at this period there would hardly have been a
•• Victory
of the Marne." Joffre's most outstanding characteristic was the
calmness
and resolution with which he behaved when all his plans had collapse
d and the
confidence and optimism with which he proceeded to implement a new
scheme
for dealing with the invaders. His refusal to indulge in controv
ersies as
to his conduct of operations, and his dignity under attack after
the War
considerably enhanced his reputation. His ability as a strategist
will be
questioned. He will, however, become the example of the equally import
ant
qualities of calmness, steadfastness, and resolution displayed in circums
tances
of great disaster.

.. What Moltke has done is to inspire the German Army, from top
to
bottom, with the conviction that hard work and hard study are
just as
necessary in the military as in any other profession, and to convinc
e the
German people that preparation and organisation take you more than
half
way to victory, he and Roon have thought out a system which suits
the
German chara~ter and the German people. That is what we've got
to do.
We copy slaVIshly the army which is the fashion of the day. When
I
entered. the army the French were the great military people, and
we wore
a cap like .~e French kepi, and our trousers-in wrinkles; now the German
s
~ ~e military Gods, and we strap down our overalls and wear a feeble
mutation of the German .. pickelhaube." If our officers would copy
the
Germans as .~ds work, and leave their clothes and their methods alone,
and our politiClans would understand that war is a serious business
which
~~ prepared. for, we need never be afraid of the Germans."-Lije oj
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Some people in this cou ntry are
una ble to thin k of any assailant
of the
Saorstll.t othe r than England. But
so long, at least, as the Brit ish Com
monwea lth holds toge ther we hav e no
reason wha teve r to fear all unprovo
ked
British atta ck. On the othe r han
d, our membership of the Common
wealth,
as well as our prox imit y to Gre at
Brit ain, ensures tha t no outside
cou ntry
which is not eith er already at war
with Gre at Brit ain, or seeking a
pret ext
for a war with Gre at Brit ain, will atta
ck the SaorsU.t. The position, ther
efore,
is tha t we shall be faced with a
war situ atio n here only if and whe
n Gre at
Brit ain is engaged in a conflict with
ano ther Stat e or Sta tes -I mig ht eve
n say
with an Eur ope an Stat e or Stat es.
Wa r between Eng land and Jap an
would not involve a risk of the land
ing
of troops on our shores. As regards
war between Gre at Brit ain and the
Uni ted
Stat es of America, in my opinion
it is outside the bou nds of possibili
ty in the
lifetime of any bod y who has now
reached adu lt years. The Uni ted
Stat es will
not force a qua rrel on England.
On the othe r han d Eng land wou ld
not wish,
or dare, to force a qua rrel on the
Uni ted Stat es, a cou ntry which has
alre ady
a population tha t is thre e times as
grea t as the population of Gre at
Brit ain.
In the nex t couple of generations
tha t population will be doubled or
trebled,
while the pop ulat ion of Eng land will
not sub stan tiall y increase. The natu
ral
resources of the Uni ted Stat es hav
e, as yet, scarcely been tapp ed, whi
le those
of Gre at Brit ain are being fully
exploited. Eng land could no mor
e sma sh
the Uni ted Stat es of America in a
war than the Sao rshi t could smash
Spain.
There is no combination which Eng
land could get toge ther which wou
ld
bea t
the Uni ted Stat es. Moreover, war
with the Uni ted Stat es would mea
n the
loss of Brit ain' s We st Ind ian poss
essions, and would force Can ada
to leave
the Commonwealth. If Eng land
had Asiatic Allies, Aus tral ia and
Sou th
Africa would prob ably follow Can
ada out. The only war, therefor
e, which
we need fear is a war between our
Eas tern neighbour and an Eur ope
an enemy.
There are possibilities in the situ
atio n on the Continent which mos
t
stud ents of inte rnat iona l affairs rega
rd as disturbing, and if war brok
e out
between cert ain Eur ope an combina
tions, the British mig ht become invo
lved.
If they should part icip ate in any
futu re Eur ope an struggle, I am
satisfied
that it would be unwillingly, and
only because they were convinc
ed tha t
vita l inte rest s of thei rs were endang
ered. I thin k tha t the pira tica
l phase
of British hist ory is at an end,
and tha t trouble will not be bro ugh
t upon us
by British aggression. The develop
ment of a more pacific disposition in
Eng land
does not, however, ensure tha t Brit
ain can avoid engaging in war.
There are those who thin k that
~e economic ills from which
Eng land
is at present suffering will prove
incurable, and tha t with in twe nty
or thir ty
yea rs she will definitely sink to the
level of a second-rate power. We
in the
Sao rstl t would hav e sound trad e
reasons for reg ret .g such an occu
rrence.
Moreover, the decay of Britain, apa
rt from its economic disadvantages
to this
country, would brin g abo ut new
dangers which mig ht affect us.
Eve
n if
England's grip on Ind ia is loosened
, ther e will remain in her han ds
valu able
and tem ptin g possessions in Africa
and elsewhere. Those possessions
might,
if she definitely feD into decay, seem
to be easy spoil and so provoke atta
ck.
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If England were at war with an European State, whether singly or in
alliance with others, nothing could enable the Saorstat to escape the consequences of the struggle. Such consequences would, of course, be less if Great
Britain or Great Britain and her allies held command of the seas. In that
case Ireland might be subject to air-raids of serious kind and to molestation
by submarines, but there would be no danger of great forces of Continental
troops being landed in this island with a view to making it a base of attack
on Great Britain. Nevertheless substantial numbers of troops would probably
be required here to meet air-craft attacks and to guard against possible raids
from the sea. Under the Treaty the British Government is entitled in time of
war or strained relations, to certain facilities here, and, in any case, Northern
Ireland is part of the United Kingdom, and there are British garrisons at three
points in the Saorstat. Accordingly, it may be taken that Great Britain could
not, during a war, afford to allow this country to be left without land forces
adequate for its defence. If we had no Army, or only a very small Army,
it is certain that large numbers of British troops of various kinds would be
thrown into the Saorstat. Their commander would be the real ruler of this
country for the duration of the war, and neither the people nor the Government
would be able to make any effective stand for national rights. On the other
hand, if our Army were sufficient in size, or capable of sufficiently rapid expansion, there would most probably be no influx of British troops at all. The
Army of the Saorstat would be capable of defending the country against any
attack from the continent which could get through, under, or over the British
naval forces. Equipment, in addition to any that we should have in stock,
might have to be provided, but, doubtless, the British would be willing to
supply it if assured that there was no danger of our using it against them.
The necessary assurance would be furnished by the facts of the case, because
if England held the sea there would be no temptation for the Saorstat to get
into grips with her. In this connection we may take note of the possibility
that if the Army of the Saorstat had the charge of the defence of this
territory, and if the people of the Saorstat contented themselves with
preparations for self-defence, the enemies of Great Britain might think it well
to encourage the continuance of such a passive attitude by refraining from direct
attack.
If the naval forces of Great Britain did not command the seas a vastly
different situation would arise-a situation that would call for great and
perilous decisions from the Government of the Saorstat, though such
decisions could only be taken by a Government which bad sufficient military
forces at its disposal. If Great Britain failed to bold effective command of
the seas, she would be in extreme danger, and it would become doubly
necessary for her to see that Ireland was not made an enemy base. If we had
no adequate defence force of our own the result would, in such a juncture,
be that Ireland would be bf'ld and ruled by British forces as if it were part
of England, and if the continental powers were victorious, they would treat
the Saorstat worse thall they would treat England.
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The question arises as to whether or not the Saorsta t can afford to
maintain a defence force which would be sufficient to enable the country
to protect
its interests and mainta in control over its affairs in the circumstances
indicated
above. I believe that it may be done along the lines which are already
being
explored. The maintenance of a standin g Army is so expensive that
we could
not afford a force of the kind sufficiently large to be of any use.
However,
I believe that a militia or territorial or mixed militia and territor
ial force
can be provided cheaply enough to enable us, in the event of
war, to mobilise
a very considerable force of men trained to underta ke effectively
the duties
of home defence, though they might not be at all capable of being
used as an
expeditionary force withou t considerable amoun t of further training,
and without much more elaborate organisation and equipment. However,
I think
that in no circumstances should we prepare a force for use outside the
country.
Our safety demands that we be able in certain circumstances to defend
this
country, and equally that we be incapable of militar y attack upon
another.
A great task lies before the officers of the regular Army in plannin
g the
organisation and training the officers of the much bigger part-tim
e army
which is necessary if the country is not to be at the mercy of wind and
chance
during any future European.~conflict.
A DEPUT Y.
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Hints on Training the Intelligence and
Powers of Observation of Officers, NonCommissioned Officers and Men.
By CoLONEL L. W. PARSONS, C.B., R.A.
(Afterwards Lieut.-General Sir Lawrence Parsons, K.C.B., Colonel Commandant,
Royal Artillery).
The following article is reproduced from the Journal of the Royal
Artillery by kind permission of the Secretary, Royal Artillery Institution.
HAVE long thought that the training of the individual intelligence of
officers, N.C.O:s and men has either, as a rule, not been attempted at
all, or has not been carried out on common-sense lines. By training the
individual intelligence, I mean, so training officers and men as to evolve and
develop to the fullest that share of common sense with which nature has
endowed them. In plain language, teaching them to keep their " eyes and
ears skinned and their wits about them." This war 1 has shown that from
"Recruits Drill," the base of the pedestal of the Military Education
Monument, to the spike of Armed Science's helmet at the top, many weak
points have been left which the "Simple Farmers" of the Dutch Republics
have often turned to their advantage. A tendency has arisen to father all
our shortcomings on the unfortunate drill books, on which much thoughtless
and undeserved criticism and abuse have been showered.
The books themselves are good books, and are, at least, the result of an
amount of careful thinking out that no one who has not had a share in the
compilation of a drill book, can realize. It is not the books, but the misreading
of them, and the widespread misunderstanding as to the use and scope of a
drill book, that are to blame. A drill book, being necessarily of very
portable size, can at best be but an elementary text book, giving the details
of drill and procedure suitable to normal conditions on the drill ground,
laying, as it were, the foundation for military training. "The application
of drill, as affected by ground and other conditions is practised later, and
under service conditions," this completes the edifice of that military training,
and the success of the building must depend on the individual intelligence
and capacity for imparting instruction possessed by battery and section
commanders. That better results are not universally attained in the
direction of training individual intelligence is in no way due to lack of zeal
or industry on the part of Battery officers, but to the fact that they have got
into a groove, and don't know the way out of it: don't know in fact what,
when, and how to teach intelligently. In the hope, therefore, that my own
experience in training officers and men, I think I may claim, with some
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success, may be of use to Battery officers of all ranks, I with much
diffidence
accept the invitati on of the Committee of the R.A.I. to put on
paper a few
hints that I trust many better qualified officers may supplem ent
and amplify.
RECRUI TS DRILL.

The inculca tion of common sense and the training of his reasoni
ng
powers should commence from the very start of a recruit' s training
. This
training , at all events in squad drill, is carried out by N.C.O:
s. I think
that the recruit' s first lesson includes "The position of the
shoulde r at
attentio n." Now what is our usual experience of a N.C.O: s
method of
teachin g this? Is it not that, the average ~.C.O., proud of his
knowledge
of book, and powers of repeatin g many lines of it by heart, pours
out the
whole of the instruc tions given on pages 115 and 116, " Cavalry
Drill, 1898,"
heedless of the fact that those detailed instruc tions are for the
informa tion
of the instruc tor only? How many of an average squad of recruits
is a bit
the wiser as to the position of his toes, having heard that they are
to " make
an angle of 45° ?" Would it not be quicker and better for that
N.C.O. to
place himself in the correct position in front of his squad, tell them
to place
themselves likewise, and then walk round and correct each man,
meanwhile
explaining the various points of position, and their reasons. The
reason for
turning out the toes at an angle of 45° is that that position gives
a man the
firmest base to stand on.
This can be amusin gly exemplified by placing
the squad with their toes together and giving the flank man a
shove.
Those of us who can carry their minds back to the days of M.L.
guns
and " sponging out," may rememb er the hopeless bewilde rment of
an unhapp y
recruit at his first gun drill on having the detailed instruc tions
for picking
up a sponge bawled at him. The same recruit that mornin g had
probab ly
picked up a mop, dipped it in a bucket, and applied it to a table
top, most
correctly with "his left hand back down and his right hand
back up,"
simply because no sane man with the proper comple ment of, hands
would think
of doing it otherwise until bewildered by misapp lied drill book.
At sword
and carbine drill is it not usual to hear similar long repetiti ons
of pages of
drill book by instruc tors, while men are being kept in strained attitude
s, and
time is being wasted ?
The worst offenders are, as a rule, young N.C.O: s fresh from
rough
riders or school of gunner y courses, thirstin g to show how well
they know
their books by heart. Again, this has a familiar ring about it.
"No.4
tell of your position and duties in action "; and how often have
we seen an
excellent and nimble fingered, but slow thinkin g, and slower
speakin g,
gunner utterly taken aback, and nonplussed by this order at an
inspect ion?
Would not" No.4 place yourself and do your duties in action
" produc e
better results, and with less waste of time and agony of mind?
These are
just a very few out of the very many instanc es of want of commo
n sense in
drilling recruits which we may see on any battery parade ground
. It is the
duty of battery officers to teach their N.C.O: s to instruc t, and to
teach others
to teach they must learn to do so themselves first.
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Young officers often shrink from drilling a squad because they feel
that they cannot repeat pages of the drill book with the parrot-like fluency
of the N.C.O. They should understand that the substance, and not the
wording, of the book is what an instructor has to impart to the recruit.
They should remember that the average recruit learns more quickly and more
pleasantly to himself, through the eye than through the ear. The terms
"angle of 45°," "vertical,"" perpendicular," "horizontal," etc., are freely
used in the early instruction of illiterate recruits! How often are there
meanings made clear by visual explanation?
TRAINED SOLDIERS.

The same absurdities are noticeable all through the soldier's training.
What rough rider drilling a squad of trained N .C.O.'s at sword drill, having
his squad "laid" for .. Cut 2 to the right at cavalry" can resist running
through the rigmarole, "Now at two cut horizontally from front to rear at
cavalry, etc.," instead of simply giving the word of command" Two" and
then putting those who are wrong right.
Double the amount of useful
instruction could be given in the time if the eye, and not the ear, were made
the vehicle of instruction in manual details.
SENTRIES.

Does our method of training sentries in peace ensure security from
surprise in war? I remember during the last Fenian scare in London
stopping to admire the clockwork precision of the two sentries of the Foot
Guards over the magazine in Hyde Park. They marched in the same
direction along each wall of the magazine enclosure, turned inwards with a
click at the ends, looked at each other, turned inwards about with another
click, marched back again. Periodically, and at uniform interca1s, they halted,
both men at the same end and looking steadfastly in the same direction for
some minutes. This nursemaid aweing performance left one or other end of the
building quite unguarded frequently for some minutes at regular intervals,
and I saw how easy it would be to throw a bomb, and get safe away, but for
one thing, and that was a guardian angel in blue in the uniform of a policeman,
who unobstrusively watched over the safety of the sentries and their charge.
There is no reason why a sentry should not look smart and be useful as
well. Why should walking about in a brisk and soldier-like manner be the
chief object of his tour? Why should he not be trained to keep watch in a
keen and soldierlike manner standing still, with only enough movement to
keep himself warm, and the whole of his charge in view? Why should he
be trained to look only in one direction when halted? and teaching a recruit
that the " front" of his post is one fixed direction has thi effect. The drill
book is not answerable for these common ideas about sentries.
An officer in my brigade division in Natal removed several breech blocks
from the guns of his own battery one, not abnormally, dark night.
The
gun park sentry was doing what he had been taught to do to the best of his
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ability, walking smartly up and down in front of the points of the
poles,
while the officer in question was quietly sitting on the trails taking
out the
breech screws. This little incident may suggest more practical method
s for
visiting rounds, attracti ng sentries' attentio n than clanking a sword;
and
a better sentries' walk than that along the line of poles.
EFFECT OF DISCIPL INE.

Most, if not all, of our drill books and handbooks of guns contain
excellent general rules for the instruction of recruits. These rules
are more
honoured by their breach than by their observance. Some people argue
that
the training of a soldier must be such as to stifle initiative, self reliance
, will
power and resource in a man, because a soldier must be trained
to rigid
discipline. Nothing could be more unsound or fallacious. Discipline
means,
practically, obedience of orders, observance of regulations, and the submiss
ion
of one's own will to that of superiors. A sailor is a disciplined man,
and yet
no one can deny him the possession of initiative, self reliance and
resource
in a high degree. A member of a cricket or football team is also a discipli
ned
man, obeying his captain, and conforming to rules, and yet his natural
powers
are not impaired.
A well-trained soldier, trained I mean on common sense lines, underst
ands
the necessity for, and the uses of, discipline. He, therefore, conform
s to it
intelligently. His training should teach him to act for himself when
deprived
of the immediate guidance of his superiors. What in a soldier'
s present
training does impair instead of develop his natural powers of initiativ
e,. etc.,
is the habit we have got into of not trusting him to think or act for
himself,
or to take care of himself or of anything entrusted to him. Instanc
es :1st. Driver Jones, a transfer from the 200th to the 201st Battery
,
has to be sent from Aldershot to Fermoy.
He is marched to the station
by a N.C.O. who takes his ticket and hands it to him after he has
selected
a comer ~at for him, and ushered him into his carriage. Why not
give
Driver Jones his railway warran t at the Battery Office, tell him what
train
he has to catch, and find out changes, etc., himself, and have done with
him ?
Trust him to take care of himself, and to find his own way, and if he
fails let
him suffer, but don't take every precaution against his ever learning
to take
care of himself. I saw this performance the last time I was at Aldersh
ot
Station.
2nd. A grave has to be dug to bury a horse. A fatigue party of
one
N.C.O. and four gunners are told off to do two men's work. The site
of the
grave has been pointed out to the N.C.O., and its dimensions. It would
be
quite sufficient for him to take the men to the place, give them their instruct
ions,
and then leave them. Not a bit of it, he remains idly there, too fine a gentlem
an
~o take off his jacket and dig, so that time that he might be spendin
g profitably
15 worse than wasted.
Thirdly. On coal carrying day the A. and S. wagon is sent with
Driver Smith's wheel horses and two gunners to take the Major's coals
to his
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house. The Major lives half a mile from barracks, and all these men knew
perfectly well where he lives, and are quite as capable of doing the job when
soldiers as they were of doing similar jobs when civilians. However, Corporal
Brown is sent mounted in charge of the party, and the other men are not
permitted to exercise the capacity which they probably possess.
These are a few instances of want of common sense in the handling of
men. I know from practical experience of training a battery, to the best
of my ability on common sense lines, that you can trust Driver Jones to find
his way by rail, Driver Smith to deliver his Major'S coals, and yet bring his
horses back safe and sound, and Gunners Brown, Jones, Robinson and Atkins
to dig a grave, and not bury themselves in it by mistake. Grown up men
don't want dry nursing because fate has made them soldiers, and not sailors
or policemen, both equally well disciplined men.
THE" HUNTER'S INSTINCT."

A system of military training which will instil, or develop, initiative,
self reliance and resource in officers and men need not entail a single additional
hour's work per day on officers and men. All it requires is that every hour
now taken up with parades, routines, fatigues or amusements, should be
sensibly, and, therefore, profitably employed.
I add "amusements"
advisedly, because there is one more soldierly quality of the highest importance
which we sometimes find ready made in the officer, but very rarely indeed
in the rank and file. I mean the" hunter's instinct." The Boer, from his
manner of life for generations, possesses this attribute in a high degree; our
want of it has been a fruitful source of trouble. The best schools for acquiring
and developing this instinct are the hunting field and the jungle; but all
sports are good, and many games, if the mind be allowed to take part in
them as well as the body. I had always expected that our officers, being as
a rule, sportsmen, would not require the same amount of purely military
training that the officers of continental armies get. My experience in the
present war has disappointed me. I find that we have fewer sportsmen
amongst us than we should have.
By sportsmen, I don't mean men who devote themselves to racing,
covert shooting, coursing, partridge or grouse driving, croquet or ping pong
exclusively, as all these amusements are classified by the sporting papers
under the heading of "sport." I mean men who can ride well to hounds,
can get a first spear at pig; can find and shoot the two or three coveys of
partridges or grouse on a rough cheap shooting of 5,000 acres, and make a
good mixed bag as well; can find and stalk a stag; kill a salmon without
a gillie; stalk and kill a chalk stream trout; captain a cricket, polo or
football team successively.
These are the men who possess the hunter's
instinct, and who are, therefore, natural soldiers, as the best of Boers are.
I don't wish it to thought for a moment that I despise covert shooting
or driving birds, as they are both sports requiring a good eye, cool nerves,
and straight shooting, but they are sports in which the thinking is done by
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the host or his keeper, and, therefore, do not exercise the" hunter'
s instinc t "
of the individ ual shooters. By racing I mean running horses for
other people
to ride, as race riding develops fine soldierly qualities. Now all
officers can
hunt if they have only strengt h of mind enough to give up other
things for
it. Moreover, I think, the poor man learns more from hunting
than the
rich man as he has to use his wits more to get well to the end of
a good run
on his only horse, than his richer friend who hopes to meet his
second horse
at the corner of " pumped out gorse." The poor man knows that
if his horse
is to come out again that week he must nurse him when he can,
and so learns
to ride with judgme nt. He learns that he must ease his horse when
he shows
signs of distress, and he must learn what those signs are; he
learns what
precaut ions to take with an overdon e horse; he learns that he cannot
afford
to lame his horse for want of a shoe, so takes the precaut ion of examin
ing his
feet, and easing his back when possible at checks, and invaria
bly before
starting on the homew ard road. The last is a precaut ion that,
I trust, every
hunting man, rich or poor, has the commo n sense and human
ity to take.
Every C.O. should try to make his subalte rns hunt, shoot and
fish,
and should give them every facility for doing so, as time spent at
these sports
develops soldierl y qualitie s if spent though tfully. By though tfully
I mean,
in hunting , riding to hounds with judgme nt, studyin g ground , rapidly
drawing
deducti ons and forming decisions from them, commit ting country
and ground
to memor y, screwing up courage to take risks, sympat hizing with
one's horse
and learnin g his powers of jumpin g, pace and enduran ce. To
derive the
utmost benefit from hunting a man should regard the huntsm an
as a General
and the pack as an army. He should try to fathom the huntsm
an's object
and reason for every cast he makes, and to think whethe r he
could not do
better himself. In a run he should imagine that he has to write
an accoun t
of it for the Field, and should, therefore, time the start and
every check,
note the locale of every change of directio n, and every locatea
ble point
touched. No practice is better than writing accoun ts of runs
afterwa rds,
even in one's dirary, or tracing their course on a 6-inch map.
I did this
practica lly when comma nding a battery in Ireland , by having my reconna
issance
instruct ion on hunting days, the enemy being the fox, the army
a certain
pack of hounds . Next mornin g the operati ons against the
enemy were
described to me with the 6-inch maps in the battery office. Four
selected
sergeants took part in these reconnaissance rides, and their fame
for finding
their way over a country , and their knowledge of the locality
of shoeing
forges, bridges, and fords, sti11lives warm in the memor y of the U.H.C.
Hunt.
Four better soldiers never did credit to a battery than these N.C.O.
's after
two winters of such training . I often wished in Natal that I had
them with
me again. Howev er, I must not let this paper degene rate into
a treatise on
fox hunting , as there is plenty to be read exclusively on that subject
, in the
pages of Beckfo rd, Whyte Melville, Cortlan dt Mackenzie and others
all of
which writers I comme nd to the notice of young officers:
'
What I have said about riding to hounds applies equally to rough
shootin g
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and fishing. To find widely scattered birds in a large area of equally likely
ground, demands the "hunter's instinct" in a high degree. Salmon and
trout fishing are fine practice for observation. A good gillie will tell you to
an inch when your fly covers the fish you saw rise a quarter of an hour before.
The rings the rise made in the water have passed away, but the blade of grass
on the bank opposite to where the splash was seen is still there, and it was
by it that the gillie instinctively marked the rise, as surely as if he had
placed a banderole there. To do this without a gillie, to be able to gauge
the depth and colour of the water so correctly as to select the most suitable
size and pattern of fly, should be the ambition of the young fisherman. The
tendency of the age in all home sports is to have a fellow to do the thinking
and the trouble for you. In covert shooting, grouse driving, and in salmon
fishing too often, the keeper or gillie does the thinking, the loader or gillie
the trouble, the "sportsman" the shooting or casting only. The true
sportsman, the man who possesses and would improve his " hunter's instinct,"
with a view to making himself a better soldier, does the thinking and the
trouble for himself.
Now so far I have considered methods of training the intelligence of
the officer pleasantly to himself, but which are, as a rule, beyond the reach
of the rank and file. Not always, however, beyond their reach; my soldier
groom, who for eight years before the war had been taking hunters to meets
for me in many strange countries, never failed to find me with my spare
horse in the most difficult parts of South Africa, often in the dark. His
intelligence had been trained by sport. We will now suppose that the
subalterns of a battery are all being thoroughly trained in field sports, that
they are learning to ride to hounds, shoot, and fish well, how are they,
concurrently, to be trained in reconnaissance, to have good and well educated
powers of observation, to be able to note the tactical situation of a village,
its Suitability for defence or vulnerability to attack, its pro~sion of shops,
forage, water, gas, post and telegraph offices, shoeing forge, etc., to be able
to fix in their minds the direction, turnings, nature, etc., of a road. and of
the fences and country on each side of it; to be able to distinguish one kind
of tree from another, and to name them in summer or winter; to be able
to obtain the necessary information about a bit of country, and select
artillery positions, suitable to the tactical situation; to be able to lead their
batteries on to the position selected by their Major, undetected by the enemy;
to find out where to water their horses; to find their way back in the dark
to a place they have been to in daylight, or even to return by the same road
without taking a wrong turn.
Now how is all this to be taught without taking up a lot of officer's
time from sports and games? Is not route marching done, at least, once
a week in winter, and do not most officers think it a deadly dull and
uninstructive performance, imagining that its only objects are to keep the
men from getting rusty at turning out in marching order, and the horses'
shoulders from getting soft? If battery commanders will always have a
J
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tactical idea for every route march; have an imagin ary escort
of troops;
an e."<posed flank, and a protect ed one; will ride themselves where
t~ey would
ride on service ; will select positions when possible, and make therr
battery
leader lead on to them, even if he can only lead the Nos. 1 withou t
the guns;
will make each officer give him a short written report, and rough
sketch of
every route march; if he will teach his officers to reconnoitre all
ground in
the immediate vicinity of the battery when halted; to form up the
battery
in battery column or quarter column whenever the head of the
imagin ary
column halts, and the ground admits ; to form this column on the
side of the
road to the exposed flank; never to halt to water, and feed withou
t sending
patrols to watch unseen ground on the exposed flank. In fact, if
a battery
commander utilises every existing opportu nity of educating his officers
to do
always, when out of the barrack square, what they should do on
service, he
will turn deadly dull parades into highly instruc tive and interest
ing training .
I know two battery commanders who, when in my brigade division
in
Ireland , did everyth ing I have mentio ned with much success.
I have constan tly heard battery officers complain that they learnt little
or nothing at manoeuvres on a large scale. Whose fault was
that? Are
not manoeuvres daily route marches on a large scale with frequen t opportu
nities
of occupying positions thrown in. An officer who is taught to
" keep his eyes
skinned, and to use his wits," will be always learning. It is almost
absolut e
waste of the time at present devoted to certain parades that we must
avoid.
Waste of time because nothing useful is being taught during that
parade.
All training beyond mere barrack square drill should have one
aim, i.e., to
make soldiers do instinctively the right thing in war.
Battery commanders must practice themselves in getting away
from,
and in keeping away from, their batterie s on the march. They
should
, imagine themselves to be the O.C., R.A., of a small force, and
should place
themselves where the O.C. of that force would be, or even in front
of him
where they can get an early view of the country , close behind the
imaginary
cavalry screen.. By doing so, they will not only improve themsel
ves in
~Daissanc:e, but will train their subalte rns in self reliance
and troop
leading. When a battery commander returns to his halted battery
after a
short absence, he should expect his subalte rns to have made
themselves
acquain ted with all the immedi ate neighbourhood of the halting place.
He
should ask:
Can I come into action on that ridge some 400 yards to our
richt front, and is there a good field of fire from there to the
NW ?"
.. Can I water the horses here, or very close by, as the G.O.C. has
decided' to
~t here if ~ can be watere d?" And he should get a correct answer to
ther qu tion.
II

There is a spot 00 Salisbury Plain frequently used last practice season
~ttery rendezvous.
any batterie s spent weary monotonous hours
of
tiDg there, but I never found an officer in any of them who could
tell
me
be could water his horses there. I know that there is a well
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behind a clump of larches 200 yards from the rendezvous. I hope the ne."t
season some officer may have the curiosity to examine this well and see if water
can be raised with the stores in a battery.
I found on service that there was nothing battery commanders were so
slow to learn as the importance of riding sufficiently ahead of their batteries
to facilitate orders from the C.R.A. reaching them from the front, and to get
time to select the best route over bad places before their batteries were
chock-a-block on top of them.
INSTRUCTION OF N.C.Oo's.
How can section commanders become self reliant if they are always
dry nursed by their Majors? Now we will suppose that the battery commander
has made his subalterns fully competent instructors, how are they to train the
individual intelligence of their men? Naturally they will begin with the
N.C.O:s. Let us imagine that Lieut. A. having been most carefully trained
in the 200th Battery at Aldershot, exchanges to the 201st Battery at Fennoy,
that ideal station for sportsmen and for training field artillery. The 201st
Battery has been at Fennoy for nine months, its Major, recently promoted,
is still in South Africa, and the battery since its formation has been commanded
by a captain (reserve) who retired from the Regiment fifteen years before.
Lieut. A. is orderly officer the morning after he arrives, and takes out the
exercising order. He marches down hill from barracks into the town crossing
a wide river by a stone bridge of six arches. He asks his trumpeter the name
of the river. The boy replies, " I don't know, Sir, I never heard it." He passes
through a square in which he sees a hotel and various shops, notably a tailor,
a bootmaker, a grocer, a jeweller, and a bank at one corner, but he does not
see a post and telegraph office. Leaving the square he turns to the right up a
long street in which he notices a conspicuous farriery establishment, and a
soldiers' home. Having emerged from this street into the country, he asks his
trumpeter where the post and telegraph office is. The boy is able to tell him
correctly. He then tells the trumpeter to send up the Nos. 1 of A. and B.
sub-divisions, and he ascertains their names.
Sergeant C. and Corporal D. ride up .
•• What is the name of that river we have just crossed, Sergeant C. ? "
" The Blackwater, Sir."
" How many arches are there in the bridge, Corporal D., and what is it
made of, stone, brick, iron or wood? "
.. I think it is a stone bridge, Sir, but I don't know how many arches
it has."
.. Then go back and count them, and make sure of the material Of. the
bridge, and come back and tell me. In future whenever you see a bndge
note these things." •
"Where does this road go to, Sergeant C.? "
"To Rathcormack, Sir."
.. How far off is that? "
.. I don't know, Sir. I was never there'"
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"Se nd up the No. 1 of c., and you
may go bac k to you r place, but
tell
the trum pete r the name of the rive
r as you go bac k."
Sergeant E. rides up.
•• Where does this road go to, Serg
eant E. ? "
"To Cork, Sor ."
.
." How far is it to Cor k? "
" Twenty-two miles, Sor."
" How do you kno w? "
" Shure was n't I born ther e, Sor.
"
" The n where is Rathcorrnack, and
wha t is it ? "
" It's only a tiny shrnall village,
five miles on, Sor."
" Is there a pos t and telegraphic
office, and shoeing forge ther e?
"
" To be sure ther e is, Sor ."
"Th en go bac k and tell Serg ena
t C. all abo ut Rat hco rrna ck as he
say s
he was nev er ther e."
Cor pora l D. now comes bac k and
repo rts corr ectl y all abo ut the brid
ge,
and say s tha t he was dela yed by
his horse refusing to leave the othe
rs.
"Th ank you, did you see a shoe
ing forge on you r way thro ugh
the
tow n?" " No, Sir. " " The n go
bac k aga in and look for one, and
always
look out for forges in futu re." Lieu
t. A. had note d the stup idit y of C.'s
horse,
and thou ght it had to lear n sense
as well as its rider.
The batt ery has now reached a plac
e where the road bifurcates, hav ing
passed thro ugh a defile between
a high wooded hill to the righ t and
a snipe
bog to the left.
A. now sends for the Bat tery Serg
eant-Major.
"W hic h of these roads leads to
Rathcorrnack, Sergeant-Major? "
"Th e right-hand one, Sir. "
"Ca n I go to Rathcorrnack and
bac k any othe r road giving a. ten
eleven mile rou nd? "
to
.. I don 't know, Sir. We always
go out and bac k the same way ."
.. Is there any way across that bog
to the road I see on the othe r side
of it, which mus t lead into Ferr
noy ? "
.. I don 't know, Sir."
.. Does anyone in the batt ery kno w?
"
.. I don 't know, Sir."
.. Wh at is the nam e of that hill on
the righ t ? "
.. I don 't know, Sir, but I believe
the old rifle ranges are up there."
.. Send up the os. I of C. and
D., please."
• now halts the batt ery and whi
le the men are looking roun d thei
r
•f
he receives a correct repo rt from
Corporal D. abo ut the forge in
tree t nea r the Soldiers' Home.
Sergeants F. and G. now COrne up.
Sergeant F. informs A. that the
t-ha nd road leads to Castle Lyons,
a small village two miles on, and
tha t
&om there the batt ery can retu rn to
barr ack s by the road on the othe
r
side
of the. bog.
• asks how he knew all this, and
Sergeant F. replies that he
IOIDttimes
t fishing on his bicycle to a sma
ll rive r beyOlld Castle Lyons.
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" What's the name of that river? "
"I don't rightly know, Sir."
~he battery proceeds to Castle Lyons and presently passes a boreen
(anghce nalTOW lane) apparently leading across the bog to the road on the
other side.
A. tells Sergeant G. to ride along the boreen, and see if it is practicable
for riding horses or for guns, and to come along towards Castle Lyons and
report to him. Sergeant G., after a long fight, induces his horse to leave the
others. The observant and intelligent A. draws a true inference from the
behaviour of these horses, of which more later on.
The No.1 of E. now rides up and reports that No. 37 has cast his off
fore shoe.
"Where is the nearest forge, Sergeant H. ? "
" I don't know of any nearer than barracks, Sir."
"Then ask Corporal D., and come back to me."
"Sergeant F., is there a forge in Castle Lyons? "
" I never noticed, Sir."
" Then trot on and see, and come back and tell me."
Sergeant H. rides up and says there is a forge in Cork Street.
" Which is the nearest, Cork Street or Castle Lyons.? "
" Castle Lyons, Sir."
" Is there a forge in Castle Lyons? "
" I don't know, Sir."
" Well I have sent Sergeant F . on there to see, but I forgot to ask him
to find out if there is a post and telegraph office as well, so trot on there and
find out, and always note those things in passing through a village."
The battery eventually returns to barracks. A., not in the least bored
and thinking that he could not possibly have done more than six miles, until
he consults his one-inch consulting map of the United and Duhallow Hunts
countries just arrived from Stanford by the second post. The N.C.O.'s
whose acquaintance we have made are rather undecided in their opinion of
Lieut. A. The situation was discussed in the Sergeants' Mess, and N.C.O.'s
room before stables, and the conclusions arrived at were that Lieut. A. is
a most inquisitive and troublesome young officer, but that he had pleasant
manners, and that somehow or other exercising order did not seem as long,
cold and dreary as usual that morning, and that they all seemed to know a
little more about the place than they had ever thought of knowing before.
" But what about that blooming bridge now, what could he have wanted
to know how many arches it had for. He is a rum 'un, he is."
Soon after returning to barracks, the O.C. sends for A., and asks him
to go to the bank and cash a cheque for the battery pay. Knowing now
where the bank was, he had no trouble about this.
At midday stables A. takes over his section, and finds that Sergeant C·
and Corporal D. are his Nos. l. In the course of stables A. asks Corporal D.
if he knew why he was asked the number of arches in the bridge. "No, Sir,

Ma rch .
and I hav e been thin king wha t you
could possibly wan t to know for.
" A.
explains that , it was firstly to
accustom the eye to note and
take in
conspicuous land mar ks pass ed on
the roa d; secondly, tha t bridges
were
stru ctur es of grea t mil itar y imp orta
nce , and tha t, therefore, the hab
itud e of
instinctively examining and rem
embering them sho uld be cult ivat
ed.
"W hic h is the last horse sho d
in you r sub-section, Corporal D.
?"
The corporal proceeds to look at
his shoeing list.
"Yo u sho uld know with out looking
at you r list, it is No. 45. Now how
do I kno w? Because the brig ht
edge of the hind shoe cau ght my
eye dire ctly
I ente red the stable. Tha t hors
e was sho d since he came in from
exercise
before his legs was dried. He
has , therefore, bee n kep t stan ding
in tha t
drau ghty shoeing shed with wet heel
s. Now you see the use of trai ning
you r
eyes by noticing arches and bridges,
and eve ryth ing else you pass. Sen
d for
the shoeing-smith who took tha
t horse awa y before his legs wer
e dried.
In futu re you mus t hav e hay ban
ds mad e for the driv ers to ban dag
e thei r
horses' legs with when they com
e in from para de wet and mud dy.
The n
by the tim e the men hav e change
d, and turn ed down to stables the
horses'
legs will be dry , and the mud will
brush off."
" Wh o is lead driv er of you r gun
?"
"Dr ive r Smi th, Sir. "
"Dr ive r Smi th who told you to
clip you r horses heels so close, you
hav e
left the com all bar e? "
" Corporali D. told me, Sir. "
"W ell horses' heels should nev er
be clipped bare like that . Tha t
littl e
wisp of hair at the poin t of the
heel is put ther e to act like the eave
of a house,
and thro w off the sweat and wat
er tha t run s down the legs, and
prev ents
it resting in the hollow of the past
ern where the hair and skin are
thin and
delicate. Tha t is wha t causes crac
ked heels. Do you und erst and ?
"
.. Yes, Sir. "
.. Wh at hap pen s to you r own han
ds if you dip them in wat er and
let them dry in frosty air? "
then
"Th ey cha p, Sir. "
" Well, cha ppe d han ds in a man
and cracked heels in a horse are cau
the same way."
sed
In this way something may be taug
ht to eve ry N .C.O. and men duri
ng
stables, with out interferring with
work. It will prev ent stables beco
ming
drea ry and monotonous. In fact
an officer who can find stables drea
ry and
monotonous had bett er join a serv
ice not connected with horses.
ext day .our friend A. continues
the same instructions at exercisin
g
ord~, but finding the :C.O.'s so igno
rant he keeps one riding on each
side
?f him ~ the way, taking them in turn s and
giving every man some
information to chew the cud of.
He first asks Corporal D. "W hat
tha t tree on the righ t is? "
Corporal D. answers correctly, "an
elm."
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He then asks Sergeant C. what the tall tree next the elm is. He does
not know, so Corporal D. is asked to tell him, which he does correctly,
" A spruce, Sir."
Sergeant C. is then told to examine the two trees carefully, note the
differences in shape, bark, and leaf, and try fix them in his mind.
A. then asks Corporal D. where he was brought up. He answers,
" At Braintree, Essex, and that is why he knows all the trees and crops by
sight." Sergeant C. on the contrary was brought up in Bermondsey, and was
employed there in galvanizing works.
A. then explains the use of knowing the various kinds of trees,li.e.,
that they are among the most common objects met with in most countries;
that learning to distinguish one nature from another practises and quickens
the eye, and improves a man's powers of observation; that being able to
distinguish natures of trees at a distance is a great help to layers in picking
up a target, or to a man trying to find his road by a description into which
trees enter.
These two N.C.O.'s having had as much information rammed into their
heads as they will hold for one day, are sent back to their places, and two
more come up, Sergeants E. and F.
Just as they come up a cross roads is reached. A. tells these N.C.O.'s
to turn round and look back at the cross roads when they have passed it,
so as to note how it looks when coming from the opposite direction, to note
the ash tree on the left, and the copper beech and laburnum on the right.
He tells them to do this always on passing cross roads so as to be able to and
their way back. Both these men knew the names of the copper beech and
laburnum, but they called the ash an elm. A. ascertained that they came
from Bristol and Manchester, respectively, and had never lived more in the
country than the suburbs of those towns.
A village was reached and passed. A. then asks E. the name of the
village, and he says "Kilworth." He then asks F. if he could get a loaf of
bread there, and E. if he could get a leg of mutton. Neither of these N.C.O.'s
being able to answer these questions, they were sent back to find out, ~d the
trumpeter who doesn't know if a telegram can be sent from Kilworth IS also
sent back. All three when they return are told always to look out for the
shops, etc., they had not observed.
"Sergeant E., what's the name of that cross roads we have just
passed? "
" I don't know, Sir."
" Go back and find out."
E. returns and reports that he could not see anyone to ask the name of.
" Did you see a house in the N. angle of the cross roads."
. .
" I saw a school house in one of the angles, Sir, but I don't know If It
was the N. angle, and it was closed."
"
" Go back again and see if the house will tell you the name.
E. returns, and reports that the school house has the name .. Ba11ynacurriga National School" on a stone slab on the wall.
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.. Now you know tha t the place
is Ballynacurriga Cross Roads.
In
Irel and school houses always have
thei r names on them, and so tell
you the
name of the place."
These N.C.O.'s are then dismisse
d.
.. Bombardier L., who lives in tha
t large house on the left, and wha
t
is the name of the plac e? "
.. I don 't know, Sir."
" You should know the names of
all the gentlemen's places and of
thei r
owners, close to where you are stat
ioned. You may , as colonel's orde
rly,
hav e to take a message or note to
one of them. Go and ask at the
lodge
gate."
"Tr ump eter , whose horse is tha
t we hav e just passed with a sold
ier
groom on him ? "
"It belongs to the maj or of the
othe r batt ery , Sir."
.. Wh at's the maj or's nam e? "
.. I don 't know, Sir."
.. Yon should know the names of
all the officers of the othe r batt
ery
qua rter ed with you rs, as you man
y be sent with messages or orders
to
them
."
It is quit e a common thin g for men
of one batt ery not to know the
names of the officers of ano ther
batt ery stat ione d alongside their
own. I
hav e known even trum pete rs guil
ty of this. Similarly soldiers rare
ly lear n
the names of any of the places in
the vicinity of thei r barracks, show
ing the
utte r wan t of the spirit of acquirin
g information that prevails. As
all these
things are so easily taug ht duri
ng the existing daily intercourse
between
Officers and men, I lay stress on
them, as teaching them is a beginni
ng to
arouse an enquiring spirit.
MAp REA DIN G.

Very littl e indoor instruction will
suffice to teach the A.B.C. of map
reading and reconnaissance. Prac
tical instruction can be given dail
y to
some N.C.O.'s at exercising order,
rou te marching or during marche
s to and
from practice camps and manoeu
vres. Give a N .C.O. a map and
tell him
to ride in front of the batt ery and
guide it to such and such a plac
e. At
halt s get him and othe r N.C.O.'s to
fix thei r position on the map . This
would
be a very useful employment for
the cap tain during a march. The
re should
be a one inch ordnance map of, at
least, fifteen miles of cou ntry rou
nd the
barracks hanging up in every serg
eants' mess and N.C.O.'s room.
In the spring when long, fast, walking
exercise is wanted for conditioning
horses, the following is useful :-P
ut in orders tha t the batt ery will
exercise
by sections nex t morning, each sect
ion und er its senior N.C.O., the
thre e
sections to rendezvous at . • .
. at 10 a.m., the righ t section to
go via
•• • .and . . . . the centre via
• • • . and the left via . • • .
and
• . •. All three sections to star
t at the same hour, and the pace to
be
a
~. The orderly officer will meet
the batt ery at the rendezvous,
and
iDSpect the horses. It will be
easy to see if the pace ordered
has been
exceeded. Each section then retu rns
to barr ack s by one of the roads
tha t
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the other section took going out. The horses are met and inspected by the
~aptain as they enter barracks. This system has the following advantages;
It makes the sergeants study their maps the night before, and en route; it
excites a spirit of emulation among the men to arrive first at the rendezvous
or barracks, and they will make their horses walk their best all the way,
setting up muscle and making the battery a fast walking one; the men
knowing that they will be questioned by the major or section commander about
the road during stables will keep their eyes about them, and see and learn
something.
It will be found that men quickly begin to take an interest in this kind
of teaching, and a rapid improvement in general intelligence, and, also, in
general conduct will be noticed. Certain, at present dreary, parades, will
become interesting, and the subjects taught will cause conversation, and
mutual catechising in the barrack-room. Exercising order may be made
the means of training the drivers in scouting and reconnaissance in a small
way on a simple tactical idea. This gives keen enjoyment to the men.
EQUITATION.

Instead of the eternal riding school and manege instruction in equitation,
trained men's rides should sometimes be taken out into the country, and
the men taught :-to ride their horses away from the ranks; how to nurse
their horses on a long journey; what pace to keep on a road; to select soft
going where it can be found. Sometimes, especially in Ireland, a little cross
, country riding can be indulged in, even by drivers, and their horses made
handy and clever over bad ground. In these rides, men can individually be
taught a great deal by their officers riding with them. The common sense
training of the men will be extended to the horse. Nothing can be less
calculated to develop the mental powers of the troop horse than his average
peace time training. Following each other daily for hours round a school
or manege, or along a smooth road, would make any horse stupid, and refuse
to leave his fellows where required to do so.
There is, I regret to say, an abominable habit in our Regiment of
calling our troop horses "hairies" or "woolies." How it arose, I know
not, and the sooner it is given up the better. The men get to know it, and
it does not increase their regard for the noble animal they depend upon for
their efficiency, to hear him spoken contemptuously of by their o!ficers.
In most batteries there are many excellent and valuable horses, qwte as
good as many officers can ever hope to own, and if they are only worthy of
the name "hairy" or " woolly," it is because of the want of common. sense
with which they have been trained. In many batteries what practice do
N.C.O.'s or drivers get in riding over bad ground, until they go to manoeuvres
or on service? How often does one see men riding fast over rough ground
on the bit rein? Whenever I see a man doing that, my first impression is
that his battery commander is no horseman. There is hardly any branch
of a soldier's training in which there is more scope for common sense than
in equitation, and it is the branch in which, I think, one hears most of the
voice of the poll parrot.
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A section commander, who is a horseman and a horsemaster, has
unequalled opportunities during stable hours of giving the most interesting,
and to my mind delightful, instruction. Now I know some officers will say:
" This is all very fine for old batteries with old subalterns and stationed in
country quarters, but what are we in the 250th to 260th Batteries, with
three-months-old SUbalterns, and quartered at Woolwich, to do?" To
this anticipated objection I can only reply that, observation can be trained,
and an enquiring frame of mind awakened and fostered anywhere. I have
not suggested a single parade that is not carried on at every station. I
have only filled up these parades with additional instruction, which can be
given without prolonging any of them a second.
Officers stationed at Woolwich sometimes go up to London. They
can train their observation by noting the number of their railway carriage,
of the porter who takes their portmanteau at Charing Cross, of the hansom
which he puts it in. It will soon become second nature to do this, and some
day a missing umbrella may be recovered thereby. How many officers can
say off hand where the number is to be found on the inside of a hansom?
Noting the names of streets, and of corner shops as you drive away, keeps
the eye in, and I ,have found it very useful during fogs this winter.
On board ships you can carry on your instruction in the slack time in
the afternoons. A battery which went out to South Africa in the same ship
with me carried out the following routine of afternoon instruction of N.C.O.'s '
off duty. Each man was given a copy of Bartholomew's" Tourist's Map of
S. Africa," which he was taught to read at the first lesson. The theatre of
war was pointed out to him, and the various landing ports, railway lines,
their length and junctions, the most important strategical points, and their
distances apart, and from the bases. Next the meaning of Dutch words in
use by English speaking people in South Africa, such as kopje, spruit, vlei,
fontein, kloof, donga, were taught. Observation was kept in practice by
pointing out and explaining the different parts of the ship, and its fittings,
and their uses and names. Transmission of orders was practised by sending
verbal messages from an officer on the hurricane deck to other officers on the
poop and fore-castle. The sender and receiver wrote down the message as
sent, and as received, and the name of the messenger, so that comparison
and pointing out of errors were possible. The messages sent were simple
military messages and orders. Ludicrous mistakes were made at first,
especially in the way of misplacing small words such as "to" and " on."
Improvement, however, was rapid, as having the message as delivered read
out and the mistakes pointed out in front of their comrades, put the men on
their mettle, and each fellow tried to do best. This exercise was complicated
after a few days by sending each message through more than one mouth.
Verbal instx:tction was also given in the duty of patrols, and this I found
was of practical use when we were marching up from Estcourt to Frere, with
no mounted troops.
The Artillery Handbook of Field Service gives the various distinguishing
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flags and lanterns used in the field. Every N.C.O. going on service or to
manoeuvres should learn these so that he may be able to find the G.O.C.,
O.C. Xth Brigade, A.O.D., A.S.C., post and telegraph office, ammunition,
etc., when sent with messages. I had two or three most intelligent orderlies
during the campaign who always instinctively noted these flags on riding
into camp, and were able to take my messages to the right place by day or
night. These same men became most wonderfully good at finding their way
on dark nights over difficult ground, with orders to batteries two or three miles
from headquarters. On the night of the 22nd February, 1900, I had to send
fresh orders to eight or nine batteries scattered over a distance of three miles
of country intersected by deep rocky dongas, and covered with thick mimosa
scrub. The orderlies had been over the ground by daylight, and they did
their WOfk so well and quickly, that all batteries received their orders before
midnight. I attribute the usefulness of these young N.C.O.'s to the quickening
and training of their natural powers given by practice in observing trifles
as they rode along with me daily.
Lord Roberts' "Forty-one years in India" contains two instances of
the value of educated powers of observation. They occur in his account
of the operations of the Relief of Lucknow. In each case Lieut. Roberts
had to find his way in the dark over most difficult ground that he had once
been over by day. That he should do so successfully was of vital importance.
He did succeed, and knowing as I do the ground well, I can realise his
difficulties, and the nerve required to undertake the task. I recommend
every young officer to study these incidents as they show what an important
effect the capacity to undertake and succeed in a task which chance throws
in his way, may exert in his future career. I noted that a certain subaltern
in my brigade division in 1897 had a capacity for reconnaissance. I
remembered this during our retirement from Spion Kop on one of the darkest
and wettest nights during the campaign, when I wanted a message taken
to two lost batteries. I knew that the officer in question had been in action
with his battery seven days before, on the ridge where I expected that the
missing batteries would be found. He found them there, and brought them
safely into bivouac on the south bank of the Tugela.
A weekly evening lecture to N.C.O.'s open to gunners and drivers .who
wish to come, held in the battery recreation room, after tea on wmter
evenings, is a popular institution if done on common sense lines, and made
The following are some subjects;interesting and amusing.
1. The tactics of the three arms. This sounds alarming, but if confined
to explaining the characteristics of the three arms, the reasons wh.y each
are found in an army instead of its consisting entirely of one, the objects ~f
s 1D
the various formations used, the necessity of placing the three
certain relative positions in order of march and of battle, the object of
distances being kept between units on the march, the object of advance ~d
rear-guards and outposts, etc., the difference between frontal and flanking
attacks, and the advantages of the latter, etc.
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2. Field fortification.
This should include the explan ation of the
various terms used in military language and borrowed from fortific
ation such
as glacis, revetm ent, embrasure, fascine, scarp, ramp, etc. It is
wonderful
how few N.C.O.'s know these simple terms. The object of simple
field works
should be explained, and the necessity for all soldiers of all arms
becoming
handy with pick, shovel, and crowbar.
3. Picture sque incidents from militar y history , such as the charges
at
Balaclava, Heavy and Light, the sieges of Cawnpore and Lucknow,
the relief
of the latter place, the siege of Arab, and Vincent Eyre's expedit ion
to relieve
it. These are all subject s I have used myself, and they recur to my
memory.
If the battery has any war service, inciden ts from them can be made
especially
interesting. Encour age questions and conversation about the subject
s treated ,
after the lecture.
4. Stable manage ment. The farrier, if an intelligent man, can
with a
little assistance, lecture on shoeing, grooming, waterin g, feeding
, and the
treatme nt of common simple injuries and ailments, the location of
the former,
and the sympto ms of the latter. I knew a battery sergean t farrier
whose
lectures were so interest ing that officers of other arms used to attend
them.
If men are allowed to smoke at these lectures they will like them all
the better.
PATROL S.

The question of artillery patrols is, I am glad to say, coming
into
prominence, and officers are forming theories about their employ
ment.
Train men to use their eyes, ears, and wits first, and then select
the best as
patrols. Officers will get to know their men so well in the process
of training
that selection will be easy. Having selected men who can see, hear
and use
their wits, a system of using them as patrols need not be difficult
to devise.
Salisbury Plain offers rare facilities for the sort of instruc tion I suggest
, as
open downs, enclosed roads, streams, bridges, fords, villages, woods
and
cultivation can all be found, and yet I more than once saw that melanc
holy
procession, the stereot yped" Woolw ich-Ch arlton Park-B lackhe
ath Road
-Herb ert Hospital exercising order," last summer. I trust I may
never see
it again. I know som~ battery commanders, and ex-batt ery comma
nders,
who train, or have trained , their men on the lines I recommend
in these
notes,. some. probab ly much more thoroughly and exhaustively,
and with
more mgenw ty and resource than here indicated. There are others
who have
not got, to the same extent, the gift of teaching or of knowing what
to teach.
To the latter I trust that these hints may be of some use.
I was a long time a subaltern, so long that my recollection of subalte
rns'
ideas and feelings as regards new menus of work sketched out for
them in
the R. .1 ... Procee dings" is still fresh and green. I trust that
the recent
perience of war that so many of our young officers have had may convinc
e
them that it is not more work, but a more useful method of working
that
is
here suggested.
'
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DOLOMITE DOLDRUMS.
THE MOST ASTONISHING WAR STORY EVER WRITTEN.
" HAVE YOU got the bananas? "
~t was Captain Fr~denberg, sitting on a dud shell writing his
daily letter to Fraulem Gataad of the Opera Comique.
Something seemed to stand still within me.
from my brow. How to tell him? I would lie.

The sweat poured

" A shell hit them and left but one," I said tremblingly.
" Show it," he growled.
God! What a dilemma! The one in my greatcoat pocket was not straight
He had told me to scour Vienna for straight ones while on leave.
"The explosion bent it," I said, making a muster of my cunning.
" Go back and find the others," he commanded, with a curse.
It was dark. I stumbled back. Five miles back I met the Quartennaster.
He handed me a Limberger cheese.
" Bring it to the troops in the trenches; it is already overdue," he said.
Then he went back. to his calculations.
I went forward, tired and laden. Sometimes I stumbled in the darkness;
sometimes I slipped. When I slipped I looked for bananas. No matter.
The Captain might be dead by now.
I found the burrows full of crouching figures in gas masks.

I had no mask.

" It is a new gas," said an N.C.O.
"The basis is still garlic," whispered a scientific-looking interpreter.
The Italians came over, preceded by waves of this new-old gas. I sang:
, 0 God, our help ages ago: as well as I could. I clung to the cheese, my face
pressed against it.
" Giovanezza Italia Irredenta Fiumana coraggio," cried a voice. I looked
up. An offi~er with epaulettes and a bald head on his shoulders stood on the
parapet. It was D' Annunzio. I looked around. I alone lived.
" Your regiment? " snapped someone.
"The Limbergers," I replied.
"Have you any officers?"
"We had one·, but when the trouble started he went to see a man about
a--"
"Where is that machine gun you had last Thursday? "
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Would the y disbelieve
me an d shoot me, or w~
uld the y sh~t me first ~d
then believe me ? I wo
uld tell ab ou t Colonel Sp
ma
ch an d his ea rly -m om mg
chocolate.
It jammed," I gulped,
an d our Colonel ha d it
dismantled an d tur ne d
int o a thermos flask."
Am I a pri so ne r? "
I asked appealingly.
Are yo u a pri so ne r? "
jeered a ma n wi th c~k'
s feathe.rs in ,~s ha t.
will be five tho usa nd
Yo u
prisoners in to-morrow
s commumque, he ch
uckled.
I was sa tis fie d- as the
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DEFENCE AND OPULENCR
By PROFESSOR GEORGE O'B RIEN.

YEAR never passes in the Free State, or in any other country,
du~ng which. ~~e public expenditure on defente is not made the
subject of cnticism or complaint. The advocates of "economy"
in national finance invariably suggest that there is room for
reductions in the amounts spent on the army, navy, and other defensive
services, and the wielders of " axes" always express a desire to lop off some
branches from the military and naval growths which they regard as in need
of pruning. Expenditure in the Free State on defence is relatively smaller
than in other European countries; but complaints that it is excessive are,
nevertheless, commonly heard. It may not be without interest to inquire,
in a general way, and with no special reference to the conditions of our own
country, what are the considerations that determine the limits of legitimate
expenditure on defence.
The aims of the statesman should be to maximize the wealth and the power
of his country. The former aim, the maximization of wealth, constitutes
part of internal policy, and it is in thi., part of statecraft that the science of
economics proves its practical worth. Political economy is the science in which
the conclusions of pure economics are embodied in the sister-science of
politics, so as to guide the statesman in advancing the ,material welfare of his
people. The second aim, the maximization of power, is the subject matter
of the statesman's external policy. Diplomacy, the conclusion of advantageous
alliances, the conquest of strategically useful colonies, and the maintenance
of adequate military power on land and sea and air, are the means by which
this part of national policy is attained.
The two aims of maximizing wealth and power are frequently advanced
by the same measure. Every increase of wealth tends to add to a nation's power;
the taxable capacity of its citizens is augmented, the basis of its credit is
strengthened, and its international investments-which the late war proved
so vitally useful to Great Britain-are increased. Every accession of power,
on the other hand, tends to bring an increase of wealth in its train; the
development of colonies provides new markets and new sources of raw
materials, the conclusion of favourable trade treaties brings similar
advantages, and the opening up of unexplored or undeveloped areas may
result in untold accessions of wealth. Everybody is familiar with the present
day prevalence of so-called economic imperialism, which is simply an
application of the old truth that" trade follows the flag." In many cases,
therefore, there is no conflict of interest between the statesman's two aims ;
power and wealth are mutually helpful; both ends may ~ ~ttain~ .b y the
same means. When such is the case no problem of COnfiictlllg poliCIes can
arise.
It is frequently the case, however, that the wealth aim and.the power aim
are not harmonious that an increase of wealth can be obtamed only by
sacrificing a .certain ~mount of power, or that an increase of power is obtainable
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only be sacrificing a certain amoun t of wealth. Instanc es of such disharm
onies
are not difficult to find; they are, unfortu nately, but too frequen t in
practical
affairs. It is sufficient to give examples of a few cases in which
conflicts
between the aims of wealth and of power are commonly encountered.
Four
matters in which such conflicts are possible are area, popula tion,
agriculture
and manufacture.
The area best <.uited for nationa l defence may be different from that
best
suited for economic development. In other words, the optimu
m militar y
frontier and the uptimum economic frontier may not be
identical.
A long coast line, which is advantageous to trade and navigation,
may be a
source of danger from naval invasio n; rivers and mounta in ranges,
which are
ideal for military frontiers, may separat e a country from desirable
market s or
essential supplies of raw materials or power; the presence of a disaffec
ted or
disloyal minority may add useful industr ial elements to the populat
ion, but
may form a danger in periods of nationa l emergency or weakness.
In all these
cases the soldier and the economist would disagree as to what area
was the
most desirable.
Again the optimu m size of population, from the economic and military
viewpoints, may be different. The economic optimu m is a functio
n both of
numbers and the average wealth per head, whereas the militar y
optimum
may depend on number s alone withou t regard to the standar d of living.
The
population policies of many countries to-day are dictate d by conscio
us or
subconscious militarist considerations; the" cannon fodder "
ideal is
frequently held by many people who are not consciously aware of
it.
From the purely economic point of view the best type of agriculture
is
that which yields the highest profit to the producer, maximizes produc
tion
per head, and raises to the highest possible point the standar d of
living of those
engaged in the industry. Agriculture may in certain circumstances
succeed
in attaining these objects by being every extensive. Low farming
may be
better from the farmer's standpo int than high, while from the nationa
l or
defensive standpo int it may be very dangerous. involving, as it may,
a decline
of tillage, rural depopulation and dependence on importe d supplie
s of food.
This is another case where the economist and the soldier would disagre
e.
In non-agricultural industr y similar disharmonies may easily arise.
From
a purely economic point of view free trade may promise to increase
a nation' s
w alth to the utmost, by enabling production to be concentrated on
products
for W~ch th coun~ enjoys the greatest comparative advanta
ge. The
pursUit of uch a policy may, however, expose the nation to serious
dangers
III th ev nt of war.
Many things necessary for defensive purposes may have
c . to be. manufa ctur.d ; the supply of vital military necessaries
may be
~~g: o::vmg to the ~terruption of overseas trade; so-call ed" key
llldu:>tri
may be COnspICUOUS by their absence. Here is another clear case
of disharmony between the economist and the soldier.
. ~'h n confli~ts of this kind arise, the statesm an must make the ultimat
e
d
on as to which end shall prevail. In doing so he is guided by his econom
ic
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and military advisers, each of whom limit his advice to the particular matters
on which he is specially qualified to speak. The advisers confine themselves
to indicative statements of facts and probabilities; they do not speak either
in the optative or the imperative mood. The economist states the probable
economic consequences, and the soldier the probable military consequences,
of certain propos? Is; it is the statesman who must weigh the advantages
and disadvantages of any proposed line of action, and must evaluate the
relative importance of economic and military losses and gains. This is a type
of decision which the statesman is frequently called on to make in other fields ;
economic advantage can frequently be gained at the expense of some ethical,
social, or cultural loss ; and the balancing of the relative value of the gains and
losses is a matter for the executive authority, and for it alone. The different
values may be incommensurable by any strict test, and rough decisions,
based on sentiments of prejudice or predilection, must frequently take the
place of those more precise calculations that are available in the physical
sciences. But the making of such decisions, however rough, is of the very
essence of applied political science.
The values that have to be weighed by the statesman are, we have said,
frequently incommensurable. Is it possible for example, exactly to equate
a certain amount of economic gain against a certain amount of moral loss ?
Is it the case that even the greatest economic advantage is too highly priced
if it is obtained at the cost of the smallest possible ethical sacrifice? How
much culture is worth a certain quantity of bread and butter? Luckily
these difficult questions need not detain us. The only reason we suggest
them is that they are similar to the one which the statesman has to answer
when he is confronted by a conflict between his economic and his military
advisers. Which end must prevail-wealth or power? Adam Smith seems
to suggest a reply. "Defence," he states categorically in the W ealth of
Nations, "is of much more importancs than opulence." Let us attempt
to discover the true significance of this famous phrase.
To say that one thing is much more important than another does not
in itself mean very much. What we want to know is how much more
important it is. Probably not even the most extreme militarist would
suggest that a single unit of defence is more important than the whole of a
nation's opulence, or that it is worth plunging a country into bankruptcy
for the sake of one additional soldier or gun. Some defence is, of course,
a necessary condition of any opulence. Being precedes well-being. which is
impossible in the absence of the elements of security against depredation
from foreign and domestic aggressors. But it is equally true that some
opulence is a necessary condition of any defence. Soldiers cannot fight on
empty stomachs, and without weapons. Some units of defence are indispensable
for any opulence, and some units of opulence for any defence; the first
increments of each are of vital importance to the other ; neither is totally
dispensible. The question that remains is how much more important is defence
than opulence, or, in other words, what sacrifices of the latter are justifiable
in the interests of the former?
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When Adam Smith was writing his great work no answer
to this
question could have been attemp ted, because of the inadeq uate
analysis of
exchange that existed at that time. The discovery and develop
ment of the
law of diminishing utility enable us to approa ch the problem more scientif
ically.
As we have seen, the initial and early units of defence and of opulenc
e arc
of great value. The value of each, however, tends to grow less
with every
increase in the quantit y possessed, until there comes a momen t when
there is
nothing to choose between an additio nal unit of either. It is
when this
margin of indifference is reached that there is nothing further to
be gained
by exchanging a unit of opulence for a unit of defence. Until
this point
has been reached, further expend iture on defensive purposes increas
es the net
satisfaction or utility of the nation ; after it has been passed every
additio nal
unit of such expend iture d:minishes that satisfaction.
The law of diminishing utility is fundam ental in modern econom
ic
analysis, and enters into the study of every aspect of production, consum
ption,
exchange, and distribu tion. Attemp ts have been made recentl y
to analyse
political processes by the same method .
The attracti ons of crime and the
deterrence of punishm ent, and the relative values of authori ty and
of liberty,
have been made the subject of supply and demand schedules.
Similarly
it is possible to constru ct a demand schedule for defence in terms of
opulence,
and for opulence in terms of defence, which will disclose the value
of each
in relation to the other. There will be at some point a margin
of indifference
where the last unit of defence and the last unit of opulence are
equally
significant. This is the point at which equilibrium is reached.
When this
point is arrived at expenditure on armam ents should not be further
increased.
The position of the margin of indifference between defence and opulenc
e
is different in every country. Some countries are more prone to
attack or
more dependent on interna tional peace than others.
The geographical
situation, the nature of the nationa l frontiers, the disposition of neighbo
uring
states, and the extent of a country 's dependence on foreign trade,
are all
relevant in determining the sacrifices of wealth that are worth making
for the
sake of military security. Alliances with other nations, the groupin
g of
several states into federations, and other arrange ments for joint interna
tional
action, are all method s of reducing the amoun t spent on defence by
individ ual
state. Alliances and pacts may be worth securing at a certain price, as
they may
serv as cheaper substitu tes for direct expenditure on defence.
Payme nts
mad for the ~pport of international pacifist agencies, such, for
example.
th Hagu Tnbuna l, and the League of Nations, are in the nature of insuran
ce
premium ~ain ~ aggr ~o? by foreign powers. They are the sign
of progress
:uno~g nati~n , Just as It IS a sign of progress when private persons
take to
lllSunng .thelr hou ~ against burglary instead of incurring heavy expend
iture
on ~ the wmdows and installing safes. Whichever form
of security
promt . to prove cheaper and more effective should be adopted.
Just as
large firms often find it wisest to conduct their own insurance, so large
nations
may prefer to underta ke their own security against attack; but
small
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nations, like small businesses, will always derive considerable advantage
from mutual association for this purpose with their neighbours. It is the
small nations that derive the greatest advantage from the machinery of
international pacification, which frequently breaks down when quarrels arise
between the great powers. If in addition to being small, a national is also poor,
the advantages of providing substitutes for direct expenditure on defence are
still greater, because such a nation can ill afford to sacrifice even a small amount
of opulence for any non-economic gain.
When all the circumstances referred to in the previous paragraph are taken
into account, there is usually some normal level of expenditure on defence
for every nation in peace time. The actual outbreak of war, of course,
violently alters the relative values of defence and opulence. During war
time colossal sacrifices of wealth are made for the sake of small increases
of military strength; not only is present wealth lavishly expended on
military purposes, but the wealth of future generations is pledged, and nations
may continue to carry economic burdens for many generations as the price
of a military victory-to say nothing of a defeat. The outbreak of war
completely sets aside peacetime evaluations of the relative values
of defence and opulence, and of present and future gains.
While the possibility of war must always be borne in mind by the
statesman, and due provision made against the contingency, it must be
recognised that war is the abnormal, and peace the normal, condition of any
nation. No ordinary man passes through life without periods of illness, but
the normal condition of man at anyone period of his life is health, and not
illness; and for any man, while in good health, to live on invalid diet, or to
insist on living in the temperature of the sick room, would be a sign of morbid
hypochondria. One must do one's best to avoid illness, and to grapple with
it when it comes, but one must not regulate one's life on the assumption of a
perpetually impending malady. Similarly a nation must attempt to
prevent war, and must deal with it when it unhappily cannot be avoided,
but to regulate its peacetime economy on the assumption of wartime conditions
is a dangerous and expensive form of national hypochondria.
A great deal of the seeking after •• self-sufficiency is really a subconscious striving after a military ideal. Policies designed to attain
independence from reliance on imported supplies of food are all based on a
war psychology, and the price of such " self-sufficiency " in peace time may be
prohibitive. Whatever may be said in favour of seeking to attain "self-sufficiency"
in food taken as a whole, there seems nothing at all to be said for making
sacrifices in order to guard against the possible interruption of the. supply
of one particular type of foodstuff, which happens to be popular or fashionable.
It is also difficult to understand the advantage to be gained from sellsufficiency in food by a country which, owing to the absence of mineral
deposits, could never hope to be self-sufficient in the munitions of war. A
temporary stoppage of overseas trade would soon bring such a country to
military disaster, however great its home grown supplies of food. The fact
II
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is that many politicians are animat ed less by reason than by fear
and panic,
and that nationa l hypoch ondria is quite a common disease.
The existing level of expend iture on militar y purposes is the result
of the
anarchy that prevails in interna tional affairs. The maxim of
laissez-faire
has never been widely acted on in interna tional dealings, because
nations
are not yet subject to the rule of law. If private individ uals
were not
reasonably sure that they were protect ed by the courts against
aggression
violence and breach of contrac t, they would also be animat ed by
ideals of
self-sufficiency. The man who lived in the daily expecta tion that the
milkma n
would be attacke d by bandits on his morning round would keep his
own cow,
and the family that did not know that a policeman was on patrol
in the
neighbourhood would increase its expend iture on mantra ps, bolts
and bars,
and steel safes. The transiti on from the primiti ve life of self-sufficiency
to the
modern reliance on the free working of trade to supply one's daily
wants, and
on the law to protect one's person and propert y, represents a step
forward
in civilization.
Attemp ts are being made, slowly and painfully, to substit ute the
reign
of law for the reign of force in interna tional affairs. Unfortu nately
the ideal
of universal peace is still far distant. While disarm ament would
be in the
interests of the world as a whole, isolated action by any single nation
would be
fraught with danger. Disarm ament is one of those operations which
depend
upon the common action of forces and powers which are mutual ly antagon
istic
in many respects. Until a better interna tional spirit prevails, each
nation
must continue, like pruden t householders in a lawless condition
of society,
to take reasonable precaut ions for its own safety.

I t Any boy who has mastere
d the first book of Euclid can learn and
und~tand the thcorie of Jomini and Clausewitz, and be a perfect
ly useless
soldier afterwards, un! ss by hard though t he learns to apply their
theories
to the ev r changing conditions of war."- Life of Wolsely.
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OLD MILITARY BOOKS.
By CAPTAIN SEAN O'NEILL.

B

ROWSING AMONG some old military books a short while ago I came
across a .rather musty. edition of "The New Method of Fortification
as Practised by MonsIeur de Vauban, Engineer General of France."
The "new method" was most interesting considering the attention
drawn some time ago to the fortifications of Belgium, and the huge ring of
forts flung out to guard the frontiers of European countries, while the best
brains of the world strive to devise ways and means that will crumple the
strongest fortress, as happened in the World War.
Apart from the rules observed by the then Engineer General of France
who, en passant, stands out as, perhaps, the greatest Military Engineer
produced by his country, certain portions of the book were not without
their amusing sides when viewed through the eyes of the present-day military
student. Fortification through the ages is lightly touched on as an introduction,
and it is explained that" fortification or military architecture is an art which
teaches men to fortify themselves with Ramparts, parapets, moats and covert
ways to the end that the enemy may not be able to attack any part without
great loss of his men, and that the small number of soldiers which defend the
place may be, therefore, able to hold out for some time."
Certain it is that fortification was originally very inconsiderable; for in
regard that men had nothing to fear at that time but the assaults of wild
beasts and robbers, they had no other fortifications than simple hedges, which
continued still in use 328 years before our Saviour; at what time Alexander
the Great found the Hircanians and Mardians fortified after that manner.
Afterwards they fortified themselves with walls, those hedges being easy to
cut down. But, ambition increasing, in regard that they who coveted dominion
over others, soon found a way to leap over these feeble defences, they added a
moat, and in making this moat, they raised, at the same time, a rampart
behind which the besieged placed themselves, to annoy the enemy with their
arrows. The enemy, not able to surmount these obstacles, resolved to venture
some arrows to pass the moat and lodge themselves, at the foot of the wall,
whence the besieged could not chase them, notwithstanding the great number
of stones which they threw down to annoy the assailants, because the enemies
covered themselves with their bucklers which they held over their heads.
This obliged those within to make holes in the walls, and through them to shoot
their arrows at the enemy to hinder them from attacking them. Nevertheless
the foot of the walls were without defence so that the enemy, lodging themselves
between the nearest holes, they bethought themselves of making square towers
with holes on every side, for they stood at the head of the walls to hinder the
enemy from lodging between the holes in the wall. True it is, that they soon
invented certain engines which we call at this day battering rams, which were
strengthened at the head with a massive point of iron and so pushed again t
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the walls of those square towers till they brough t them to ruin. After
which
they made roundels, which were looked upon as a stronger sort of fortifica
tion,
till powder began to be known in Europe, after which they made
cannon to
batter places, the furious execution of which, ranversed like a clap of
thunde r,
those feeble walls, which obliged them that were attacke d with these astonis
hing
engines, to erect a good rampar t behind their walls, and to make the
same walls
much thicker than before."
My sympat hy was certainly with the besiegers in which they
were
" annoyed" with the arrows of their brutal enemy. It would be
difficult
to be otherwise, even the best tempers might fray a little to find that
an arrow
had left one in the embarrassing position of not being able to sit in
the proper
position for some time. However, my allies certainly got their
own back
when they shot their arrows over the walls in such a way that they
could not
be "chase d" in spite of the showers of stones hurled at their hardy
heads.
" Eat more bricks" was, evidently, the slogan of the fit and hefty
at that
period. It is sad to reflect that the good old days passed with
the arrival
of cannon, " these astonishing engines," as our informant so aptly terms
them.
The Quartermaster-General of ancient days had his hands full,
even
though his duties are condensed into the following instructions for
the O.C.
Fortress. We are solemnly reminded that.
" Seeing a place cannot be able to endure a long siege, if it has not wherewithal to make resistence, therefore there must be provision made of whatso
ever
is necessary for the soldier under which head is to be understood,
money
to pay the troops, meal, corn, hay, wine, beer, brandy , butter, salt,
wood,
powder, lead, matches, bullets, cannon or great guns, muskets, pikes,
sulphur,
pitch, brimstone, palisadoes, cheavaux de frise, hand-mills, horse-m
ills, and
windmills that so if the enemy cut off the water they might not be
withou t
something to grind their corn. An able physician chirurgeon, and apothec
ary
are these likewise very necessary (Ah! the good old Medical Service
.)
To these there might be added some other things requisite, in order
to
keep the soldiers in good heart." This last sentence is somewhat vague,
and
much is left to the imagin ation-p erhaps it is just as well. Undou btedly
matters
were to be made hot for the brave attack ers-a sprinkling of boiling
pitch
with a dash of brimstone and savoury of great cannon -the body to
be sliced
in small pieces with pike well sharpened. Certainly the gentle art
of killing
~ ~o have occupied the great minds of all ages. Perhap s
this generation
IS gettmg tenderh earted as the gentle caress of
a " Minnie " seems mother ly
compared to the treat in store for an army attacki ng a fortress in the giddy
past.
O~ book close with the art of gunnery and " of shooting in general," even
finding a place for the respected ancestor of our present Mills as I noted
that
"Gr nadoes are of the same form
with bombs only smaller, 'and many times
ar cast by hand, being made of iron, brass, glass or earth."
Undoubtedly very depressing literatu re in this age of olive branche
s
and reduced armaments as proved in my opening paragraph.
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free to return, which he did in 1682, accompanied by Churchill.
In this
year Churchill was created Baron Churchill. About this time
also took
place an event which was responsible for the shaping of some import
ant
chapters of English history. Princess Anne, a daught er of the
Duke of
York. was married to Prince George of Denmark, and she appoin
ted Mrs.
Churchill one of the ladies of her bed chamber. These two ladies
had
previously been good friends at court, but now the intimac y increas
ed, and
Mrs. Churchill being the stronger character gradually gained the ascenda
ncy
over Anne which was to count for so much later.
II. AND SEDGEM OOR.
In 1685, on the death of Charles II., James II. became King of Englan
d,
and Churchill was well established in favour. His part in the suppres
sion
of the Monmouth rebellion appears to have been his only prominent
activity
during the next few years. Some months after the accession of
the new
king, the Duke of Monmouth, an illegitimate son of Charles II.,
made an
attemp t to seize the crown by force of arms. On June 21st he
landed in
Dorset with a supply of arms and equipment, and some eighty
followers.
His plans were based on the hope of recruits speedily flocking to his
standar d,
as the country was supposed to be dissatisfied with James and his
religion.
He succeeded in obtaining the recruits, either militia or volunte
ers, in
satisfactory numbers, but was much hampered by the want of proper
leaders
and good cavalry. Commandeered farmhorses were not capable
of
fulfilling properly the functions of cavalry horses withou t some training
. The
leaders did not flock to his standar d, as it was generally conceded
that his
move was premature, and hopes for its success poor. When news
of the
invasion reached London Churchill was sent in command of the
royalist
troops and given the rank of brigadier. Churchill, on his arrival, found
that
his forces were too weak to attack, and that he could not depend very
much
on the local militia. He accordingly adopted the plan of harrying the
enemy
flanks, accompanying him on the march, and proving a source of
worry.
Ionmouth, having a great respect for the disciplined regular troops,
was also
afraid to attack. He appears to have been undecided as to a definite
course
of action, and wasted several days training his recruits, when he might
have
been marching on Bristol or some of the larger centres.
Finally Feversham arrived with reinforcements, took over from Church
ill,
and th campaign concluded on July 6th with the battle or rout of Sedgem
oor.
The r~yali. t army had gone into a strong position (at Weston Zeylan
d):
h
dltch known locally as .. Rhines," providing a ready made entrenchment
f nning a eonv~' line of battle, so well recommended at the time.
On the
aft moon of July 5th, Godfrey a local farmer, assured Monmouth
that there
laxity and carel ness in the Royal camp, and that a sudden attack
'ould 1 ad to a ro~t of the Royal army. Monmouth, who had pitched
his
camp about four miles away, made a personal reconnaissance, and discove
red
that there was an unusually large distance between the hostile infantr
y and
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artillery, and between both and the cavalry. He resolved on a surprise night
attack with his superior force-he had about 3,500 against 2,700 on the
opposing side. He marched his forces six miles, and escaped detection by the
Royalist Cavalry patrols until almost in the enemy position. He was,
however, separated by a "Rhine." This" Rhine," and the steadiness of
the trained Royalist troops, saved the situation for Feversham. The position
was maintained during the night, and in the morning Feversham ordered a
counter-attack. The rout of the rebels was complete. Churchill was very
active all night and his intervention at various parts was very effective,
some of his biographers making him appear largely responsible for
the success. No attempt was made to rally the rebels after Sedgemoor, and
the campaign ended quickly.
CHURCHILL'S DESERTION OF JAMES.

From Sedgemoor to the flight of James II., Churchill continued
inconspicuous so far as public affairs were concerned. The king, who appeared
determined to rule more and more as an absolute monarch, gradually
antagonised that group of nobles and gentry which aimed at having greater
control over all state affairs in its own hands. James II. was not a popular
monarch in any way, and his Catholicism was not viewed with favour by
the English people, who were in the main Protestant or dissenter. He was
accordingly a good subject for hostile propaganda. Several of the leading
statesmen began making overtures to William of Orange, and, eventually,
the latter, who had been waiting the opportune moment, landed in England
in 1688.
Churchill was with James II., and proceeded with the King and his forces
from London, being appointed lieutenant-general. His loyalty was suspected
by Feversham and others, but the King, generally rated a poor judge of men,
had absolute confidence in him. On the night of the 23rd November,
Churchill, with some others, deserted the camp of James, and joined William
-thus committing an act of personal treachery outstanding even at that
period.
He left a letter of explanation, and on its lines Coxe ascribes his desertion
to the fact that a sense of patriotism and religion outweighed the obligations
of gratitude and interest. Although religion may have affected somewhat
the issue in Churchill's mind, it is hard to believe it counted for much in his
decision, when we recollect that but a few years later he was more or less
engaged in a conspiracy for the restoration of the same J ames, who had not
changed his religion in the meantime. It is probable that a desire to serve
his wordly interests had most to do with Churchill's desertion, and a desire
to make sure before taking a leap in the dark, respon ible for the delay in his
desertion. It must be remembered that he had plenty of leisur, and
opportunity to study the political situation in England for some years
previously, and this made him see the revolution as a certainty. At the
same time, from his experience of the Monmouth rebellion, he was aware of
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how criritcal are the first days of such a movem ent, and of how much
the outcome depends on the respective armies -influe nces of desertions,
leaders,
accessions of strengt h, etc.-so he may have delayed to see just how
things were
going on both sides. Clarke in his Life of James II., states that, after
the first
desertions to William, James called togethe r his princip al officers
in London ,
and Churchill, just made a lieutenant-general, was the first to vow
he would
shed the last drop of his blood for James.
Churchill was well received by William, and rendere d useful assistan
ce
in the setting up of a new government. In 1689, two days before
William's
coronation, he was created Earl of Marlborough.
In 1689 Marlborough was sent to comma nd a brigade of English
troops
in the Netherlands. On conclusion of this campaign, he returne
d to
England, and in September, 1690, we find him setting out for Ireland
, where
he reduced Kinsale and Cork, two import ant ports held by Jacobit
e forces.
In 1691 he took part, under William, in a short campaign in
Flande rs.
Return ing to Englan d there gradua lly developed that first estrang
ement
with William which was responsible for his arrest. Marlborough
and his
wife had taken sides with Anne in some disputes which she had with
William,
her brother-in-law. Also, about this time, Marlborough started to
correspond
with the exiled James at St. Germain. It would seem as if, at
this stage,
there was a possiblity of James being restored, and his former
henchm an
though t it advisable to make prepara tions for getting back on his
side. So
far had these prepara tions progressed, that a couple of years later we
find him
sending information to the exiled court as to a naval expedition from
Englan d
against Brest. The fact that this information was already well
known to
the French hardly detract s from the treachery.
In May, 1692, Marlborough was dismissed from his appointments,
and
shortly after imprisoned in the tower. Anne left the court in
sympat hy.
The charges against him collapsing, he was released, and led a quiet
life for
some time away from court, but continued a clandestine intercourse
with the
exiled family.
In 1694, William's wife, Mary, died, and the King was reconciled
with
~nne.
Iarlborough expected immediate re-employment, but it was not
till 169 that he obtaine d it, being then appoin ted governor to
the Duke of
Gloucester, heir to the crown. From this until the war of the
Spanish
succession, there is little to record of Marlbo rough- he was at court,
took
~. in politics from the House of Lords, and was not very friendly
with
\\ llltam, though they had been reconciled.
(To be continued.)
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TH E VO LUN TEE R RESERVE.
A new departu re was made a year ago in the establishment of the Defence
and the
Forces. This took place with the institution of the Volunteer Reserve
hat
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cent. When it is recalled tha t thes
e parades are continuous thro ugh
out the
year, with only brief intervals at Chr
istmas and Eas ter, these results mus
t be
regarded as highly satisfactory, and
speak well for the enthusiasm of the
unit.
ORGANISATION.

There are available for training
and administrative purposes a sma
ll
number of Officers, Non-Commissio
ned Officers and men of the Regular
Army.
Since it would be difficult to accomm
odate, and impossible to trai n effic
iently,
the entire unit if there were only one
parade night each week, and since,
moreover, man y men hav e indicated part
icular nights upon which they desi
re to
attend, a different company para
des each night. No .1 Compan
y of the
Battalion, for instance, parades upo
n Monday night of each week. To
date,
the Officer in charge of each Com
pany is an Officer of the Regular
Army,
and the quo ta of Regular Non-Comm
issioned Officers allowed act as inst
ructors
with each Company. Men who atte
nd upon nights othe r than thei r allo
tted
parade nigh t are formed up into
Vol unt ary " classes, and receive inst
ruction
apa rt from the Company upon para
de. Eac h Company is thus maintai
ned
as an enti ty with in the Battalion,
and this maintenance of "id ent ity"
is
continued down to the Section as far
as possible, despite the fact tha t sect
ions
may be depleted by " absences from
par ade " upon occasions.
During the past year thre e Infa ntry
Companies and a Hea dqu arte r Com
pan y were organized. There are thus
four .. com puls ory " parade nights
each
week.
Voluntary classes are also held for
ordinary military Instruction
Physical Training, Gymnastics, and
for training of Buglers and of the Ban
d.
As already pointed out, each
Company has a different parade
night.
Moreover, it has a distinct week-en
d allocated to itself. This policy,
while
essential, is, unf ortu nately, tant amo
unt to part ial .. isol atio n" of
the
Company. The Volunteers in a
particular Company are, to some
extent,
shu t oft from those of another Com
pany, save for the brief period at
Annual
Camp each summer. Men from
the same locality, from adjacent
houses,
or even from the same business
firm may, conceivably, be
Vol
unte
ers"
with out mut ual knowledge of this
fact. This is not a desirable sta t; of
affairs,
and the more general the acq
uaintance with each other there is
among
the members of the Force the bett
er. It is bett er for the solidarity
of the
movement tha t membership be kno
wn throughout the Force.
To counteract the effect of this segr
egation of units, recreation-rooms
bave been provided for the Battalio
n. Here men from different com
panies
meet upon a common footing, mak
e acquaintances or renew friendshi
ps, and
here they are welcomed upon all oflduty occasions.
dry and et canteen, a billiard room
, reading and card-rooms have
been provided centres of social inte
rcourse. Billiard tournaments con
cert
.
and smoking concerts are held. To
a large extent the~e social
amenities counteract isolation and
enable Volunteers to make acquain
tanees
tIn apo at the various Companies of
the Battalion. I cannot stress too
bip Iy the IleCeSlity for devoting atte
ntion to the social life of a uni t of
this
II
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nature. Despite the difficulty of obtaining funds and suitable equipment
for football and hurling teams, where such teams can be organised, they will
well repay the effort by increasing the esprit de corps of the unit. Social functions
such as are mentioned above are inexpensive to organise and have a very
beneficial effect in holding the unit together and maintaining attendances
at weekly parades. Even certain aspects of Military Training can be utilized
for the same purposes. Inter-platoon competitions followed by a Battalion
competition in such subjects as Drill, Arms Drill, Bayonet Fighting and
Musketry, raise a spirit of emulation which reacts favourably on the unit,
while massed Physical Training Displays organised for Volunteers and their
friends are productive of good, both socially and militarily.
TRAINING METHODS.

During his period of service with the Regular Forces, a soldier is systematically trained to perform his duties, both in peace and in war. The time
available permits of the attainment of a high degree of proficiency with wholetime soldiers and capable instructors. We have been supplied with instructors
who are a great asset in Training and, indeed, are indispensable in the case
of a newly formed Battalion, but the time available for imparting instruction
to Volunteers is very limited, and, consequently, the amount of training
possible is limited. This being the case, it is necessary to concentrate upon
instruction in essentials of training, and to endeavour to attain proficiency
in those essentials.
There were two factors during the past twelve months which seriously
militated against progress in Training. The first was the difficulty of securing
the attendance of all men upon parade. Parade attendances were affected
by the weather, by illness, by a change in hours of work, or by home influences.
However carefully a training programme may be drafted, it is difficult to secure
uniformity of knowledge and progressive instruction when one night fifteen
men of a platoon may be upon parade, and upon the next night the same
platoon may number thirty. With a unit which has been in existence for some
years, and which has a full complement of Volunteer Officers and Non-Comrnissioned Officers capable of imparting instruction this difficulty can be,
to some extent, overcome, but even under the most favourable circumstances
it is a problem to make up, in the short time available, the leeway occasioned
by absences from parade for even one month. Such absences are, unfortunately,
not uncommon, and are by no means the fault of the men. Where parades
are held each week practically throughout the year, they are unavoidable;
still they militate seriously against training progress.
The second factor was that all the men of the unit did not begin their
military instruction at the same time. The unit was formed in November,
1929, and between that and April, 1930, recruits joined each week. . There
was no recruiting between April, 1930, and September, 1930, but smce the
latter month, when recruiting re-opened, each week has seen a number of new
men join the Force. From the point of view of training, the ideal would be
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to have all men begin the course of instruction together, and continue together,
until they had passed their Recruit Course. This ideal is, unfortunately,
unattainable, and the present position is that at intervals of a week or a
fortnight throughout the year, a party of recruits begin training.
There is, therefore, no uniform standard of proficiency throughout the
unit, and the task of Company Officers and Instructors, already made difficult
by absences from drills, is further complicated.
Despite these adverse factors, experience has shown that a considerable
amount of military knowledge can be acquired in weekly drills by the average
Volunteer. The spirit of keenness and the desire for information are very
evident. The greatest interest is displayed in Drill, Arms Drill and Musketry,
particularly where instruction in the latter subject is of a practical nature.
On the other hand, physical training and gymnastics, while they have many
devotees, do not appeal to quite a considerable number.
The desire to obtain military knowledge, while of incalculable benefit
in instructing, is not, in many cases, sufficiently strong to counteract the
dreariness of that repetition which is necessary to ensure thorough knowledge
and proficiency.
They are all anxious and willing to learn, but repetition palls, and, in
consequence, it is difficult to obtain among the ranks of the Volunteers the
meticulous accuracy of movements or the detailed· knowledge which is aimed
at in the Regular Army. Fortunately, repetition is not so essential as in the
case of recruits to the Regular Army, as the standard of education among the
ranks is considerably higher than in the average recruit to the Regular Forces
Nevertheless, to maintain interest in training, constant progression is
necessary. New matter must frequently be introduced, and repetition must
be reduced to a minimum in the hope of avoiding monotony.
TRAI ING BEFORE CAMP.

In the period between the beginning of the Training year (1st October),
and the Annual Camp, parades are largely confined to indoor instruction
imparted during weekly drills held in Barracks. During this time attention
is given to the following :-(a) Recruits prior to posting to Companies;
(b) continuous training of men already past the recruit stage; (c) training
of specialists; (d) training of Officers and Non-Commissioned Officers and
of men who are likely to become Non-Commissioned Officers.
During the pa.s t twelve .months, which was our first training year, a
number of Cad tshlP were gtven with the object of securing the services of
These Cadets
Volunt er Officers for the new Force as soon as possible.
att~ded.
drills each week and underwent a comprehensive course,
termmating 1D examinations. As a result, twenty-one Second Lieutenants
have been Commi ioncd~the quota permitted by the establishment-while
o~ ~ who have passed the examination await vacancies to secure Com.~. !n the current ~ear these Officers are available for training and
admini tration, and are of mcalculable assistance in our task.
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The men, during the weekly drills last year, received basic instruction
in Drill, Musketry, Bayonet Fighting, and in exercises designed to prepare
them for Annual Camp, so that the greatest benefit might be derived from
camp training.
Despite the factors militating against training, viz., a
continuous influx of recruits, and unavoidable absence from parade, the objects
aimed at during this portion of the year were secured.
At the weekly drills in barracks a sufficient knowledge, both theoretical
and practical, was imparted to secure proficiency in basic training in the
majority of cases. The tests of elementary training for the rifle were carried
out and all men fired their course upon the minature range.
WEEK-END CAMPS.

Week-end camps began in the month of May and June last. These camps
were devoted solely to Musketry practices so that the period spent in Annual
Camp might be entirely available for Field Training. Each man who had
passed his tests of elementary training and had fired upon the miniature range,
attended three such camps and :fired his annual musketry course upon the open
Range. The men mobilized in barracks upon a Saturday afternoon and
proceeded by road transport to the Curragh Training Camp where the practices
were carried out. They returned, also by road transport, upon Sunday night.
The week-end camps were very well attended. They afforded men of the
Force their :first insight into army life, its routine and administration. They
also brought the men of the unit into close touch with each other in barrack
rooms and at firing practices, and fostered comradeship among them in
preparation for their time in annual camp.
They were invaluable in this respect since opportunities of mutual
acquaintance were greatly restricted during weekly drills. They furthermore
had the result of familiarising the men with the normal routine of camp life
and rendered considerable assistance to the administrative personnel in
camp in this way. It was only to be expected that the Musketry practices
would arouse the keenest interest, but it was gratifying to :find that the
preliminary training had not been wasted.
ANNUAL CAMP.

The Annual Camp was held in the month of July, and was located in
Youghal, Co. Cork. Men were expected to spend fifteen days in camp, but
where conditions of employment did not permit of this, the term could be
reduced to eight days, involving a reduction of the grant due at the termination
of the year. A number of men were unable to attend camp at all owing to
their inability to obtain leave at a suitable time from th ir employers.
The camp remained open for four weeks, and men were at liberty to choose
the period most suitable to themselves for proce ding to training. In this
way men who were unable to obtain leave from their employers during the
:first fortnight of the month could go to camp during the second fortnight, and
vice versa, but every encouragement was given to secure the attendance of
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as many as possible during the first fortnight. Despite the fact that
by far
the greater number elected to go during this time,' absences caused by
inabilit y
to proceed to camp at all caused such a reduction in the strengt
h of units
as to militate against efficiency and training. None of the Compa
nies in
camp were at any time up to the strengt h, and while some Platoon
s were
almost complete, others in the Company were at less than half
strengt h.
It followed that there was some disorganisation of units, but
this was
unavoidable, particu larly in the second fortnig ht of our stay.
Practic ally
eighty per cent. of the entire unit went to annual training, and seventy
-five
per cent. of the numbers attendi ng camp were present during the fust
fortnight.
Although the camp was under canvas, the old militar y barrack
s in
Youghal was available for cooking and dining-hall accommodation
. The
surroundings were healthy and the soil dry, and, through the courtes
y of land
owners in the vicnity, ground for training purposes was availab
le within
reasonable distance.
Personnel of the Regula r Army was supplied for admini strative
purposes
e.g., cooks, dining-hall orderlies, and for general fatigues, so that
men of the
unit could devote the entire time to the development of their military
efficency.
I t may appear to some that this policy of supplying a staff from the
Regular
Forces amoun ted to pampering the unit, but it must be remembered
that it
was the first experience of practically the entire unit in camp, and that
only in
rare cases was there any previous militar y training, and that, to a large
extent,
the failure or success, not alone of this unit, but of units subsequently
to be
formed depended upon the success of this first venture. I may add
that had
this policy not been adopted, the greater portion of the time of Officers
would
necessarily have had to be devoted to details of administration
with consequent loss to general training and efficiency.
For many years past there have been in Englan d two schools of though
t
upon the question of the training of the Territorial Army -a force
similar
in conditions of service to the Volunteer Reserve. These are known
as the
.. pade and Bucke t" school, and the "Serio us Soldier ing" school.
The
titles are seU-explanatory. Even in the short time which has elapsed
since
the formation of the Volunteer Reserve, a similar cleavage has appeare
d in
our own Army, and many and severe criticisms were passed by the"
Serious
Soldi ring" school because this Battali on was relie~ed of all admini
strative
duti during their first camp. I do not wish it to be understood
that I
ociate myself with tho 'e of the "Spad e and Bucket ," but I conside
r
th~~ th right policy was adopted in this case, in view of the very
limited
military knowl dge of the unit, and the necessity for instructing large
numbe rs
of men Vt;th no pr vious experience in the many details of ordinar
y camp
and military administration.
. Th daily routine in camp was similar to that of the Regular
Army.
Fust parade was held at 07.00 hours, and work for the day termina ted
at 16.00
hours. Thus, when the time necessary for meals, and preparation for
parade
was deducted, there were available each day for instruction six hours. A
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further point is that each evenjng from 16.00 hours the men, other than those
detailed for guard duties, were free to amuse themselves locally, and they were
facilitated to this end by the issue of local passes. There were in effect two
objects to be attained: (1) to afford the maximum amount of military training
possible; (2) to afford as many facilities for amusement as possible, so that
all might enjoy their only holiday for the year.
The time available for instruction was largely devoted to tactical exercises
and to the solution and execution of minor tactical problems on the ground.
The Cadets were allotted platoons, and here were afforded their first opportunity
of obtaining close touch with the men, and of developing leadership and
initiative by practical handling of troops. They displayed the keenest interest
in their task, and availed of the opportunity to the utmost, being of incalculable
value to the Officers in charge of Companies who were the only Regular
Officers available for instructional purposes.
The quota of Regular Non-Commissioned Officers "attached" for'
instruction, while sufficient in number to cope with one Company of the Battalion
on parade at weekly drills, or at week-end camp, was insufficient when such
large numbers were assembled in camp. The situation was met, however,
by the appointment of Acting Non-Commissioned Officers from among the
ranks of the Volunteer Reserve.
The men were promoted solely because of ability displayed at an
examination held for the purpose. It was enlightening and inspiring to note
the manner in which they rose to their increased responsibilities, eager to
absorb every new detail of military knowledge. No task was too onerous
for them, and they inspired the men of their sections with the same spirit,
with the result that a healthy spirit of rivalry between sections, platoons
and companies developed apace. The consequence was that, far from regarding
it as an irksome task to undertake guard duties, sections and platoons
clamoured for the honour of supplying guards, and guard mounting, which
took place each evening, was attended by many spectators. While I am on
this subject I would like to stress the effect of ceremonial duties on the members
of the unit.
The ceremony of mounting guards, and dismounting, aroused the keenest
interest and pride in the participants as did every other occasion of ceremony,
such as inspection of the Battalion, close order drill, etc. They responded
to all such occasions, and to Battalion route marches with the band as to no
other form of training.
During our term in camp sport was not neglected, and various football
matches, in which we were not always the victors, were arranged with local

teams.
A gymnastic display was also given to the townspeop~e. It .was ~uch
appreciated, 'and fostered still further the already good relations which existed
between men of the unit and civilians in the neighbourhood.
I
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CONCLUSION.

The termina tion of the Annual Camp, to all intents and purposes, conclud
ed
our training year. It was a year of experim ent, of solving new
problems,
and of seeking new solutions to old problems for those of us who,
while being
of the Regula r Army, have been posted for duty with the unit. We
may not
have been uniformly successful in the solution, or in our treatme
nt, but the
task has been an inspiring one, and the manne r in which our new
comrades
in arms have reacted to the duties and responsibilities which
they have
voluntarily underta ken, with little reward, has been equally inspirin
g.
It
is refreshing to meet anew the spirit of volunta ry sacrifice, and such
a spirit
certainly imbues the ranks of the Volunteer Reserve. Contac t with
it revives
a similar spirit and cannot fail to be of benefit to any of my fellow
Officers
who come within its sphere.
The present is in the makin g-the future will be built upon its founda
tion.
The future of the 1st (City of Dublin) Battali on is secure so long as
the present
spirit of devotion to duty and of sacrifice animat es the ranks of its
personnel.

c. J.

COUNTING HEAD S.
It is no longer possible to assign a definite value to an army by referen
ce
to a common standar d and the pictures we used to see of soldiers drawn
in
different sizes to represe nt the comparative strengt h of armies, now
represe nt

nothing, especially when these soldiers are drawn in the heroic attitud
e of
the bayonet charge.-GENERAL DEBENEY, when Directo r of the
Ecole
Superieure de Quene .
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A NO TE ON AN ALMOST
FOR GO TTO N CAMPAIGN.
By

...

COLONEL

E. V.

O'CARR OLL.

conHE GREA T WAR in Europe, with its spectacular events, huge
forces,
e
immens
of
ents
movem
cal
strategi
and
troops,
of
cen~ration
dimmed, to a great extent, the lesser events in other theatres of the
struggle, and prevented consideration of minor episodes from which
study of
more useful lessons could be drawn. Much of the time spent on
country
this
as
trench warfare could, with greater benefit, be devoted, as far
Von
General
by
d
is concerned, to that little-known struggle so ably describe
Africa."
Lettow Vorbeck in his" Reminiscences of German East
It is
Our army is young, and its experience of war has been meagre.
college
and
schools
pleasing, therefore, to find that the curricula of our military
nations,
embody consideration of the struggles of small, poorly-equipped,
tactics.
raiding
and
guerilla
fighting, perforce, a war of movement, and utilising
may
we
force,
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Vorbec
There is just the possibility that, like Von Lettow
adopt
and
up
split
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r
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minor
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war,
is always the unexpected that occurs in
a
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study
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better
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possible emergency than that under review.
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secure
so
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in
data
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provide
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way
this
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.
of the studen t officers
the prepara tion of a scheme of national defence.
The difficulties confronting General Von Lettow Vorbeck, on his arrival
es,
in German East Africa only eight months prior to the outbreak of hostiliti
badly
and
seemed insuperable, in view of the scant, poorly-equipped
German
organised force at his disposal. In fact it seems incredible that the
of the
tion
prepara
the
Government of the day took practically no interest in
for
ng
prepari
been
had
colonial militar y forces for a struggle for which they
d
consiste
l
disposa
k's
many years at home. The force at Von Lettow Vorbec
216
d
compri
former
The
of the Protect ive force and the Police force.
and 2,154
Europeans and 2,540 Askari (natives), and the latter 45 European
pattern
71
1
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d
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Askari. They were poorly organised,
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military
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rifle and smoky powder and lacked
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and
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regarded as an auxili~ to the
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from the best N.C.O.'s of the Protective force, which thus 10 t its best
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engend
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was
force
y
Militar
the
The idea of inferiority of
that
idea
the
still
is
there
country
this
in
people
many
of the natives. Among
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the Defence Force is intende d solely to assist the civil force in the mainte
nance
of law and order, and that any expend iture with a view to defence
proper is a
waste of public monies. There is a moral to be drawn from the study
of Von
Lettow Vorbeck's Reminiscences.
Of late there has been a tendency in this country to decry the importa
nce
of the militar y forces, and to assign them a position of relative inferior
ity in
the civic structu re. It would be more fitting to exalt the profession
of armsspecial attentio n being paid to enhancing the status of key-position
N.C.O.'s,
by the introdu ction of long-term service with pension. This would permit
of the
better class man enlisting and making the Army his career. The
N.C.O.
is the backbone of any army, and especially so in the case of a
force such as
ours, which is principally engaged in the training of reservists. Accord
ingly
every effort should be made to make our N.C.O.'s a happy and
conten ted
body; the result will be reflected in better discipline, reduced admini
stration
and a higher standa rd of training. All these things will come in
their own
good time, but it is to be hoped that this import ant matter will get
as early
consideration as it is possible to receive.
Von Lettow Vorbeck's opinion of the Volunteer Rifle Corps which
he
found in the process of organisation on his first inspection is of interes
t to this
country at the momen t. He says: "It was, indeed, difficult to
introdu ce a
workable militar y organisation among these volunta ry associations, and
to make
effective use of their abunda nt good will." He also doubte d whethe r they
would
possess the requisite cohesion in case of universal war which would
sever
all connection with the home country. Of course it may be argued
that there
is little similarity between the German colony and this country in such
matters
but I think it will be agreed that a Volunteer Force organised, equippe
d and
trained on a poor and cheap scale is practic ally useless for militar y
purposes.
Our present policy in regard to Volunteer Reserve Units, which
we equip and
organise on the same basis as the Regula r Units, and which receive
continuous
nightly training, augmented by a definite annual period in camp, seems
sound.
Any idea of pursuing a cheap form of organisation would eventua lly
result in
having a force more a menace than a protect ion to the State.
The plan adopte d by Von Lettow Vorbeck for the defence of the Colony
was to threate n the enemy in his own territor y and at the most sensitive
point.
He carried out this policy, utilising his total force on a company
basis, and
throughout his narrativ e it is of interest to note that he refers not to
divisions
brigades, or even battalions, but to the conduct of his companies
in action:
His organisation and its adaptab ility in the difficult circumstances
in which
~ found himself, may serve as useful study when considering our position
m war, where our small force might have to bow to the inevita
ble and
dJsin~egrate into guerilla bodies. Brigadier-General Crozier in his: "Brass
Hat m ~man's Land," speaks of his continued reference to the
lessons of
Spion Kop: It ~ the small and seemingly unimpo rtant things that
count,
ud there 15 certainly nothing to be lost by our study of the events
of the
German East Africa struggle. The facility with which he moved his companies
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wherever necessity demanded, despite the absence of adequate rail or road
transport, should give us food for thought in the examination of certain
problems of national defence. The entire narrative spells simplicity, and General
Von Vorbeck, directing his small force, and proceeding to and fro on his push
cycle, is a splendid instance. Let us not be disheartened, therefore, at the
absence of the latest military armament because there is no better incentive
to inventive genius and success than poverty.

..

The supply and transport problems, always difficult ones in even the
best equipped countries, were of a particularly difficult character in German
East Africa on account of the few roads and the fact that the Colony had a
very poor rail system. The latter was practically undeveloped, and was
constructed solely for commercial purposes without any consideration of possible
military requirements. It consisted of two systems-the Northern Railway, a
narrow gauge, running from Tanga on the coast to Moshi, a distance of 190 miles,
and the Central Railway, running from Dar-es-Salaam to Lake Tanganyika.
These two systems were not connected and the sea route not being available
owing to the activities of the British Navy, entailed the construction of a roadway between them. This road, together with many others, had to be made
to enable the carriers to bring up their supplies from the rear, and it is amazing
how such a diminutive force performed all the varied duties required of it, and,
at the same time, kept up a vigorous offensive.'
The practical manner in which Von Lettow Vorbeck overcame the many
difficulties associated with the supply and transport problem cannot be
detailed here. His successful solution must appeal to us who possess a good
system of rail, road, and water transport, and reasonable food-supplies. As
usual, simplicity was the key-not of his activities. He connected up his railway
systems by roads. In peace-time this was unnecessary, because communication
could be effected by sea. He also tapped the rich districts by roads so as to
draw on the rice and wheat crops, and the abundant stocks of cattle. Having
organised the supply system in broad and general outline, he then placed
the working of the details in the hands of a retired officer who had a knowledge
of such work. This officer took charge of the lines of communications and
organised his army of carriers into two classes, (i) men who took the loads
from one place to another, and (ii) permanent carriers. Permanent camps
for these were constructed later along the main roads a day's march apart,
and the breaking up of the many long journeys into stages prevented an undue
strain on the carriers. These camps had the added advantage of allowing
the carriers and other individuals to subsist on the supplies held along the lines
of communication without having to burden themselves with provision to last
a prolonged period. The absence of mechanical transport necessitated the
general use of carriers, and when the difficulties of attending to the discipline
of these camps, and of providing medical treatment, whilst at the same time,
ensuring adequate supplies are considered, it must be agreed that if anything
approaching normal facilities had been available the outcome of the struggle
might have been very diffierent. One lesson we can learn from it is that the
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study of the transpo rt and supply problem in case of nationa l emerge
ncy in
this country deserves careful though t and considerable attentio
n in our
military college, and certainly merits consideration equal to, if not
greater
than, some of the controversial, and much-disputed, episodes of Militar
y History.
These are a few, and a very few, indeed, of the many points so
ably
recorded in " Reminiscences of East Africa." Its simplicity, because
in fact
it is a narrativ e of immense difficulties surmou nted in a natural and
commonsense manner, makes its study more a pleasure than a labour. The
author' s
innumerable worries do not make him forget his word of praise for the
humblest
actor in his little drama -the native telephonist "whos e difficulties
were an
infinit y"; the master- butcher "who brough t the troops hot
sausages."
It makes the reader, who may, perchance, have been overawed
by the
ponderous works of other militar y writers, feel that the exercise
of sound
common sense is the first attribu te of any commander of man, and
gives him
hope that "by stiffening the sinews and summoning up the blood"
there
should be no reason why the most abstrus e militar y problems cannot
be tackled
in a simple natural manner.

THE INSPIRATION OF mSTORY.
"From a knowledge of local history comes that perman ent and proud
nationality which appears to sacrifice life and wealth to liberty,
but really
wins all together. The story of one great native soldier would create
more
martial zeal than a college of engine ers-the patient resolve and
mighty
labours of one patriot-statesman, well-known, would win more
imitato rs
than the philosophy of Montesquieu. There is an inspiration arising
from each
field of native victory, and a call that is obeyed from each well-to
ld song
or story of national honour ."-Tho mas Davis.
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LEC TUR E.
EFO RE discussing rece nt develop
ments in Ann y Organisation, it
is
advisable to refe r ~~ the difficul
ties of the task of or~anisation
peculiar to the Bnt lsh Army,
and to the reasons which hav
e
necessitated the changes tha t are
taki ng place. Moreover, we hav
e to
remember tha t the pres ent organisa
tion is still emerging from the chry
salis
stage, and tha t it still has to go
thro ugh various stages of experim
ent and
tran sfon nati on before developing
into a more or less perfected
fighting
machine.
Fur ther , the Gre at Wa r, fought,
as it was, in man y different thea
tres ,
and und er varying conditions of
gro und and climate, has yielded
a mass
of material facts to consider. In
addition, mod ern scientific develop
ments,
especially as regards the develop
ment of the inte rnal combustion
eng
ine,
radio-telephony, auto mat ic weapon
s, and avia tion , has necessitate
d
a
dep artu re from old idea s and the
intr odu ctio n into the Arm y of
mod
ern
machinery.
Conditions and mili tary principl
es hav e not changed, but
methods of fighting and tactics
mus t be modified to con fonn
with new
weapons and equipment. Finally,
different thea tres of war require diff
erent
methods and different equipment,
so that , in view of our wide and
diverse
responsibilities, our organisatiou
mus t be far mor e elastic than
tha t of
nations which are faced with defi
nite probleIDS.
I now propose to offer some rem
arks concerning those changes whi
ch
have actually been introduced, and
I will atte mpt to explain the
new
administrative probleIDS with whi
ch we are faced, and how we prop
deal with them.
ose to

B

I.

THE BRI TISH

ARMY

IN PEA CE.

The normal functions of our Arm
y in peace time are in the natu re
of
garrison and . police duties. Uni
ts overseas mus t be able to move
anywhere
at sho rt notice, and take the field
with out further reinforcements.
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The chief duties of home uuits are: first, to provide trained drafts
for units overseas in order to keep them up to strength, and to relieve them
periodically under the . Cardwell system; secondly, home units, completed
with reserves, form the first reinforcements of overseas garrisons; thirdly,
they form the cadre of our small expeditionary force, which may be required
to take the field and maintain itself whilst the Territorial Army is being
placed on a war footing. At the same time, these units will have to find the
training cadres needed to prepare post-war recruits required for expansion
and wastage in the field. Consequently, the strength of the Regular Army
is determined by the numbers necessary to protect our overseas possessions
and mandated territories, and bears no relation to any possible commitment
we may be called upon to undertake under our existing obligations.
The Regular Army also performs the functions of an experimental
force. New ideas and organisations are tested by Regular units, and it is
not until we are satisfied with the results that they are introduced into the
Territorial Army. Since the Regular forces form the advanced guard to
the Territorial Army, on which our expansion for war depends, it is obvious
that, however efficient the Territorial Army may be, a small, well-equipped
and highly-trained professional army is an absolute necessity. The smaller
the army the more efficient it must be, and the harder it is to devise an
organisation sufficiently elastic to provide our peace requirements economically,
and at the same time maintain a nucleus on which the military machine can
expand in war.

II.

THE RESULTS OF MECHANIZATION.

The greatest changes that have lately taken place are due to mechanization.
Mecharuzation can be divided into two categories:(a) The replacement of horse-drawn vehicles by motor vehicles;
(b) The introduction of armoured fighting vehicles.

In the first instance mechanization was forced upon us by the world
shortage of horses, and' the substitution of the motor for the horse in
commerce. The whole of our transport is now mechanized, except the
first line of certain units. This is remaining horsed for the present, except
where a definite advantage can be shown by mechanization. Our second
and third line transport echelons now consist of 3 ton and 30 cwt. ~our and
six-wheeled lorries, the six-wheelers having a cross-country capacIty.
In peace, for reasons of economy, we maintain only sufficient vehicles
for our immediate needs, and a small workshop cadre on which our war
organisation can expand. Vehicles suitable for military t~rt purposes
are increasing in civil life, and, therefore, although on ~obilization ~e may
hope to obtain, off the street, the numbers we require, m the ~t ~stan~
the problem of repair and maintenance, due to lack of standardization, will
present considerable difficulties.
The introduction of the motor, with its increased mobility, will not
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obviate the necessity for good
railway communications, alth oug
h it will
allow a more elastic organisation
of the sup ply services, and will
enable
troops to operate at grea ter dist
ances from railhead.
The armoured fighting vehicle pres
ents a different problem as it has
no
counterpart in civil life. The trac
k vehicle is still in its infancy, and
has
not had the adv anta ge of time,
money, and long experience spe
nt on it
compared with oth er types. The
Arm y is responsible for its desi
gn,
production, and experiment, and
considerable progress is being mad
e.
I
do not propose to go into any tech
nical deta ils; I will refer those
who are
interested in such details to a lect
ure given by the Director of Mechan
ization,
and published in the Journal of
the Royal ArtiUery for July , 1929
.
The armoured fighting vehicle, in
the form of medium and ligh t tank
s,
armoured cars and carriers, now form
s an inte gral par t of the Army.
It is
too early to say exa ctly how thes
e will be organised in the future,
but there
are already in existence tan k batt
alio ns, arm our ed car cav alry regi
ments,
and arm oure d car companies. In
add itio n to the arm oure d fighting
vehicle,
properly speaking, we hav e the
artillery trac tor and gun on self
-propelled
mountings, as well as the small two
-seater car, used for reconnaissance
and
inter-communication purposes.
.
The speed and circuit of acti
on of these vehicles introduces
new
problems into warfare, which requ
ire earful stud y in all thei r tact
ical and
administrative aspects.
Another object in mechanization
is economy in man power whe
rever
possible by the intr odu ctio n of
those power tools designed for
hauling,
lifting and drilling, which may be
found applicable to mili tary purp
oses.

III.

MAINTENANCE OF MECHAN
ICAL TRA NSP ORT (M.T .) VEH
ICLE S.

The Master-General of the Ordnan
ce (M.G.O.) is now responsible
for
the desi gn of all vehicles, and, thro
ugh the han ds of the Ordnance,
he is
responsible for the repa ir and mai
ntenance of all vehicles othe r than
those
driven by Roy al Arm y Serv ice Cor
ps (R.A.S.C.) drivers. The Qua
rtermasterGen enl (Q.K.G.) is responsible for
the subsidy of civilian mot or veh
icles
suitable for tran spo rt purposes and
the maintenance and repa ir of
. R.A.S.C. vehicles.
all
Und er present arrangements it is
proposed to hold
26 per cent. of M.T . vehicles spar
e in a thea tre of war. In the
R.A .S.C .
10 per cent. are held spare in unit
s, and the remaining 15 per cen t.
at the
vehicle reception dep ot at the base
, which has an offshoot at the
adv
anc ed
base. In the case of vehicles for
which the Roy al Arm y Ordnance
Co~
(R.A.O.C.) are responsible, such
as arm oure d fighting vehicle
s,
arti
llery
tractors and carriers, no spare vehicles
are held with units, and they are divi
ded
as considered necessary between the
advanced base and base ordnance
depots
and ~ field parks. Included in each
RA .S.C . unit there is a small wor
kshop.
Repaus. to ~.S.C. veh icle s tha t
can not be carried out by the unit
s are
~ WIth either at the M.T. vehicle
reception depot or the M.T. hea
vy
iepa D' IIbop at the base. The
base K.T. store dep ot is run as
a sep arat e

DIAGRAM A.
NORMAL SYSTEM OF SUPPLY OF ORDNANCE STORES IN WAR
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unit. The vehicles for which the RA.O.C. are responsible are repaired
in
workshops allotted to formations, behind which are the base and
advanced
base ordnance depots and workshops, which combine the duties of
holding
spare vehicles, stores and repair shops.
Mechanized units include in' their establishment a small number
of
artificers equipped with hand tools for minor repairs and replacem
ents
not requiring machine tools, but, as experience is gained, the drivers
and
fighting personnel will be trained to carry out most of the unskille
d work.
Behind the units we have the RA.O.C. mobile workshops, consisti
ng of
headquarters and a number of sections corresponding to the strengt
h of
the motor vehicles in the formation. Unit sections can be transfer
red
and attache d to the formation concerned, or can accompany the unit
when
detached from its parent formation. Normally, the division is the
smallest
formation that justifies the provision of a complete workshop.
Small
sub-sections equipped for minor recoveries are provided to work
between
formation workshops and mechanized units. Mobile workshops
cannot
generally function when movement is taking place, but they are
able to
send forward assistance in the shape of artificers and spare parts
when
required.
After fixed workshops have been established, RA.O.C. mobile workshops deal with repairs to armament, M.T. and horsed transport
vehicles,
range-finding and optical instruments, while work which cannot be underta
ken
by them is sent to the base or advanced base. Small arms and
signal
equipment which cannot be repaired in the unit will normally be
replaced
from the base or advanc ed base. A section of the field park, which
is a
corps unit, can be detached to serve a mechanized force operating on
its own.
(See diagram A).

IV. STAFF.
In the Great War there were in the field three principal staff officers,
the Chief of the General Staff (C.G.S.), the Adjutant-General (A.G.),
.and
the Quartermaster-General (Q.M.G.), but in addition there were
vanous
senior officers of technical arms who had direct access to the Comma
nderin-Chief (C.-in-C.).
The M.G.O. was not represented, although many questions which.
now
concern him were dealt with by the Major-General, Royal
Artille~
(M.G.R.A.) at G.H.Q. Engineer questions were dealt with by the.
C~ef
Engineer (C.E.) in the field, who was not under any of the three
p~nC1pal
staff officers named, but was represented at the War Office by the
Die dor
of Fortification and Works under the M.G.O.
It is obvious that it will become increasingly difficult for the C.-in-C.
to deal with all the technical questions which are likely to.~,
and c0ordination is required. In order to achieve this co-ordination, It
has been
decided that the M.G.O. will be represented in the field, and that these
four
Principal staff officers should be the advisers to the C.-in-C. It
was also

•
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evid ent that , if non e of the prin
cipa l staff officers were to be ove
rloaded, a
redistribution of duti es was nece
ssary. The Q.M.G. was chiefly
con
cerned.
We hav e now the four bran che s
of the Staff repr esen ted in the
field
by the Chief of the General Staf
f, the Dep uty Adjutant-Genera
l,
the
Dep uty Quartermaster-General, and
the Dep uty Master-General of Ord
nan
ce.
As hea ds of thei r four bran che s
these principal staff officers are
responsible
for the initiation, co-ordination,
and execution of any policy for
the work
of the Staff thro ugh out an Arm y
in the field, but the responsibili
ty for coordi nati ng the work. of the Staff
rest s with the Commander. The
C.-in-C.
can, when necessary, delegate this
responsibility to his senior General
Staff
Officer, but such delegation in no
way prejudices the righ t of acce
ss to the
Commander of the hea ds of the othe
r bran che s of the Staff concerning
mat ters
for which they are responsible.
The chief changes in the dist ribu
tion of
duties are as foll ow s:(i) The Dir ecto r of Ordnance Serv
ices (D.O.S.), who is responsible
for the repa ir and mai nten anc e
of mechanized vehicles othe r than
R.A.S.C., the sup ply of amm unit
ion and mos t of the stores of a
technical natu re, is now tran sfer red
from the Q.M.G. to the M.G.O.
In add itio n, the Director of Artillery
(D. of A.), and the Director of
Mechanization (D. of M.) hav e bee
n add ed to the M.G.O.'s bran ch
as the officer responsible for que
stions respecting research, design,
and exp erim ent -the D. of M.
for all mechanically propelled
vehicles, and the D. of A. for arm
s, ammunition, anti-gas equipment,
technical engineer and signal
equipment, exc ept mechanically
propelled vehicles. The duties of
these officers are technical. The y
have the stan ding of heads of serv
ices. The D. of A. and D. of M.
are not represented in lower form
ations.
(ii) The Director of Fortificatio
n and Works (D.F.W.), now styl
ed
D.W., has been transferred from
the M.G.O.'s bran ch to that of
the Q.M.G., who is responsible for
the accommodation of troops.
He is now represented in the bran
ch of the D.Q.M.G. in the field
by the DirectOl"-General of Eng
ineer Services (D.G.E.S.), and
und er him there is a DirectOl" of WO
I"ks, and a Director of Engineer
Stores, these duties hav ing bee n
separated. The Q.M.G.'s bran ch
responsible for movement and mai
ntenance will now control the
adm inPm atio n of engineer mat eria
l and administrative work to be
carr ied out by the Royal Enginee
rs in the field. The D.W. deals
with all engineer wor k behind
the areas of formations.
The
D.G.E.S. is responsible fOl" the prov
ision, distribution, maintenance,
and , where necessary, the prep arat
ion of all engineer stores but
not equ ipm ent, in the field.
The
D.G.E.S. will also exer~ the
eral
..
of
po
supe IV1S lOll
the
tech
nica
l
methods to be emploved bv
eng inee n in the field.
J
J
r.:0\ The du· of the r~_1 Sta
ff are
\AU'
"-"'I Ia1II
the same, and it remains
... ... ., in three 1eC tioo s:-
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(a) The Operations Section.
(b) The Intelligence Section.
(c) Staff Duties and Training Section.
The Survey Service under a Director of Survey is also controlled by
the General Staff.
. To the General Staff have been added three staff officers for artillery,
engmeers and tanks. They are included to advise the General Staff on
questions connected with their arm of the Service, and issue such orders as
may be required to be issued to those arms by the General Staff.
The heads of Services, who are advisers to the Staff, may issue technical
instructions on matters concerning their Services to subordinate formations
with the authority of the senior staff officer of the branch concerned, but
with this exception, all orders and instructions on administrative matters
will be issued by the Staff.
I do not propose to go into the question of the Staffs of lower formations,
but should like to mention the representatives of the artillery and engineers
in the army and corps.
In the army there is a Major-General Royal Artillery (M.G.RA.),
and a Chief Engineer (C.E.). The M.G.RA. may be called upon to take
executive command of the whole or part of the artillery in the army area,
and will, in any case, co-ordinate the action, and lay down the general
policy for this arm. The C.E. is not a Commander; his duties are mainly
advisory.
In the corps there is a Commander Corps Royal Artillery (C.C.RA.),
and a Commander Corps Medium Artillery (C.C.M.A.). The C.C.RA.
commands the artillery allotted to the corps as corps troops and the
artillery survey company, and is responsible for counter-battery work ; he
may also be called upon to take executive control of all corps artillery.
The C.C.M.A. commands the medium and heavy artillery allotted to the
corps, and is the representative of the C.C.RA. in the forward area.
V. CAVALRY.
A cavalry regiment is now allotted to each division for local protection
and reconnaissance. The inclusion of these regiments in the division
must be of great help to infantry, who will be saved many of the fatiguing
duties of searching concealed areas to their fron t and flanks, and will increase
their rate of progress.
The cavalry division is the largest self-contained formation. It consi ts
of two cavalry brigades with the necessary artillery, engineers, and ancillary
services added.
Two cavalry regiments have been converted into armoured car cavalry
regiments, and form part of the cavalry division. Their inclusion giv
additional security and mobility to the cavalry, their chief role being distant
ground reconnaissance.
The cavalry regiment is organized into two sabre squadrons and a
Vickers' machine gun squadron.
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The Hotchkiss gun has been discarded, and the cavalry has at present
no light automa tic other than Lewis guns for anti-air craft purpos
es. Until
armed with a suitable automa tic weapon it cannot be said what
its future
organization will be, as this will depend on the performance of this
weapon
which may enable a reduction in Vickers' guns to be made.
The first line transpo rt in cavalry is now mechanized, and approximately
two stone has been taken off the horse, which again increases mobilit
y.
Field squadrons RE. and cavalry field ambulances have been mechan
ized,
which gives them a greater radius of action and allows self-con
tained
detachments to accompany isolated units.
Motor horse ambulances have been added to the mobile veterin
ary
sections.
The inclusion of motor vehicles in cavalry formations necessitates
the
addition of cavalry divisional ordnance workshops.
With the aeroplane used for long distance reconnaissance
and
photography, the armour ed car for distant , and the cavalry for
medium
and close reconnaissance, followed in rear by infantr y patrols, it
will be
seen that movement of large masses of troops undetec ted
is becoming
increasingly difficult, and local protection on the move
is much
strengthened.

VI. ARTILL ERY.
The medium and army field artillery brigades are in process
of
mechanization, the divisional artillery at present remaining
horsed.
Both the army field brigades and divisional artillery mobilize with
six-gun
batteries, the proportion of guns to howitzers being unaltered.
The light
artillery remains on a pack and draugh t basis, but experiments
are being
carried out with a 3.7 howitzer mechanized. An artillery survey
company
consists of headquarters, one flash spotting section, one sound
ranging
section, and survey sections form part of each corps artillery
. The
divisional and brigade ammunition columns have been abolished,
and are
replaced by the ammunition companies, RA.S.C ., and the mainten
ance
companies.
The supply of ammunition is carried out from ammunition railhead
to the ammunition refilling point by the ammunition sections
of the
maintenance company. Thence onwards it is carried by the division
al
ammunition company, RA.S.C. The divisional ammunition
company
is divided into four sections, Nos. 1, 2 and 3 for artillery ammun
ition each
serving a brigade of field artiller y: the fourth section carries S.A.A.,
~d the
ammunition for the light artillery. When an action is imminent
or in
progress, forward ammunition points (F.A.P.) will be found from RA.
personnel attache d to the divisional ammunition company. They
consist
?f R.A. personnel on motor cycles under an artillery officer, and their
duty
IS to keep t.~ with artillery brigade headqu arters
and batteries. According
to the po6ltion and task of the light artillery, the ammunition of
3.7-in.
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ly, No.4
ho~tzers m~y or may no~ be supplied through the F.A.P. Normal
and will
,
section carrym g S.A.A. will move to a position behind the infantry
.
R.A.S.C
by
keep touch with the infantr y brigade ammunition reserve
with
system
same
The
despatch riders, attache d for that purpose.
(See diagram B.).
troops.
corps
and
s
division
cavalry
to
applies
ations,
modific
VII. ENGINEERS.
r
Mechanization has added to the difficulties of the task of the enginee
A
ance.
mainten
road
and
in the field, especially as regards bridging,
so that
lecture on bridgin g was recently delivered before this Institution,1
ns
squadro
Field
.
subject
that
I do not propose to repeat any details of
remain
R.E.
ies
compan
Field
ized.
R.E., as I have stated, are now mechan
there are
on a horsed basis for the present , but this is a unit in which
ies, and
compan
Field
ization.
mechan
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.
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the
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rs
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al
field park companies form the division
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The duties of the field companies have not changed. The field
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such
works,
rear
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ent
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g
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certain
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light
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arters.
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The pontoo n bridge park has been transferred from the R.E. to
;
drivers
of
consist
unit
this
of
el
personn
the
of
cent.
R.A.S.C., as 80 per
bridging
the R.E. personnel are attache d for the purpose of maintaining the
material.
al
Non-divisional R.E. units consist of army troops companies, electric
ght
searchli
craft
and mechanical campanies, workshop units and anti-air
battalio ns.
VIII. INFANTRY.
is
The division is still the largest formation of the field army, which
other
and
s
brigade
y
infantr
three
perman ent in composition. It consists of
arms in proport ion. Infantr y brigade headqu arters have been partiall y mechanized.
rifle
The infantr y battalio n now consists of a headqu arter wing, three
guns
'
Vickers
sixteen
with
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y
compan
gun
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machine
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wing
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defence
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anti-air
for
battalio n, and two Lewis guns have been added
The first line transpo rt remains horsed.
the
Since the war, many writers have predicted the elimination of
who
and
underst
to
difficult
is
it
infantr yman, but, if that should happen ,
that
then will do the work which the infantry man now does. It is obvious
1
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if other methods are available, and ground permits, the infantryman will

riot be asked to undertake tasks that can be done better by other arms.
But his duties in the future will be much the same as in the past, and he will
have additional work to perform.
What the infantryman asks for is mobility and fire power; if you
add armour he becomes something that is not infantry. Movements of
infantry by bus or lorry, both strategical and tactical, will be necessary in
the future, and infantry may often be required to move by this method in
support of armoured formations.
To allow infantry to do so it is essential that its equipment be light,
so that on arrival at its destination it can go into battle with its full fire
power. That means that its weapons must be portable, and that it must
possess sufficient fire power to advance, so to speak, under its own stearn,
and hold the ground occupied until such a time as it can be supported.
Whatever the future organization of infantry may be, I hope the
infantryman will remain infantry, and not become a hybrid. As I see it,
the tendency of the present day abroad is for the rifle and bayonet to
become a secondary weapon, but one which cannot be dispensed with, while
fire power in future will be produced by the light automatic. Some foreign
battalions carry as much as sixty-four of these weapons, each weapon having
a performance equal to that of the machine gun, and capable of being used
either as a light automatic or in the role of the machine gun.
As an alternative to the automatic machine gun there are those who
advocate the automatic rifle. One is a team weapon, and the other is an
individual weapon. I do not wish to open up a controversial subject, but
I think the disadvantages of an automatic quick-firing rifle in the hands of
the individual, with the atten~ant difficulties of ammunition supply, should
be obvious to those who have practical experience of the infantryman
in war.

IX. ROYAL ARMY SERVICE CORPS.
I have already mentioned the abolition of the B.A.C. and D.A.C., and
In addition, I
their replacement by R.A.S.C. ammunition companies.
have mentioned a pontoon bridge park, which has been transferred from
the RE. to the RA.S.C. The RA.S.C., with the exception of the advanced
horse transport depot, is now entirely mechanized.
This change over
from a combination of the horsed and motor vehicles to an entirely new
mechanized organization has been in itself a very difficult problem.
The old organization has been replaced in the division by maintenance
companies for a division, and divisional baggage, supply and ammunition
companies.
Supply sections of the maintenance companies supply direct
from railhead to supply refilling points; at this point bulk is broken,
and the supplies are carried forward to units by the divisional supply
company.
The supply company is divided into brigade sections, and a
section for divisional troops.
The same system applies to corps trooP5
with modifications which allow for the supply section of any unit

DIAGRAM C.
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transferred from one corps to another to join the parent unit of the
formation to which it is transferred. Baggage and ammunition companies
are similarly divisible and transferable, together with the personnel necessary
for the maintenance of vehicles so transferred. (See diagram C.).

x. CONCLUSION.
Within the short compass at my disposal it has only been possible to
describe in broad outline the many changes that are taking place, and
because I have not mentioned certain arms of the Service it does not in any
way mean that the progress they have made is unimportant. I have said
little or nothing about armoured formations, as they do not exist as such,
and are still in the experimental stage. It is as well to remember cavalry
and infantry are the arms on which we still chiefly depend, and that their
importance has in no way diminished.
Lastly, we have to bear in mind that the rate of progress in reorganisation is limited by finance. A period of economy on armaments
has set in, and, as we have no capital, we have to do the best we can with
the limited resources we have in the way of income. Therefore, progress
will necessarily be slow.
DISCUSSION.
CAPTAIN C. F. WEBB: I should like to ask whether it would be possible
to have the Royal Corps of Signals made responsible for signals up to
infantry machine gun companies and rifle companies.
I venture to suggest that the Royal Corps of Signals might take the
place of the regimental signallers by allotting to each battalion a commander,
an officer, and the necessary N.C.O:s and men direct from this Corps, who
are specialists in this highly important function.
The question of extra
funds to allow of this would be infinitesimal, as the regimental signallers
could be reduced to ratio.
MAJOR J. F. WHITACRE ALLEN: Could the lecturer tell us something
about the provision of anti-tank guns. There are only two brigades which are
provided with these guns at present. Is it proposed at a future date to issue
these anti-tank weapons to other brigades?
As regards anti-aircraft work, we were informed lately that there was a
possibility of having a Vickers' gun instead of the present Lewis gun. Is
that going to be done or not?
THE LECTURER, in reply, said: With regard to the Royal Corps of
Signals taking over further responsibilities, I think the Royal Corps at the
present moment is as full up as it can possibly be with various schemes;
the question which Captain Webb has brought forward is not one that has
been overlooked. It has come up for discussion several times. I can only
say that it is not proposed at the present time to increase the duties of the
Royal Corps of Signals.
With regard to Major Allen's question, I will leave that to the Chairman
to answer.
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THE CHAIR MAN:
I will first answer Major Allen's question, whether there is any proposa
l
to increase the number of anti-tan k guns now issued. Last year we
produced
a small number of anti-tan k guns. That was only what I might
call the
third of, at least, four steps which have to be taken before any new
weapon
can be produced, and before any sound organization can be evolved
for the
use of the weapon. In this case the first step was a demand made
by the
General Staff for a gun which could be used in infantr y battalio ns
by the
unit itself, one which must be simple, and have a certain penetra tion
through
armour.
Mter many trials, and much research work, the weapon was
produced. That particu lar weapon was produced, first of all, merely
as a
barrel. It underwent severe tests in the laboratories, which enable
it to be
put into some form in which it could be issued, to troops as a experim
ental
weapon. Again it was tried in that new form before being issued to
the units.
Then a few were taken, and a trial made with troops. It happen s that
directly
any new weapon or piece of equipment is tried with troops all
sorts of
things are found to require modification. So it has happened with this
weapon
that we have now got. We are trying it for another year before
we come
to a definite decision as to the way it may be developed. The next
time we
issue these weapons they will probably be issued in considerable
numbers,
because they will then be in a much more useful and settled form.
But until
we have given the research workers an opportu nity of studyin
g the
improvements suggested by the troops themselves, and have got
them to
work out some solution to these problems, we shall not have a sealed
pattern
of the desired gun. Therefore, it will be seen that before more useful
guns
can be issued a considerable time must elapse.
With regard to anti-aircraft guns, Major Allen has gone much faster
than
is possible for those who have to do the work, much faster even
than the
constitution of the country will allow us to go. It was suggested that
there
really was no reason -thoug h certain pundits said there was-w
hy a
Vickers' gun should not become a perfectly efficient anti-aircraft
weapon,
perhaps even more efficient than what we have now. Therefore, we suggest
ed
to the research experts that they should see what they could do. They
made
their trials, and their reports are very promising indeed. But, again,
it will
be some time before we can adopt this machine gun for the purpose
should
it be decided to do so.
'
I should like to draw attention to one or two points that make
the
organization of the British Army for war a matter of difficulty.
It is, of
co~'. the job of the fighting Services to adapt to a special purpose
the normal
actiVlties of the State.
Any Army has a difficult problem to solve when it
sets to ~ork to do that, and the British Army has, perhaps, a task
of far
~ter diffiCulty than ~y other. Think, in the first place, of the constitution.
ose w~o ~ve studied the Army Estimates will know that the first
vote
~t
. the list 15 called Vote" A." That vote aives the number of men which
1 15 legal t
.
Tha
o·
o false.
t is not really the strengt
h of the British Army, and
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there we have a difficulty at once. That figure really represents the greatest
number of men that the British Parliament are willing to pay for, and the
number is reached in this way: the total garrisons abroad are first of all
calculated, and from that is worked out the number of men that the units at
home require to train in order to keep the garrisons abroad at their proper
strength. The latter number is then added to that portion of the garrison
abroad for which the British Parliament pays-that is to say, the garrison
of places like Gibraltar and Malta, and so on, but not India. When these
two figures are added together we get a number, usually about 150,000,
which is called vote "A."
Of that vote "A" a certain proportion
represents the Army at home, and from the point of view of the provision of
money, the only purpose of that Army is to train the men required for service
abroad.
That is the only way in which the strength of the British Army
is calculated, and there is no consideration of any sort of the function it
may have to perform. Really, therefore, the Expeditionary Force is a sort
of by-product. No calculation is really made of what we need strategically;
Parliament does not consider that, but only the number of men that are
necessary to be under training at home in order eventually to do what are
really police duties abroad.
The next difficulty is that if the British Army takes the field it may be
called upon to fight in a country that is flat plain, or in a country that is
chiefly swamp, or in a country that is entirely mountainous, and we have
to be prepared to go to any of the three at any moment. Therefore, it is
necessary to be organised so that we can send a suitable formation into any
one of these regions . .
We have also to reckon with the fact that the ordinary activities in the
life of our nation have been completely changing in character during the
last few years. This country, instead of being a horse-using countryindeed, the same thing can be said of practically the whole world-has become
a machine-using country.
This involves a considerable increase in our
difficulties, because the machines are or may be quite unsuitable for some
parts of the country to which the army is going, and yet we have to be ready
to go at any moment.
A third difficulty to which I want to draw attention is the difficulty of
getting things done quickly.
I mentioned just now the steps which are
necessary before the adoption of any new equipment of any kind ; first of all,
the demand by the General Staff, then the research by experts, and, then,
when the pattern is fixed and decided on, the difficulty of finding the money
for the purchase of sufficient equipment to supply to the troops.
Then
comes the issue to the troops, after this again more research, and, finally,
more difficulty in getting the money if the full issue to the troops is decided
upon. Each of these steps takes time, and I may say that although an
officer's appointment at the War Office lasts four years, it is very seldom
that the same officer will both see the beginning of research and a general
issue made of some new equipment.
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There is yet another point to which I want to draw attentio n. In
the
changes described by the lecturer, one principle is to be seen running
through
the whole of the new organization. In civil life one principle is
becoming
more and more the rule, that is the employment of specialists, each
to do
his own particular job. In fact, I believe, in civil life the all-roun
d man is
disappearing, and the specialist is now predominant. In militar y organiz
ation
we are following the rule of civil life. The RA.S.C . is now taking
on new
duties; yet if, a few years ago, we had suggested that the RA.S.C
. was
capable of carrying and delivering ammunition to the batteries,
a great
many gunners would have been horribly shocked. But the fact is
that the
RA.S.C. are specialists in maintaining and operating motor vehicle
s, and
there is really no reason why they should not drive a motor vehicle
just as
well when it carries ammunition as they do when it carries bread
and meat.
Therefore, we make the RA.S.C . responsible for producing at the
delivery
point the ammunition, the bridges, and anythin g else we require
.
The customary votes of thanks to the Lecture r and to the Chairm
an
were carried by acclamatlon.

THE SICK NESS OF THE ULTO NIAN S.
The saga-T din Bd CJmailgne-which has provided a motto for
this
journal, and for the A.M.S., abounds in references to a mysterious
malady
affecting the men of Ulster in those days. We are reminded regular
ly in the
tale that the men of Ulster were feeling sick-a nd this assertion is to
be taken
literally, even though the narrativ e is based on trouble at the border.
There
is a fairly clear picture of the distribution of the infecti on--the concen
tration
of men at the hosting suddenly stricken down, with consequent disorga
nisation,
as indicated by the rusty weapons at their side, the civilian populat
ion,
represented by women and children, and the troops at the borderoutposts
escaping, the latter offering a stout resistance during the illness
and convalescence of the main body.
Popular opinion at the time, or the imagination of a later rhapsod
ist,
e..-xplained the recurring ailment in terms of the superna tural and attribu
ted
the disease to the wrath of a goddess affronted by the dour men of theNo
rthhence the immunity of women and children.
It is now easy to reconstruct the case. Influenza spreads like wildfire
through the O'"crcrowded camps, whilst the civil community and the
outpost s
escape, or are so slightly affected as not to merit record. We can
imagine
some of King Conor lac Messa's men suddenly knocked out--th e number
s on
daily . ~t~-parade increas ing-the cross-Channel correspondent exagge
rating
th POSItion, the temperature of Medical Services rising pari passu
with the
above. There is nothing new under the sun.
What
exacted in suffering two thousand years ago has been sub~uently repaid in story, and the ravages of the influenza bacillus have
been
skilfully transmuted into literary immortality.
T. MAC C.
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SHORT STORY.

proud to stand here to-day before the great people of Killinaboo in
support of Mr. Albert Owen O'Regan, the heaven-sent leader of the
Irish Race at home and beyond the raging seas . . . I . . . "
Tumultuous cheers? The disturbed air vibrated against the empty
porter-barrels which bore the platform, and Jeremy Meckler felt" pins and
needles" running into his toes, and up bis legs. He was sixty-five. His
heart swelled, and he paused. The multitude consisted of the odd two hundred
people who had attended Second Mass that Sunday morning. Like the
summer wave that breaks on Diamond Rocks, and invigorates the spectator
with a cloud of spray, the cheers of the populace had broken against the
barrels at Jeremy's feet, thrilling him to the marrow. He gulped a breath,
and burning words winged from his lips.
You are the proud descendants of a noble race, which never bowed the
head to foreign sway.
Now's your chance to strike a deadly blow for
Ireland free ! The land is yours! Send Albert Owen O'Regan up to
Westminster, and there he'll tell the English crew their day is done . . . "
The audience cheered again and again. They loved resounding phrases
and a bold talker.
II

"

A

II

Albert Owen O'Regan received a thumping majority in the election,
and he proceeded to Westminister, where he played a man's part in the fight
for Irish Independence.
That was in the year nineteen-hundred-and-something.
In 1916 a number of "mentally deranged" people laundled an armed
offensive here in Ireland against the English occupation. Persons were shot
on both sides during a week of military operations. The leaders of the
Insurrectionary Movement were taken prisoners and promptly executed by
the English authorities. Emotion swept across the face of Jeremy Meckler's
Eire. The Round Tower bowed down in woe. the Harp with grief lay mute,
and Kathleen Ni Houlihan in her misery was tended by the persons who
will be remembered for ever! Jeremy Meckler shook his grey head. " Madmen
And victory was just in sight. Our work of years
they were," he said.
is ruined. We must start all over again."
Albert Owen O'Regan agreed in a voice of dismal sadness, and sighed
heavily for the bleeding wounds of his Native Land.
In 1917 and 1918 a turbulent lot of youngsters began to make themselves
felt and seen, here and there through Ireland. They mentioned that Irish
Independence could never be won by talk. At that time extremists on both
sides imagined that the old national movement and the new were antagonistic
-but in perspective they will be seen as two complementary pieces in the
jig-saw puzzle of history. The turbulent youngsters frowned on the art of
oratory as practised by Jeremy Meckler. They never gathered themselves
II
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into, say, Matt Neylon's "Snug " for the purpose of organising a "
Monster
Meeting" for the following Sunday week. Instead , they marched and
drilled.
"Toy-Soldiers," Jeremy Meckler called them. "They 'll get
over it,"
he said.
They did.
Withou t knowing quite how it happened, they found
themselves pitted against the wits and the guns of the Royal Irish Consta
bulary.
The youngsters grew dangerous in the course of a couple of years.
They
began to look like whipping the R.I.C., and, thereupon, British troops
and
variegated Black-and-Tans and Auxiliaries were freely added
to the
" unsettl ed" portions of the landscape. There were no trenches, no
barbed
wire, no barrages, so the troops were at sea. The Black-and Tans'
interes t
lay principally in the direction of drawing pay, and ensuring an opportu
nity
of spending it. Auxiliaries could fight well, but they lacked knowledge
of the
country and the people, and were, therefore, in spite of great willingn
ess,
slightly handicapped in their efforts to make contact with the small
mobile
parties of whole-time Volunteers, known as flying: columns. These
had
developed a shocking habit of staging unexpected attacks on Govern
ment
forces and disappearing forthwith to nowhere. The R.I.C., therefo
re, came
to be the eyes and ears of the British forces.
A flying column was resting in Kilquane, on a day in 1921. It compri
sed
45 men armed each with a service rifle and revolver and the
requisite
ammunition.
In addition, a number carried two hand-grenades each.
They wore no uniform of any conventional pattern , but all were dressed
in
breeches and leggings. As a result of an operation two days previously
in which
they had capture d arms and ammunition, inflicted severe casualties
on the
enemy, and burned his transport, they were boisterously gay in their
twos and
threes in the fannhouses along the valley.
.. An Inspector from Dublin has arrived. Report at John Mack's
at
nine to-night, for inspection."
There was a flutter as the word went round. Who had ever heard
of a
flying column being inspected? A Company of Volunteers, yes,
with the
.. Soldiers' Song" afterw ards-b ut a flying column I What shape
would
the inspection take? Why, they could not slope arms. And would
they
have to be shaved ?
At 9 p.m., 45 men, heavily armed, and looking like farmers' sons on
the
way home from a fair, except for the arms and equipment, assemb
led in
John Mack's kitchen and porch. The Column Commander introdu
ced the
Inspector in a brief sentence, and .. the man from Dublin " address
ed them.
H~ poke to them of the great fight which was being waged against
the
might of England. He told them that they were worthy heirs
of Tone and
Emmet, and of some other person of whom they had never heard.
John
lIaclc and old Mrs. Mack were entranced. The flying column grew restive.
Joe Flancby whispered to Tom McGraw, .. That fella must think he's a
member
of Parliament:" Feet began to shuffie, pipes were lighted, and odd rifle
bolts
IDaDap d to slip open. and had to be $hot home. one thought. too ostenta
tiously.

•
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The minutes dragged on, and the Inspector continued his sermon from the
hearthstone. Then somebody dropped a revolver (previously unloaded) right
on. Joe Markham's left big toe, the one with the bunion. Joe jumped, it is
saId, two feet off the ground, and turned on Mattie Hannon with a leonine
roar of "Jehesophat, do you want to shoot us all?" Immediately a
('hattering commotion broke out, and the Inspector went unheard. He
sensed that his time was up, that they had listened long enough, and the
semi-quaver on which he finished was taken up by Jim Fannin as a tuningnote for" It's a long way to Tipperary," in the singing of which most of the
('olumn participated. It was a British Army song. Why they sang it, they
best knew, but si'lg it they did, and with gusto.
"Come on, Inspector, give us a song."
" Ay! Ay!" shouted everybody.
" Certainly," responded the Inspector. A great crowd of boys, he thought.
A bit on the rough side, but good-hearted. And able to fight too. But, why
on earth should they go and sing a shoneen song? The Column Commander
would have to be given a hint about that. He tapped his collar, patted his
tie, and began.
" I'll sing you a song, a soldier's song,"
Silence fell on the column.
"With a cheering, rousing chorus,"
Intense silence . . .
.. As round our blazing fires we throng," .
Patt Hoolan interrupted the song with a bawl of,
.. Who throngs round blazing fires? . . . Nobody . . . Hell . . . Duck
him! "
Pandemonium broke loose, and after some rough play the unfortunate
Inspector found himself falling into John Mack's concrete tank now full of
rain-water. He sank with a tremendous splash.
"That'll quench his burning camp-fires for him," said Tommy Hall,
in a solemn tone.
I t was left to the Column Commander, who had not been quick enough
to prevent the indignity, to fish out the man from Dublin, to quiet his anger,
and to soothe his outraged feelings-and at the same time dismiss the parade
by a whispered order.
Members of the local Volunteer Company were on guard, in pairs, here
and there through the valley. Two of them overheard cryptic remarks made
by Justin Heenan and "The Neighbour," two members of the Column, as
they were endeavouring to negotiate the intricacies of a blackthorn hedge.
Said Justin, .. That's one 0' the Wrap the Green Flag round me'
gen tlemen. "
Said" Neighbour," "He plazed himself. t 'Tis he was the fool.' "
t

A. W. KWARD.
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NOTES ON FOREIGN ARMIES AND
MATTERS OF MILITARY INTEREST.
GREAT BRITAIN.
Attention is directed to the Lecture, by Lieut.-Colonel Hon. P. G.
Scarlett, M.C., published elsewhere in this Journal, by kind permission of the
Editor, Journal of the Royal United Services Institution.

U.S.A.
Major-General Douglas MacArthur became Chief of Staff, and, as a result,
a temporary General, on November 20th. General MacArthur is an Engineer
Officer and formerly commanded in the Philippines. It will be noted that the
United States Government now promote the officer filling the appointment of
Chief of Staff to the temporary rank of General. The United States Chief
of Staff formerly was only a Major-General, and many chiefs of branches and
area commanders held the same rank. In making this change the United
States Government followed the precedent of most European countries in
giving the officer responsible for advice on matters of military policy, and
for preparing defence plans, a special high rank.
General C. P. Summerall, the retiring Chief of Staff, reverts to his substantive rank of Major-General, and will retire under the age limit in March.
General Summerall made, in his last annual report as Chief of Staff, a
review of United States military policy generally, and a review of the major
problems receiving attention while he was Chief of Staff. Many of his remarks
on military policy are of general application. He dealt with the unpreparedness
of the United States Army for various wars, and stated it was difficult to get
the public, or even Government Departments, interested in defence. He also
described the misplaced energy and chaos that resulted after the outbreak of
war, and the vast amount of time that usually is devoted after the termination
of war, to investigations as to the lack of preparedness, bad conduct of operations,
and other troubles, due almost entirely to non-preparation in peace-time.
General Summerall then dealt with the strength and employment of the United
States Army. The present strength of the Regular Army is, approximately,
12,250 officers, and 125,000 men. The National Defence Act of 1920, he states,
implied a Regular Army of 280,000, and the report goes on to state that the
present Regular Army is by no means adequate for the discharge of its various
duti .
tudies made by the General Staff indicated that it needed to be
increased by 46,000 men. This increase would be only sufficient under a
more favourable international situation than that contemplated by the
Defence ct of 1920. General Summerall went on to point out that it w~
the busin of the Government and Congress to decide what the international
' tuation was, He, however, directed attention to the fact" that this period
has seen no reduction in the mobilizable forces of foreign nations in trained
troops, and that the number of men under arms throughout the world is
greater than at any previous epoch in the peace-time history of mankind."
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BELGIUM.

.

An important article dealing with Belgian Defence Policy, by Professor
Gerothwohl appeared in the Daily Telegraph of 22nd . December. The
article, briefly, was to the following effect. - It referred to the circumstance
that the neutrality of Belgium had been guaranteed by the Great Powers
prior to 1914, and that the Versailles Peace Treaty had definitely terminated
this guarantee of neutrality. A Franco-Belgian Military defensive military
agreement reached in 1920 was regarded by some authorities as having
subordinated Belgium to French policy. French authorities, in addition,
assumed it meant that Belgium would support France in any complications
that might arise between France and Germany, France and Italy, or Germany
and Poland.
Con~iderable apprehension had laterally been displayed by
Belgians lest they should be forced into a war arising other than near the
Belgian Frontier--in the Adriatic or on the Vistula. The article went on to
explain the interpretation at present given in Belgium to the Franco-Belgian
agreement. It stated that the agreement reserved to the Belgian Government
of the day discretion as to how it would act in any given eventuality, that
in addition the agreement had never been ratified in the manner required
by the Belgian constitution, and finally that the agreement was merged in the
Locarno-Rhineland Pact. The article stressed the fact that any Belgian
Government, and four-fifths of the Belgian population would refuse to be drawn
into a war unless it affected the Belgian Frontier. Attention was also directed
in the article to the common interest that Great Britain and Belgium have in
this problem. It was suggested that Great Britain would not allow Belgium
to be overrun, or its independence to be threatened, . because the control
of Belgium by any Great Power would be a direct menace to Britain. British and
Belgian policy also have much in common, because apart from Britain's interest
in the preservation of Belgian integrity, her only other committments on the
Continent are similar to those of Belgium, namely the Rhineland Pact and
commitments arising out of membership of the League of Nations.
The Belgian Government is, at present, carrying out a programme 01
reorganisation and re-armament of Antwerp, Liege, Namur, and other forts.
In a recent statement it was- explained that no fortifications were being
The strength of the Belgian
constructed on the southern frontier (French).
Army for 1931 has been fixed at 62,000.

CANADA.
The report of the Canadian Department of National Defence for the year
ending 31st March, 1931.. contains 90 large pages of reports and appendices
of considerable interest.
The strength of the Permanent Active Militia (permanent force) at the
date of report was 401 officers and 2,509 other ranks.
• Report of the Department of National Defence, Canada Militia and Air Services. 25 cents.
Ottawa.
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CHIEF OF THE GENERAL STAFF'S REpORT.

Military Operations and Intelligence Sections were studying defence
problems, and collecting, collating and disseminating military intelligence.
A geographical section was engaged in conjunetion with the Air Service
in making surveys and publishing maps.
TRAINING.
The Permanent Force was, as far as possible, concentrated at various
camps for individual training. The funds available only permitted a limited
training of the Non-Permanent Forces. In all 4,391 officers, and 28,617 other
ranks of the Non-Permanent Force, underwent training either at local
headquarters, in camps, or camp schools.
Twenty-five officers (excluding naval and air force) were undergoing
courses at British and Indian Schools or Colleges (2 at Staff College, Quetta),
The greater number of the courses were of at least a year's duration.
In addition to the Arm, District and Camp Schools, special courses were
held at home, at the Royal Military College.
(1) One of five months for officers preparing for the examination for
admission to the Staff Colleges at Camberley and Quetta.
(2) A long course (four months) to enable officers of the non-permanent
Militia to qualify for permanent commissions and as a refresher course
for young permanent officers.
(3) The practical portion of the Militia Staff course designed to train
non-permanent officers for employment on the Staff of Formation
in the Field.
Numerous short courses, qualifiying courses and provisional schools of
an average duration of a month or two were held by the various arms in the
military districts.
2,843 certificates of qualification of all kinds for proficiency for promotion up to the rank of Colonel, (were granted to officers during the
year. 10,209 certificates were granted to other ranks.
~cen contingents of the Canadian Officers' Training Corps exist.
In addition to the training which they underwent like the other units of the
Non-Pennanent Force a number of the members of these contingents passed
the examinations for certificates .. A " or .. B " (same as British).
ICNALS.

~s corps, in addition to its usual military duties, maintains a number
of Wlrel:ss .stations, co-operates with the Civil-Air Operations Department,
and mamtams a North West Territories and Yukon Radio system. Charges
are made for some of these services.
KALL ARMS ScHOOL.

por~ on this schOOl, in addition to describing its ordinary duties,
t attention to Canadian Rifle Associations Shooting Competitions,
d the COnsiderable
an
chi
. '
.
PH
success a eved by CanadIan personnel at Bisley.
YSlCAL TRAINI ' G AND CADETS.
di.recThe r

the

~nder arrangements with

the education authorities 29 instructors from
ertnanent Force instructed 9,400 teachers. Approximately half the
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teachers qualified for certificates of competency in the official "Syllabus
of Physical Training for Schools." Canada has 947 active cadet units, with
over 130,000 cadets. They study first aid, and do miniature rifle shooting and
signalling. Army personnel sometimes assists them.
HISTORICAL SECTION.

A number of reports, monographs and narratives of Canadian activities
during the world war were prepared. Assistance was given to the compilers
of various regimental and other histories, and to the Historical Section of
the Committee of Imperial Defence, London, when it was dealing with operations
in which the Canadian Forces were engaged. Additional records were
collected and the preparation of the first general volume of an official history
continued.
AIR ·FORCE.

The Air Force consists of 175 officers and 669 other ranks. Approzimately
half of them were engaged on civil government air operations. Ten AirForce officers were on course with, or attached for training to, the Royal
Air Force in England.
THE ADJUTANT GENERAL'S REpORT.

Deals with:
(1) Organisation.
(2) Personal Services.
(3) Medical.
(4) Pay Services.
(5) Records.
(6) Extract from Report of the Commandant, Royal Military College
of Canada.
THE QUARTERMASTER GENERAL'S REpORT.

Consisted of the reports of the following Directorates.
(1) Engineer Services.
(2) Supplies and Transport.
(3) Equipment and Ordnance Services.
DUTIES.

As the distribution of duties may interest many officers they art quoted : •• Engineer Services comprise the design, construction and maintenance
of fortifications, military buildings and works, also the custody of lands owned
or used by the Department of National Defence. It is also the du~ o~ the
Royal Canadian Engineers to operate and maintain the defence electric lights
(searchlights) and the telephone system in permanent fortifications."
ROYAL CANADIAN ENGINEERS (DUTIES).

.,

•

" The Director of Engineering Services is also. the Officer Administ~
the Corps of Royal Canadian Engineers. The duties of the Royal Canadian
Engineers are:-

,

8X
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(a) To operate the defence electric lights, telepho nes and machin
ery
of the fortresses of Canada.
(b) To instruc t the Non-Pe rmanen t Active Militia and Gentlem en
Cadets
of the Royal Military College in military engineering.
(c) To execute and supervise Engine er Services through out Canada
.
(d) Any other military duties which they may be called upon to perform
.
The Officer Administering, Royal Canadi an Engineers, and
Distric t
Engineering Officers, in their respective spheres, give advice on
technic al
matters connected with the organis ation and training of the Engine
ers of the
Active Militia. Distric t Engineer Officers, in most cases, act as
instruc tors
in military engineering at the various Provinc ial and Camp Schools
held
for the training and qualification of the personnel of the Active
Militia
Engine er units."
SUPPLIE S AND TRANSP ORT.

"The Directo rate of Supplies and Transp ort is charged with
the
provision, adminis tration, and distribu tion of all food, fuel, light
and disinfecta nts: transpo rt by rail, water and road, horse and mechanical,
remoun ts
and veterin ary services, rental of buildings, telephone services, the
allotme nt
and appropr iation of barrack s and barrack services."
The Canadi an Army Service Corps functions under this Directo
rate:
"This Corps functions through out the Dominion for the purpose
of
providing, administering, issuing and accoun ting for supplies
and forage,
fuel, light and disinfectants, transpo rting troops, animals and stores
by rail
and water; appropr iating, allottin g and hiring accomm odation
for both
Perman ent and Non-Pe rmanen t Active Militia. "
The Royal Canadi an Army Service Corps (Perma nent Force) also
takes
care of the instruct ion of the Canadi an Army Service Corps (Non-P
ermane nt
Active Militia).
EQUIPM ENT AND ORDNAN CE.

The Directo rate of Equipm ent and Ordnan ce deals with the "provis
ion
and distribu tion of clothing, equipm ent, arms and ammun ition
for Militia
rvices, and of clothing and non-tec hnical stores for the Royal
Canadi an
Air Force." It purchases equipm ent, control s the Domini on Arsenal
, inspect s
ammunition and armourers, and control s the Royal Canadi an Ordnan
ce Corps.
Other sections of the report deal with civil govern ment air operatio
ns,
tb control of civil aviation and of the civil sections of the Depart ment
of
ational Defence.

FRANCE.
Marshal Henri Phillippe Petain, who organised the defence of Verdun
in
19~6. and. for some time commanded the main French group af armies,
has
reslg1led his post of Vice-President of the Superio r War
Council and Inspect or-

•
•
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General of the French Army. Marshal Petain, who is 75, has resigned because
of age. He has been appointed to the newly created post of Inspector-General
of French Air Defence, in which he will be responsible for the co-ordination
of the various measures taken for the protection of France against attack
from the air.
General Max Weygand, who has been Chief of the French General Staff
for a year, has been appointed Vice-President of the Superior War Council,
and Inspector-General. General Weygand was a Colonel in 1914, and had
previously been an instructor in the French Cavalry School When Marshal
(then General) Foch was sent to co-ordinate the activities of the French and
British armies in Northern France and on the Belgian Frontier in September,
1914, General Weygand was appointed his Chief of Staff. He continued to
act as Chief of Staff to Foch in all the appointments the Marshal afterwards
held. General Weygand was in charge of the French Mission sent to Poland
during the war between that country and Soviet Russia, and it is generally
assumed that his advice had much to do with the signal victory in which the
Poles defeated the Russians, practically on the outskirts of Warsaw. The
Russians had previously overrun all Eastern Poland, and it looked as if
they were about to occupy Warsaw without difficulty. General Weygand is
64 years of age, and recognised as one of the most distinguished living soldiers.
Considerable objection was made to his appointment as Chief of the French
General Staff a year ago, partly because it was suggested that the appointment
of a soldier with his views to that responsible post would not tend to improve
Franco-German relations, but also because certain sections of French
political opinion object to a strong Catholic being appointed to any of these
posts. General Weygand has not been appointed Commander-in-Chief of the
French Army, but in the event of mobilisation the occupant of his post
automatically becomes Commander-in-Chief.
FRONTIER DEFENCES.

When the defences of Liege, Namur and other fortified areas were
speedily reduced by modem heavy artillery in 1914 it was genelally suggested
that the days of the fort were over. War is, however, a consistent race between
the powers of attack and defence. The French, after studying the lessons
of the last war, have decided that forts (considerably modified from the prewar type) still have their uses. They are at present engaged in constructing
the most elaborate line of defences known to history. This line extends from
the English Channel to the Mediterranean, and is intended to hold future
invaders while the French national armies are being mobilised. A good portion
of the French frontier presents no natural line of defence, and ~his line of
concrete and steel fortifications is intended to remedy the deficlency. The
fortifications vary in size, depending on their position, from small stro~g points,
to huge forts (mainly underground) and bridgeheads on the Rhine. The
German frontier will be lined with hundreds of strong points, practically two
per mile, in addition to the larger forts and bridgeheads. The line on the
Italian frontier is adapted to the peculiarly mountainous nature of the
country.

go
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RECRUITING.

After the war there was considerable agitation about the disturbance
to civil life caused by the long term of military training all Frenchmen must
undergo. Laws to amend this state of affairs and reduce the term to one year
were passed in 1927-28. The immediate effect of enforcing these laws would
have been that the number of men actually serving with the French army
would have been considerably reduced, and that a larger proportion of those
serving at any given time would not have reached a reasonable standard of
training. The French military authorities would not guarantee the security
of France under such conditions. Measures were, therefore, taken to increase
very considerably the contingent of long-service soldiers with the French
Army, bringing their numbers up to a total of 106,000. It took some years,
and various measures, such as an increase of pay, and the making of some
degree of long service essential for all candidates for minor appointments under
the State, to increase the number of long-service soldiers to 106,000. The Army
was relieved of certain police duties by increasing the Republican Guard to
15,000 men. Finally a very large number of civilians were employed with
the Army. These civilians deal with the storage and handling of all war
material and stores, and perform numerous duties of a "fatigue" kind that
were previously undertaken by soldiers. This measure has resulted in far more
long-service soldiers being available for active duties, and it has ensured
that the conscript, during his year of military service, has his whole time devoted
to int~ive military training. The present annual contingent amounts to,
appr.oXllDately, 240,000. They are called up in two sections.
The first
contmgent to do only a year's military training were called up in October,
1929, and finished in October, 1930.
.

During

blrt~-rate.

the~ war years there was a very considerable decrease in the French

This dec.rease will be reflected in a few years in a decreased annual
contingent of conscnpts, and, in a degree, in the number of men serving with
the French Army. Measures are being taken to complete the line of fortifications
and to complete the re-organisation of the Army before this period. France will
t~en be ~mew~at militarily weakened, and it is desired to have the plans for
:thhOldi~g an mvader While the national mobilisation is taking place perfected
f f~re ~ weakness develops. The plans are based on the lines of frontier
ortifications, and on a covering army which must consist of 20 divisions.

DI~ CONFERENCE, 1932.
The Council of the Lea
f·
.
al
C
gue 0 Nations has deCIded that a Gener
and the cent Onfterence shall meet in February, 1932. The Peace Treaties,
ovenan of the Leagu f N . .
sh uld
be taken to red
e 0
ations, prOVIded that measures 0
c:otnmittees discUce ~aments. From 1919 to 1925 several commissions and
Council appoint~disannament, with little or no result. In 1925 the League
a reparatory COmmission to prepare the way for a General

Disarmaxn
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Disarmament Conference. This Commission, after many meetings, completed
its work last December, and has produced a Draft Convention. The Draft
Convention contains blank tables for
(1) The personnel of land, naval and aerial forces,
(2) Expenditure on warlike stores,
(3) Tonnage of War Vessels,
(4) Numbers, and horsepower, of aircraft, and
(5) Gross Expenditure on Defence.
The Disarmament Conference will be faced with the task of compiling
these tables for each state; setting out the maximum figure for each item.
The Draft Convention is the result of a number of compromises. Many
powers also have made reservations to certain ·of its provisions. Under the
circumstances the Disarmament Conference will probably have considerable
difficulty in achieving any measure of agreement.

The art of war does not require complicated manoeuvres; the simplest
are best, and common sense is fundamental. From which one might wonder
how it is Generals make blunders; it is because they try to be clever. The
most difficult thing is to guess the enemy's plan, to sift the truth .fro~ all
the reports that come in. The rest merely requires common sense; Its like a
boxing match, the more you punch the better it is."-Napoleon .
If

•

...
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REVIEWS.
Blenheim (England Under Queen Anne). By George Macaulay Trevely
an, ~.M.,
Regius Professor of Modern History in the University of Cambn
dge.
Longman, Green and Co., London, etc., 1930. Price 21s. 447 XII.
pp.
and Maps.
B

LENH EIM" is one of the most import ant books issued in 1930.
Its
style and subject matter have been the subject of very favourable
comment. The book comes up to the standar d described by the
author in the Preface when he writes "that the same book should
make its appeal to the general reader and to the historical student ."
Professor
Trevelyan explains in the Preface that all references to Irish and
Scotch
affairs are withheld for a later volume, and that the present volume deals
only
with the events of the first two years of Anne's reign. The events are,
however,
treated in very considerable detail. A fifth of the volume is devoted
to a
description of Englan d and the English life of the period. The noblem
an and
the labourer receive equal attention, and many of the then problem
s (wheat
growing, coal, afforestation, etc.), are receiving public attentio n to-day,
as they
did 200 years ago, and not in Englan d only. Racing was encouraged
by the
Queen providing plates out of the " Secret Service Money " to be run
for at
Newmarket and elsewhere, and morals and manners were improved
by the
distribution to hackney men and others of " kind cautions against swearin
g."
The author, although devoting attentio n to social and economic questio
ns,
recognises that "all roads led to Blenheim," and that the
militar y
commander, Marlborough, occupies the centre of the picture. Marlbo
rough
seems to have been familiar, but in a far more exaggerated form, with
many
of the problems that worried commanders in 1914-18. Unity of
command
and effort was one of these problems. No modern Commander had,
however,
to share the command of an allied force with another General on
alterna te
days as Marlborough did with the Austrian Commander, Prince
Lewis of
Baden. prior to Blenheim. Under these circumstances, and withou t
previous
preparation, on one of the days it was his tum to command, he marche
d a
picked force fifteen miles and won the hotly contested battle of The
Schellenberg." Again he obtained, practically ~der false pretences, portion
of the
forces with which he marched to the Danube and won" Blenheim."
His
difficulties and troubles make those of most modern commanders
pale into
insignificance. No wonder his countrymen insist that he should be
added
to the list of the greatest commanders. He had, however, the advanta
ge
not enjoyed by modern commanders, that once he had embarked on
a scheme
". ~e ~ not tied to the end of a telegraph wire," and was largely
free from
Civil mterierence and worry.
~ ch~pter is devoted to the Army of the period, and deals with recruiting,
?rgaru~tion. weapons, formations, discipline, and methods of warfare
. An
mteresting Appendix gives a comparison of war casualties then and now.
Even
If

II
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~he relations of the Treasury and the Anny of the period are described, and
It would seem that the Treasury has not changed much in outlook. Irish
readers will note with a double interest that" Michelborne: the Military
Governor of Londonderry, during the siege of 1689, where he had lost his wife,
his seven children, and his fortune, was still, in 1704, petitioning the State for
arrears as acknowledged due to him for that memorable service. He was
the national hero of Protestant England, yet ..... he was a prisoner in the
Fleet for debt because he was a creditor of the State."·
As a final note mention may be made of the frequency with which discussion
of plans and policy for the well being of the Saorstat are prefaced with statements stressing our rusticity and our geographical and numerical smallness.
In this connection attention is directed to the following extract from Professor
Trevelyan's Preface:
" Through the crash of each successive crisis of war and politics, the fortune
of England moves forward on the tide of destiny. And what men that little
rtlstic England could breed! A -nation of five and a half millions, that had Wren
for its architect, Newton for its scientist, Locke for its philosopher, Bentley
for its scholar, Pope for its satirist, Addison for its essayest, Bolingbroke for
its orator, Swift for its pamphleteer, and Marlborough to win its battles, had
the recipe for genius."
D.B.

Captain R. J. Wilkins, the Sherwood Foresters.
W. S. Chaney, Solicitor. (John Mackrell Prizeman). William Clowes
and Sons, Ltd., London. 12s. net.

Handbook of Military Law.

..
...

The authors of this excellent Handbook are to be congratulated on a feat
of abridgment. They have got in the essentials, and a little more besides,
within the compass of 149 pages. As far as I can discover accuracy has been
sacrified to brevity once only. On page no it is stated that" officers and
soldiers are precluded from communicating any information to the press."
The King's Regulation referred to covers only military information, and that
may be communicated with special permission.
The notes on Evidence and on Offences punishable by ordinary law are
models of the succinct treatment of wide subjects. In the former, when dealing
with the admissibility of similar acts to rebut a defence of accident, &c., it
would have been well to insert the categorical warning on pp. 75, British
Manual of Military Law, against the bringing in of such evidence by the
prosecution by way of anticipation of a merely possible defence .
To get down accurately in a charge' what the insubordinate soldier said
is so often a matter of perplexity that the careful pleader usually adds: "or
words to that effect," to the alleged verbal indiscretion. In the specimen charge
to Sec. 8 (2) such subterfuge is disdained; and it purports to record a
sentry's words with phonetic accuracy. Doubtless a confirming officer would
• The writer of these notes cannot trace any mention of Michelbome as GovemoT
of Londonderry dnring the siege in some of the standard histories ?f Ire~d'
Professor Trevelyan quotes several similar examples of financial stringency.
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get a bett er mental picture of the mak
e-up of the delinquent when it is aver
red,
as here, that the latt er thre aten ed to
knock a Cor por al's " b - - y 'ead
'orf ."
But the authors can not have envizag
ed wha t this new dep artu re in plea
ding,
translated into the realms of broa
d Scotch or Yorkshire, would brin
g in its
train. Among the othe r specime
n charges I note tha t the stat eme
nt of
particulars und er Sec. 29 lacks an
essential comma. Additional spec
imen
char ges und er Sec. 40 would hav
e been useful.
This is the type of Handbook whi
ch it is to be hop ed some enterpri
sing
auth or will produce for the benefit
of Sao rsta t Officers when we hav
e been
endowed with a perm ane nt code.
G.P .H.

A 'l'el tboo k 01 Bmall Arms.
The .. Textbook of Small Arms,"
issued recently by the Brit ish Wa
r
Office, is an exu eme ly interesting pub
lica

tion. The volume, consisting of 427
pages 71 inches by 11 inches, is divi
ded into Par t I., Small Arm s; Par
t II.
Small Arm Am mun itio n; Par t
III. , Ballistics of Small Arm s;
Par
t
IV.,
Appendices and Ballistic Tables.
Par t I. (one) deals in an extreme
ly interesting man ner with the hist
ory
and development of the rifie. It emb
odies a review of various type s of mod
em
rifies with a comparison of their
principal components, whilst very
fine sets
of plat es and diagrams help the
reader to follow with close inte rest
the various
details. A cha pter which readily
engages the atte ntio n is tha t deal
ing with
Revolvers and Self-loading Pistols.
In add ition to the Webley, Mark
VI.,
our present Service weapon, you
hav e the various type s of "Au tom
atic s,"
beloved by "Ol d Volunteers." Th
e" Col t," "Pa rab ellu m," and .. Pete
r,"
are beautifully illustrated, and dese
rvedly so, for, without dou bt, they
represent
the highest mechanical developmen
t of auto mat ic functioning.
Forty-three pages are devoted to
Grenades, and all conceivable type
s,
British and foreign, are diagramatic
ally presented. The re are the old
han dgrenade, the rifle grenade, smoke,
incendiary and gas, and even the
old stin k
bomb. Special atte ntio n has been
given to Machine Guns, and no less
than
thir teen different mod els are elab
orately dea lt with thro ugh sple
prod uced plates.
ndidly
Par t n. (two), hich trea ts of
propellant charges, small arm cart
ridge,
manufacture, proofing and inspecti
on of .303, Mark VII ., and various
othe r
. of . mili tary ammunition, incl
udes also Tracer, Armour-piercing
,
and
Force ocks. The chapters are as high
ly interesting as they are
tft.:h '1IIl" tn,.., and m t real
ly be tudied to be appreciated
at their true value.
. In short '1SInIN~ such as this, it is
not possible to examine all the poin
ts
of lilt tt but men tion mus t be mad
e of the article on the much-vaunte
d
.
~ b.ullet. Its properties are fully
discussed and , judging by the
cJitIc:al
which are being met in man ufac
ture and .. set up," and the
bell uiD lll' of the baDet in actual
trials, it will be some considerable
time before
~
VII . ballet is supclsecIed.
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Part III. (three), treats of Interior and Exterior Ballistics. These record
the events which happen from the time the striker is released from control
of the sear until the bullet is at rest. Accustomed as we have been to the
orthod.ox records presented by the ordinary manuals, you will find here a
collection of details, convincing and of absorbing interest.
Part IV. (four), consists of a collection of Appendices, and although it is
usual to associate these with monotonous collections and columns of figures,
you have embodied in these Appendices an extensive and detailed comparison
of the Rifles, Machine Guns and Ammunition of various Powers-in fact no
less than twenty-two.
Altogether officers would find this Textbook an admirable addition to their
Library, not only as a source of reference, but also as a medium through which
the subject matter of practically all the Small Arms Manuals may be revised
with a pleasurable interest.
D.]. S.

" War Books."
" A Critical Guide." By Cyril Falls. (London: Peter Davies, Limited, 30
Henrietta Street), Covent Garden, W.C.2. Price lOs. 6d.
The author of this work states in his preface: "The Great War has resulted
in the spilling of floods of ink, as well as of blood." Any publisher's list will
prove the truth of his assertion. The average reader finds the greatest difficulty
in navigating in this flood. There are numerous books dealing with every phase
of the Great War, and their authors and publishers, in all cases, describe
them as authoritative. A very considerable number of books dealing with the
war are written to justify particular actions of the writer, or some particular
point of view, or in some other way the writer's views are prejudiced. Such
prejudices, although they take considerably from the value of a book, are often
not obvious to the ordinary reader. The author of the book under notice
(Captain Cyril Falls) is a member of the Military Branch of the Historical
Section of the Committee of Imperial Defence. His work consists in the
compilation of histories of British Military Operations during the war, and he
is the compiler of volumes on the operations in Egypt and Palestine. His
duties and experience make his views on war books of very considerable value.
Captain Falls does not attempt to comment on even all British War books.
He gives short notes on a very considerable number of books which he has read,
or which have been recommended by friends. Books are marked or given
one, two, or three stars as Capt. Falls thinks they are ordinary, good, v~ry
good, or superlative. His comments are brief but very much to the pomt
and, even in controversial cases, illuminating. To take two well known
examples-he awards Mr. Winston Churchill's" World Crisis" three stars,
and then proceeds to state that "taken by itself it is by no means completely
reliable owing to its personal outlook, and the strong preju~ces ~ the
author." In a few further sentences he justifies putting the book m the highest
category because of Mr. Churchill's inside knowledge of many war problems
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and decisions. Similarly, after bestowing the highest praise on Capt.
Liddell
Hart, Capt. Falls writes: "His weakness is that he is, on occasio
n, inclined
to force men and events into the mould of his preconc eptions
on militar y
theory. " Capt. Falls' book is divided into sections dealing with
general
history, formations and units, reminiscences, some foreign books, and
a limited
amount of fiction.
In additio n he directs attentio n to the fact that every good
German
historical work, and the greates t portion of the French ones, are
critical ly
reviewed as they appear, in the Army Quarterly and the Times
Literary
Sflpplement. He might have gone further and stated that all works
of any
importance are reviewed in these journal s and in others of a similar
nature.
No book dealing with the war should be considered seriously read
unless the
reader has also read the comments on it to be found in the review
pages of
some of the journal s mentioned, or possibly in Capt. Falls' book.
D. B.
.. The Irish Manuscripts Commission." Irish Military History.·
The Depart ment of Defence, or General Staff, unlike most similar
bodies
possesses no Histori cal Section. The Defence Forces have not been
engage d
in a war of magnitu de, during which units and staffs kept war diaries,
copies
of orders, etc., and if such a Histori cal Section existed it would not
have the
same materia l to work upon as in other armies. The historic al
importa nce
of some of the docume ntary records possessed by the Depart ment
is, howeve r,
hardly recognised.
There is, however, a growing appreci ation of the fact that our
military
history has received little attentio n, and that very few works
dealing with
it are available. It is also doubtfu l if the materia ls essentia l for the
prepara tion
of Irish Military History are in anythin g like accessible form. These
materia ls
will only become easily available in proport ion to the rate at which
materia l
relating to Nationa l history generally becomes available. The art
of warfare
i: founded on military history , and a knowledge of a country 's military
history
.
tial to a proper underst anding of its defence problems. Officers, therefore, have an interest in the work of the Irish Manuscripts Commi
ssion. This
body was founded in 192 under the chairma nship of Dr. Eoin
MacNeill.
It oth r m mbers are selected from the most distinguished authori
ties on
hb,tory and allied ubjects in the State. Its duties briefly are to report
on the
n. tur, -t nt and importa nce of exi ting collections of manusc
ripts and
pc r 1 tin to Ir land, on th plac in which such manusc
ripts and papers
at d
' t d, and th' t ps n
ssary to preserve and publish them. Analecta
Hi
iC4. th first volume of which was i ued last year, will contain reports
on th tti 'ti of th commi 'on, informa tion as to the location
, nature
and
u f rari
doerun t and manusc ripts, and copies or extract s of
u
doerun 15 that it j not propo d to publish in separat e volume
s.
Th CamIlli 'on ' arranging to have certain ancient Irish docume nts
publish ed
810 Hi ..... _ c:a (iDclading the ~ of the Irish Manuscr ipts Commis
1
sion) No.1.
•

..- tatiOllcry Office, Dublin, price 5/-.
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in facsimile, the work of reproduction being undertaken by the Ordnance
~urve!. It is also getting in touch with, and obtaining reports from various
libranes, museums and record offices, on the documents of Irish interest in
their ~ossession. Mr. Charles MacNeill was sent to examine a very large
co~ectlOn of documents relating to Ireland in the Bodlein Library at Oxford.
HIS report occupies the greater portion of the first volume, and a number
of the documents copied, described or summarised, deal with wars and the
military situation in Ireland in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.
The second document described is: "An Establishment for the Kingdom
of Ireland," in 1702. The military establishment then "consisted of 3
regiments and 1 squadron of horse, 2 regiments and 2 troops of dragoons,
12 regiments of foot, with 3 regiments of foot charged on the Irish Establishment, and serving in the West Indies." The army estimates, including
£3,843 5s. Od. for military pensions, amounted to £265,378 5s. Od., an
additional £9,807 7s. 6d. being provided for the half-pay establishment. The
total civil estimates for all departments were £53,543 Os. 4d.,nearly half of which
went to French Refugee Pensioners. Mr. MacNeill explains that: "The
comparatively small charge for the civil departments is to be explained by the
practice of meeting the cost of administration largely by fees paid by
individuals directly to the officials." None of the manuscripts mentioned
deals with actual military operations, but a number of them, like the example
quoted, deal with the numbers and supply of the various armies that existed
in Ireland.

D. B.

Aids to Dispensing.

By G. Ashton, Staff-Sergeant, R.A.M.C. Published
by Gale and Polden, Ltd., Wellington Works, Aldershot. Price 6s. 6d. net.

The primary object of the author is to give the student of dispens~g
the information required for his qualifying examination in a simple con~lse
form. He d.oes this well-so well that it is difficult to imagine his effort bemg
e.'{celled. Such faults as are in the book are faults beyond the control of the
author, who finds himseU the victim of a conservative tradition in matters
pharmaceutical. The work is divided into four sections :-Materia Medica,
Official Preparations of the B.P., Practical Pharmacy, poisons. The stu~ent
is advised to "devote, at least, one hour of study each day to the sections
Materia Medica and Official Preparations-committing as much of the latter
subject 1.0 memory as is possible." There is a fine antique .flavour about
Materia Medica-suggestive of the alembic of the. alchemISt, but, the
manufacturing chemist apart, it is rapidly becommg more and more
unsuitable to the needs of a profession which relies mor~ and. mo~e on
proprietary preparations. The 65 pages devoted to Matena Medica m the
present work, out of a total of 223, might, if common sense were ~owed t.o
prevail, be compressed to a quarter of that amount; the re.m~der IS
obsolescent if not obsolete. An item, selected at random, reads '. No. 21,
Gelsemli Radix. (Yellow JasJl1ine Root). Straight, unbranched pIeces of the
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dried root from 4 to 6 inches long, nearly cylindrical, and with a few wiry,
fibrous rootlets attached. The transverse section shows a thin bark surrounding
a JXlrous, yellowish inner wood in which numerous pale rays are seen
radiating from the centre, and in some older pieces a minute central tube
is evident. Fracture fibrous and splintery. Slight odour; bitter taste.
Constituents.-Gelsemine.
Gelseminine. Resin. Therapeutics.-Anodyne
in Neuralgia of the 5th nerve. B.P. Preparation.-Tincture . . . 5-15 m.
10 per cent." It is difficult to imagine any of the above information useful
to a dispenser, civil or military, other than its constituents, and the B.P.
Preparation. A medical man requires to know in addition that it is used for
a special type of neuralgia. And yet though the van of medical research
announces the discovery of other fields white with harvest, the dispenser
and the medical student, in the rear, are compelled to waste precious time
playing in the useless jungle of rhizones, roots, barks, seeds, bulbs, etc., that
have as much connection with medicine as a botanical knowledge of splintwood has with the treatment of a fracture.
But the compiler of an Aid to Dispensing must take facts as he finds
them, and cannot afford to jettison useless cargo. In the present instance
he has reduced the useless to the minimum compatible with the conservative
standards that control public examination in the subject.
The section dealing with practical dispensing and pharmacy could have
been written only by one thoroughly familiar with the subject. He is
generous in his warnings of danger to those who follow his path. The
chapter dealing with poisons will be found most useful as a work of reference
long after examination needs have passed away.
.
. . Apart from the section on Materia Medica which, by its very nature,
mVlt~ hosWe digression, there is nothing but praise for the excellent
handlIng and control of his subject, and the manner in which it is presented
-:-<Iualifications which can arise only from a fulness of knowledge. Congratulabons to the author.

T. MACC.

BOOKS RECEIVED.
The follOwing books which have been received will be reviewed in the

n~'~~

,

TJu .Handbook oj Cyprus. By Sir Ronald Storrs and Bryan Justin O'Brien.
E ~e. By H. R. BerndorfI.

LOY411i~ ~ftSoPOtamia

1914-1917. By Lieut.-Colonel Sir Arnold Wilson.
A SoU.er s Notebook. By General Brussilov.
Tlu Cro Bearers. By A. M. Frey.
~~ ~or1d Crisis, 1911-1914. By Winston S. Churchill.
'~:~~~ValZs.
By Major M. C. C. Harrison, D.S.O., and Captain H. A.
.... ,It) t, M.C.
R~

Polcflll r__~~ Prisoner oj ~ar. By Lord Phillimore, M.C.
-H--Y and the Corridor. By Casimir Smogorzewski.

•
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MAGAZINES.
AMERICAN.
THE MILITARY ENGINEER (AMERICAN). November-December, 1930.
Field Training jor the Engineer Reservist. Only the training of officers
of the Engineer Reserve is dealt with. The author treats in fairly comprehensive
fashion with the training carried out for such officers at Fort Humphreys
during the 1930 training period.
In all only fourteen days are allotted to the annual camp for reserve
officers, and of the fourteen it was found that even in the most favourable
circumstances only lOt were available for actual training. The result of this
is that since the course must of necessity cover a large general daily routine
being as follows :-

Calisthenics
Breakfast ...
Regimental Drill ...
Engineer Training
Lunch
Engineer Training

06.00.
06.15.
07.15 to 07.45.
08.00 to 11.45.
12.00
13.00 to 17.00

The actual work carried out consisted partly of terrain exercises, and
partly of demonstrations of regular troops. An instructor was allotted to a
particular subject, e.g., demolitions, and each officer group, in succession, carried
out under his supervision the exercise in that subject. It is maintained that
this method is much more satiafactory than allotting an instmctor to each
individual group for the while period of the course.
. The subjects dealt with during the period were as follows :--Drill,
Musketry, Construction, Demolitions, Roads, Reconnaissance, and River
Crossings.
In another portion of this issue a brief description of a 14 day camp for
an Engineer (Reserve) Battalion is given, the 14 day training period being
seemingly the standard for Reserve Camps. For Engineer units this period
appears somewhat on the short side, but probably both financial and business
considerations render any longer period impracticable.
Aerial Photographic Mapping. This article, by Captain B. C. Hill, of the
U.S. Corps of Engineers, is well worth a perusal. He treats a subject, that to
the lay mind is, to say the very least, highly involved, in an interesting and
yet simple, fashion.
Dealing first with the older methods of air photography, by the single
lens camera, the more modem multiple lens instrument, with its advantages
and disadvantages, are next mentioned. The latest American instrument
of this type is the Ta, which has five lenses, four being arranged in cruciform
shape around the fifth in the centre, the camera when viewed from the front
having the outline of a .. maltese cross."
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Methods of interpretation, and how such work is effected by relief
and
" tilt" are next discussed. The type of instrum ent used for the determ
ination
of relief seems to differ from the " Barr and Stroud " grid sterioscope,
in that
the " grid " is located much nearer the eyepiece. The essential princip
le is,
however, exactly similar in both cases.
Reprojection is also discussed, the author indicating that several
complicated machines have been constructed with this end in view,
but that
the whole question is still largely in the experimental stage.
The commercial aspect and value of aerial photog raphy is also mentio
ned,
it being pointed out that even in its simplest forms, the uncontr
olled and
controlled mosaic, its applications in a large country such as the
United
States are legion.
The Development of Rail- Ai, Passenger Service. The possibilities of
the
combination of one of the older forms of transpo rt, with the newest,
has some
interest for us, in view of the experiments which have already been
carried
out here, in giving an air service from tran§atlantic liners to the Contine
nt.
The service mentioned in the article is trans-c ontinen tal from New
York
to Los Angeles. With the development and perfection of the service, the
charges
have now been so reduced that the combined rail-air fare, enabling
the whole
journey across the American Continent to be completed in two days,
is now
only nominally higher than the all rail fare foe the same journey.
The Confederate Engineers. A continuation of the history of
the
Engineers of the Confederate Forces in the American Civil War.
Comments on a Few Dams and Reservoi,s. Continued from the previou
s
issue.
T,ailing the Headwaters of the Mississ ippi. An interesting descrip
tion
of a tour of the upper reaches of the great river.

J. J.

C.

THE FIELD ARTILL ERY JOURNA L

(U.S.), Janua,y -Febru a,y, 1931.
This number contains the annual report of the Chief of Field Artiller
y.
The report outlines the progress made in Field Artillery development
during
the past year.
.. Radio interference Test at Fort Sill" is an account of a number
of
xperiments which were made with radio communication. The result
and
ded~ctions arrived at should be of interest to anyone concerned with
radio,
particularly with its application to air co-operation .
.. Gen ral ummerall's articles " is the title given to a number of quotati ons
taken from articles written by General Summerall for the Infantr y
Cavalry
and Artillery journals.
'
Thi ' number also includes :_
Tile Ref,esher Cou,se, by Lieut.-Colonel D. C. McDonald, F.A.
H. ~;!.tdioll4l Gtuud Duties in Aid of Ci",'l Autlwrities, by Brig.-G
eneral
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A n Example of Co-operation between Natioanal Guard and Organised
Reserves, by Captain W. F. Keenan, F.A.
Battery " E" Goes to War.
A continuation of extracts from the Diary
of First Sergt. D. A. Cone.
The Field ArtiUery Horse Show Team, by 1st Lieut. R W. Taylor, F.A.
Pistol Training at the University of Oklahoma, by Lieut. J. D. Yeaton, F.A.
J. McL.

BRITISH.
THE JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL ARTILLERY. January, 1931.
A very interesting article by Major C. T. Beckett, M.C., RA., deals with
the Close Support of Tanks.
The writer's analysis of this modem problem emphasises the importance
of liaison between Artillery and Mobile Anns, if this new task is allotted to
Field Artillery.
It is anticipated that more than one "School of Thought" will, in the
near future, furnish further articles regarding whose mission close support
of tanks should be. Since Artillery Training refers but briefly to the subject,
the study of this article is recommended.
An article by Lieutenant Colonel Morin, in the Revue Militaire Francaise,
May, 1930, is translated by Brig. General W. Evans, C.M.G., D.S.O., dealing
with the utility of Permanent Fortifications.
Colonel Morin, in a very interesting way, sketches the defensive
organisation of France in existence in 1914, and its role in the Great Warthe influence of the French defensive organisation on the German plan of
campaign-the influence of the French defensive works on the war of
movement (August-September, 1914), and the Utility of permanent fortification in position warfare.
Other articles are:Sidelights on Great Soldiers. By Captain (Bt. Major) J. N. Kennedy,
M.C., R.A.
The Study oj European LangtUlges. By Captain A. G. Millar, RA.
Mutt with his back to the Wall. By Major A. H. Burne, D.S.O., R.A.
This is a sequel to previous articles, and is a very interesting one for gunners.
Time Fuzes. By Major C. F. G. Hogg, RA.
The Technical Training of a Territorial Battery. By Major D. J. GordonDickson, 339th Battery, RA. (T.A.).
Tribal Ordnance. By Captain E. E. Trench, M.C., R.A.
The Lighter Side of War-" Scrounging." By D. A. C.
Torin, The Black Sheep. A tale of the Indian Frontier 30 odd years
ago. By Brig.-General Cosmo Stewart, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
A Shoot in Burma. By C. F. L.
D. J. C.
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Army Quarterly, January, 1931.
Captain B. H. Liddell Hart contributes an article entitled : "This
Territorial Year." The title was officially given to the 1930 training
period
owing to the introduction of a system of co-operation between Regula
r and
Territorial Units. Apart from the writer's outstan ding position as
a military
critic, he is in a special position to review the progress made the Territo
rial
Army during the past few years, as he has made a wide tour of the camps
and
watched the work of many units, and the article sets out to cast up the
balance
sheet of 1930, and compare the results with previous years.
The first impression is wonder at the enthusiasm displayed, at the
zest
with which the citizen soldier throws himself into his work, and it is
admitte d
that it defies logic. However, in spite of all this there has been
a gradual
falling away in numbers for the past few years. This was due, to
a certain
extent, to the reduction of the bounty , but the harm is not so great as
it seems
owing to the fact that there has been a distinct improvement in the
quality
of personnel, but the undoub ted rise in the quality of the men has
not been
sufficient to meet the ever increasing needs of modem warfare,
and the
formation of machine gun companies in Infantr y Battalio ns seems
to have
emphasised this. The writer states that the Territorial Army, apart from
a few
units, is largely recruited from a class corresponding to that which
composed
the old militia, rather than from the business employees and skilled
artisan s
who were prominent in the pre-war force.
As regards the general standar d it is admitte d that the Artiller
y has
improved and that the improvement is mainly due to mechanization,
which
has resulted in such a reduction of work, that the time which was
spent in
looking after horses can now be given to the real job; the training of
gunners.
The question as to whether seaside camps are essential for recruiting is
discussed,
and the position of artillery units which are generally up to strengt
h in spite
of the fact that the practice camps are usually in out of the way places,
which
goes to show that the location of the camp is not the determining
factor.
The Yeomanry Armoured Car Companies are singled out for special praise.
In the case of the Infantr y the progress is not so pronounced, but
this
year has seen a great improvement in the average tactical level,
althoug h
it is admitted that the tactical training of Territorial Units has suffered
from
lack of method in preparing schemes, and a shortage of umpires to
control
their execution, but the Regular Officers attendi ng Territorial Camps
in future
will be able to attend to these importa nt duties, and the author puts
forward
a constructive plan for the organization of the training.
R~ D~pmenJs in Education in the Army.

This is a lecture delivered by Major General Bonham Carter Directo
r of
Staff ?u~es. at the University of London, in May, 1930, and d~a1s
with the
org~tion of educational training since the war, commencing with
the scheme
put lOto effect for the soldier awaiting demobilization, and continuing
in the
Regular Army when it was again brough t into existence.
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The advantages gained by the formation of the Anny Educational Corps
are detailed, also a description of what has been accomplished in the education
and training of the soldier to date, and the lines on which it is hoped to develop.

Orders. By Brigadier R. J. Collins, C.M.G., D.S.O.
There is no subject more important for Officers than the method of
giving orders in the field, and the wrtier states briefly and clearly, that the
aim should be "How to get our ideas into other peoples' head in the
minimum of time, and with the least possibility of misunderstanding in the
strain and stress of war."
As a result of the introduction of mobile warfare, it is maintained that,
in future, verbal orders will be the rule, and written orders the exception,
and the procedure in the issuing of orders is examined down to the minutest
detail, with the time factor always predominating as" the preparation of the
perfect order is so easy, when time is no object and we can correct and rub out,
polish and re-polish. Yet how different it is to dictate without amendment,
and how soon inaccuracies creep in and misconceptions arise when the pace
gets the least bit hot.
Other articles in this issue are;-

Precedence of Regiments, etc.

By Major T.

J. Edwards, F.R. Hist.S.

Changes in the Army Organization and Administration.
J. N. Kennedy, M.C., Royal Artillery.
A Campaign in the Alps in 1799.
F.R.G.S.

By Brevet Major

By G. R. de Beer, M.A., B.Sc., F.L.S.

The Last German Offensive, Rheims, 1918.

(With Map).

The Prestige of the Territorial Army. By a Territorial Officer.
The Passing of an Empire.

The Fall of the Sultan of Darftlr. By" Sartek."

The Memoirs of Baron de Marbot. Part IV.
lmagi1Jation in the Preparation of Training Schemes.

By" Mashud."

Oman's Peninsular War.
The " Garage" School of Thought.
Allenby's Campaign in Palestine.
The German Landing in Fitlland,3rd April, 1918.

(With Map).

" Old Soldiers Never Die." A short story of Africa. By David Bealey, and
Coincidence or--? By Hafiz.
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